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This dissertation examines the political and business career of H. R. “Bob”
Haldeman. Scholars studying Richard M. Nixon’s presidency and administration have
given very little attention to Haldeman’s career before and after his time as chief of staff.
This dissertation argues that in order to understand Haldeman’s actions as chief of staff
one needs to have a firm understanding of his career before he entered Nixon’s White
House. In contrast to what many have argued, an overt interest in politics and overriding
ambition to serve Nixon did not solely drive Haldeman. Instead, the development of
Haldeman’s career is best understood through his consistent search for opportunities and
activities in which he could alter, reform, or improve existing processes and
organizations. Only a study of his entire career brings this motivation to the forefront.
Using Haldeman’s recollections, his White House diaries, archival records relating to his
business and political career, assessments of the Nixon presidency, and the recently
published memoir of his wife, this dissertation provides an in-depth study of his career as
a manager in business and politics. This study answers important questions regarding
Haldeman’s background, intellectual makeup, and the trajectory of his career by

reexamining Haldeman’s work for Nixon and his career in the advertising industry and
analyzing how each of these experiences informed his life, skillset, and his managerial
behavior. Providing the scholarship with a more complete picture of Haldeman’s life and
career augments the understanding of Richard Nixon’s political career and presidency, by
filling a critical void with a more comprehensive overview of a close aide and a major
figure at the center of the Watergate scandal. An examination of Haldeman’s entire
career, moreover, illuminates how significant developments in twentieth century United
States political and business history impacted one individual.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In 1987, six years before his death and almost seven years after leaving the
Lompoc Federal Prison Camp, Harry Robbins Haldeman, Richard Nixon’s former chief
of staff, appeared as a discussant at a conference held at Hofstra University in New York
on Nixon’s legacy.1 Haldeman, in his early sixties, stepped to the podium after scholars
and other former Nixon aides had opined on various aspects of the administration.2
Haldeman remarked about the conference: “I was very willing and ready to go out on a
limb in talking about things here, and I am willing now to say that the conclusion of this
conference has to be factually incomplete, emotionally premature, and historically
presumptuous. I think probably all of the historians would agree with me at least on this
point, if nothing else.”3 Before beginning his commentary, Haldeman made a point that is
vital for understanding his life and career, the development of his character, and his
intellectual makeup. He stated: “Since my role in the administration and my chosen role

1

H. R. Haldeman in Leon Friedman and William F. Levantrosser, eds., Watergate and Afterward: The
Legacy of Richard M. Nixon (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1992), 317-321.
2

Video of H. R. Haldeman’s appearance at the panel can be found in the C-Span Video Library: “Evolution
of the Nixon Legacy,” https://www.c-span.org/video/?444-1/evolution-nixon-legacy (last accessed 7 July
2017). Haldeman’s remarks begin around the 48-minute-mark. Haldeman’s commentary during the panel is
found in Leon Friedman and William F. Levantrosser, eds. Watergate and Afterward: The Legacy of
Richard M. Nixon (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1992), 317-321.
3

H. R. Haldeman in Leon Friedman and William F. Levantrosser, eds., Watergate and Afterward, 317.
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in life is that of a manager of progress and process rather than a developer of policy and a
creator of initiatives, I am going to take that same role in the closing hours of this
conference.”4
Haldeman’s self-description as a “manager of progress and process” provides
crucial insight into his life and career. It was more than just a bland statement.
Throughout his life, he chased after opportunities to assert himself in this role. He
consistently sought opportunities in which he could aid others, fine-tune existing
processes or establish new ones, and serve both as a mentor and guide to people whom he
liked. Haldeman’s life cannot be understood without tracing his pursuit to improve and
manage existing processes. This trait best explains his rise, fall, and reemergence.
Haldeman, in this sense, was an opportunist. He constantly sought out new opportunities
to apply his services in ways that would help others achieve their goals.
Haldeman’s “chosen role in life” developed over time, and the people who
surrounded him, the sociopolitical developments of the day, and the region in which he
lived all contributed to the making of this role. This dissertation examines how
Haldeman’s “chosen role in life” developed, how and why he pursued it, how he worked
and operated as a “manager of progress and process,” and how, at times, his actions
contradicted this self-described role and caused him trouble.
The name H. R., or “Bob,” Haldeman is a familiar one to those with a basic
understanding of the Watergate scandal that ended Richard M. Nixon’s presidency. He is
most famous for his position as chief of staff during the first four years and four months

4

Ibid.
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of Nixon’s nearly six years in office and for his involvement in the cover-up efforts
undertaken by people within the Nixon administration in the aftermath of the break-in at
the offices of the Democratic National Committee housed in the Watergate Hotel and
Office building located in Washington, D.C. on June 17, 1972. Haldeman has become
synonymous with Watergate. Similarly, every time an aide to the president of the United
States faces trouble today, pundits invariably invoke the name of the former chief of staff.
Those with deeper understanding of the political career of Richard Nixon, perhaps, know
even more details about Haldeman as a California adman turned part-time political
operative who aided Nixon not only in his White House, but throughout many of his
political campaigns. Writer and scholars, however, due their disinterest in studying
Haldeman’s life before and after the White House in any significant detail, have not
properly contextualized his life.
This work examines the life and career of Harry Robbins Haldeman. It analyzes
how Haldeman’s past informed his decision-making throughout his life, how the actions
he took can be better understood in light of the historical circumstances that surrounded
him, and how he acquired his managerial instincts and skillset. The project examines how
his life unfolded prior to and after his time in the White House and demonstrates how
characteristics he developed during this time influenced his work for Richard Nixon.
Throughout the following chapters, the reader will gain considerable insight into his
upbringing and education, his business career in advertising, and his life after prison and
how these affected his own life and thinking. In the end, the reader will come away with
a better understanding why Haldeman, while reflecting on his past, described himself as
he did in his remarks in 1987.

3

In the literature on the Nixon presidency and Watergate, Haldeman’s name is
ever-present. Author John Farrell, in his recent award-winning biography of Nixon, wrote
that Haldeman “did little that Nixon did not know, and approve.”5 Evan Thomas writes:
“Haldeman was Nixon’s self-styled ‘S.O.B.’—the zero defects enforcer of order and
timeliness in the Nixon campaign, the man who, as time went on, would spend more
waking hours with Nixon than anyone else.”6 Historian Stephen E. Ambrose wrote in the
introduction to Haldeman’s published diaries that, “no other presidential chief of staff
spent as much time with his boss, or was so deeply involved in discussions and decisionmaking about such a wide range of subjects.”7 Regardless of Ambrose’s exaggeration
regarding Haldeman’s input into decision-making, based on the chief of staff’s proximity
to his boss on both the campaign trail and in the White House and his ubiquitous presence
when the president made decisions, Haldeman’s name appears in every serious book
written on or dealing with Nixon.
Despite his centrality in Nixon’s political campaigns, his White House, and the
Watergate affair, no serious attempt has been made to chronicle Haldeman’s life. In the
present literature on Nixon discussion of Haldeman is mainly confined to his role in the
White House. Those interested in Haldeman’s background, upbringing, and life before,
during, and after the White House will encounter only bland and occasionally erroneous

5

John A. Farrell, Richard Nixon: The Life (New York: Doubleday, 2017), 356; Jennifer Schuessler, “Nixon
Biographer Wins American History Book Prize,” The New York Times, 6 March 2018
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/06/books/nixon-biographer-wins-american-history-book-prize.html
(Last accessed 6 August 2018).
6

Evan Thomas, Being Nixon: A Man Divided (New York: Random House, 2015), 154.

7

Stephen E. Ambrose, “Introduction,” in The Haldeman Diaries by H. R. Haldeman (New York: G.P.
Putnam’s Sons, 1994), 1.
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descriptions of Haldeman’s time in California, his days in advertising, and his busy
schedule at the White House.
The central argument that runs through the pages of this dissertation is that the
most notorious parts of Haldeman’s life and career cannot be understood without first
weighing them against what came before. While those familiar with the existing
scholarship might see a straight line in Haldeman’s development as a political aide, in
reality his life zigged and zagged. On multiple occasions where others have depicted
certainty, Haldeman actually expressed doubt. Similarly, where others show consistency,
Haldeman acted inconsistently. This, however, can only be seen when his life is
chronicled in its entirety.
This project is not an attempt to justify or absolve Haldeman of any of the crimes
for which a jury found him guilty in 1975. Nor is the dissertation a reexamination or
reassessment of the Nixon presidency. The focus here is deliberately on Haldeman. The
story of Haldeman’s life and career is not the story of Richard Nixon. As one can see
from the chapters below, Haldeman’s upbringing, work, character, and thinking diverged
considerably from Nixon’s.
This dissertation analyzes those who influenced Haldeman. Nixon, of course,
plays a significant role in this regard but so do other people less frequently discussed in
the brief synopsis of Haldeman’s background typically found in the literature. His
grandfather, father, mother, wife, and business associates all had a role. In short, the
reader can expect a much more complete and accurate picture of the people who mattered
in Haldeman’s life and how each influenced him.

5

Haldeman’s life and career can only be understood in the context of the historical
circumstances that surrounded him. Events and developments far beyond Haldeman’s
control shaped and moved him. This work demonstrates that Haldeman’s thoughts
frequently echoed similar ideas found elsewhere in society and that the story of his life
suggests how critical events in American history impacted the life of individuals. This
seems to have been lost on scholars who mention Haldeman only in the context of the
political career of Richard Nixon. This dissertation, moreover, probes the reasoning
behind some of Haldeman’s decisions and the context in which they were made in order
to offer a fuller picture of his thinking at the time.
This in-depth study of H. R. Haldeman’s life and career indirectly contributes to
the scholarship on Richard Nixon by helping to explain the actions and behaviors of a
key aide and his chief of staff. Such a comprehensive understanding of Haldeman is
absent in the numerous volumes on Nixon. Writers, at best, devote a couple of pages or
paragraphs to Haldeman’s background. Most writers devote their attention primarily to
the ways Haldeman operated with no appreciation for how Haldeman’s life changed due
to his position as chief of staff or the steps that prepared him for such a position.
Moreover, they hone in on Haldeman’s involvement in the Watergate cover-up without
analyzing how these actions fit into his larger managerial approach. Similarly, there are
no analyses of Haldeman’s life after Watergate.
Early works on Nixon and Watergate, such as Dan Rather’s and Gary Gates’s The
Palace Guard (1974) and Theodore White’s Breach of Faith (1975), include information

6

about Haldeman’s past and how he functioned in the White House.8 However, these
works are based on unattributed interviews, newspaper sources, and the very limited
secondary sources and primary documents available at the time. These works also
appeared before the publication of Haldeman’s own memoir, The Ends of Power (1978).9
In the immediate decades following Nixon’s resignation, works on Nixon’s life or
presidency, such as Stephen Ambrose’s three-volume biography (1987, 1989, 1991),
Stanley Kutler’s The Wars of Watergate (1991), Jonathan Aitken’s Nixon: A Life (1993)
and Joan Hoff’s Nixon Reconsidered (1994), reduce Haldeman’s life before and after the
White House to an afterthought and almost exclusively discuss Haldeman in the context
of the political campaigns in which he worked, his activities in the White House, and the
Watergate cover-up.10 Again, these works were published before the release of The
Haldeman Diaries (1994) and some of Haldeman’s files from the White House Special
Files returned and contested collections made available by the Richard Nixon Presidential
Library that include correspondence and documents relating to Haldeman’s work on

8

Dan Rather and Gary Paul Gates, The Palace Guard (New York: Harper and Row, 1974); Theodore H.
White, Breach of Faith: The Fall of Richard Nixon (New York: Scribner, 1975).
9

H. R. Haldeman and Joseph DiMona, The Ends of Power (New York: Time Books, 1978).

10

Stephen E. Ambrose, Nixon: The Education of a Politician, 1913-1962 (New York: Simon & Schuster,
1987); Stephen E. Ambrose, Nixon: The Triumph of a Politician, 1962-1972 (New York: Simone &
Schuster, 1989); Stephen E. Ambrose, Nixon: Ruin and Recovery, 1973-1990 (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1991); Jonathan Aitken, Nixon: A Life (Washington, D.C.: Regenery Publishing, 1993); Stanley I.
Kutler, The Wars of Watergate (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1990); Joan Hoff, Nixon Reconsidered (New
York: Basic Books, 1994).
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Nixon’s political campaigns.11 Many of them also appeared before Haldeman died in
November of 1993 and thus could not offer a complete picture of his life.
More recent works on Nixon or aspects of his presidency, such as Jeffrey
Kimball’s Nixon’s Vietnam War (1998), Iwan Morgan’s Nixon (2002), Rick Perlstein’s
Nixonland (2008), Evan Thomas’s Being Nixon (2015), and John Farrell’s Richard
Nixon: The Life (2016) all use information garnered from Haldeman’s memoir, diaries, or
files to buttress their analyses of Nixon, his policies, or his era more generally. 12 All
appeared before Jo Haldeman, H. R. Haldeman’s wife, published her memoir, In The
Shadow of the White House (2017).13 She offers considerable insight into Haldeman’s
private life during the White House years and after and thus can be used to flesh-out
aspects of the story not otherwise found within the official documents of the
administration.

11

H. R. Haldeman, The Haldeman Diaries by H. R. Haldeman (New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1994); A
brief history of the primary sources available to Nixon scholars up to 1996 is found in Joan Hoff,
“Researchers’ Nightmare: Studying the Nixon Presidency,” Presidential Studies Quarterly 26, (Winter
1996): 259-275; Information on the accessibility of the White House Special Files Returned Collection and
White House Special Files Contested Collection can be found in the “Administrative History” and “Scope
and Content Summary” sections of the finding aids available online at the website of the Richard Nixon
Presidential Library and Museum. See Richard Nixon Presidential Library and Museum, “Nixon
Presidential Returned Materials Collection White House Special Files (WHSF),”
https://www.nixonlibrary.gov/forresearchers/find/textual/findingaids/returned_special.pdfv and Richard
Nixon Presidential Library and Museum, “Nixon Presidential Returned Materials Collection White House
Special Files: Contested Materials,”
https://www.nixonlibrary.gov/forresearchers/find/textual/findingaids/returned_contested.pdf
12

Jeffrey Kimball, Nixon’s Vietnam War (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1998); Iwan Morgan,
Nixon (London: Arnold, 2002); Rick Perlstein, Nixonland: The Rise of a President and the Fracturing of
America (New York: Scribner, 2008); Evan Thomas, Being Nixon: A Man Divided (New York: Random
House, 2015); John A. Farrell, Richard Nixon: The Life (New York: Doubleday, 2017).
13

Jo Haldeman, In the Shadow of the White House (Los Angeles: Vireo Book, 2017). Evan Thomas, in the
introduction to Jo Haldeman’s memoir, writes that Jo “gave me a copy of her draft memoir, which I agreed
not to quote from for my own book, but which helped inform my judgments, not just about H. R.
Haldeman, but about his tortured boss.” See Evan Thomas, “Introduction,” in In the Shadow of the White
House, 12.
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Studies that zoom in on Haldeman’s political career fail to situate it within the
larger context of Haldeman’s public and private life. Michael Haubert’s M.A. thesis,
“Harry Robbins Haldeman: Richard Nixon’s Right-Hand Man” (2000), and the relevant
chapter in Chris Whipple’s book on the history of the White House Chiefs of Staff, The
Gatekeepers: How the White House Chiefs of Staff Define Every Presidency (2017) do
not employ the archival holdings on Haldeman extensively.14 The passages on
Haldeman’s time prior to joining the Nixon administration in January 1969 and his life
after his resignation in April 1973 are condensed and less analytical.
Besides contributing to a better understanding of Richard Nixon and his
presidency, this dissertation contributes to a better understanding of American history in
the twentieth century. Many events that were beyond Haldeman’s control, such as the
growth of California, the Great Depression, World War II, the social and political
changes during the 1960s, and even the fall of the Soviet Union, directly influenced his
life. Moreover, events in which Haldeman played a role, such as the election of Richard
Nixon in 1968, the prolongation of the Vietnam War and the associated anti-war protests,
Watergate, and the resignation of Nixon, directly moved his life in certain directions.
Consequently, this dissertation analyzes Haldeman’s actions in the larger context of the
events of the day, demonstrating how these events influenced him.
This study relies heavily on the methodology employed by historians who write
biographies in the twenty-first century. David Nasaw, in his introduction to a roundtable
published in the American Historical Review, wrote that:
14

Michael A. Haubert, “Harry Robbins Haldeman: Richard Nixon’s Right-Hand Man” (MA thesis, San
Diego State University, 2000); Chris Whipple, “’The Lord High Executioner,’” in The Gatekeepers: How
the White House Chiefs of Staff Define Every Presidency (New York: Crown, 2017), 17-46.

9

Historians who write biographies do not, it is true, put characters first or provide
their readers with a full birth-to-grave, warts-and-all narrative. Like all writers of
lives, fictional or real, they make choices as to what is trivial and peripheral and
what is significant and worthy of inclusion. Their larger objective is not simply to
tell a life story, though they often do that well, but to deploy the individual in the
study of the world outside that individual and to explore how the private informs
the public and vice versa.15
Nasaw’s observation is evident in the work of historians who, over the course of the last
decade, have used a biographical approach not only to examine the history of individuals,
but also to analyze the socioeconomic and political circumstances surrounding their
subject and how they informed their subject’s life and intellectual makeup.16 While the
story of the development of Haldeman’s life and career is at the center of this project, the
social and political environments in which he lived are analyzed in order to contextualize
his development. Jeremi Suri, in his work on another one of Nixon’s confidants, Henry
Kissinger, observed that Kissinger’s “rise to power followed broader social and political
currents that he could not control.”17 Similarly, Haldeman’s emergence as a businessman
and a political aide, his eventual downfall, and his life after imprisonment can only be
explained with an eye to the historical circumstances in which these events took place.
The analysis of Haldeman’s life and career begins in the decades before his birth
on October 27, 1926. Chapter Two analyzes the Haldeman family’s history in California,

15

David Nasaw, “Introduction,” American Historical Review 114, no.3 (June 2009): 574.

16

Some noteworthy examples that not only represent examples of historians employing a biographical
approach to their studies, but also served as the intellectual inspiration for the undertaking of this study
include: Timothy Tyson, Radio Free Dixie: Robert F. Williams and the Roots of Black Power (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1999); Stephen Kantrowitz, Ben Tillman and the Reconstruction of
White Supremacy (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2000); Joseph Crespino, Strom
Thurmond’s America (New York: Hill and Wang, 2012).
17

Jeremi Suri, Henry Kissinger and the American Century (Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard
University, 2007), 1.
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H. R. Haldeman’s upbringing, and his education. Haldeman’s family background
influenced his desire to help others and his upbringing instilled in him a desire for
activity that is evident in many of the decisions that he took throughout his life.
Haldeman’s interest in taking control of and optimizing processes can be traced back to
his days growing up in the Golden State. His grandfather, father, mother demonstrated an
interest in aiding others through their work in the community and held leadership
positions in a variety of organizations. Moreover, his roots in California and his
undergraduate education at the University of California in Los Angeles matter to
understanding how his life unfolded going forward. Haldeman frequently drew on the
connections he made at his alma mater and his association with the school to carve out
opportunities to manage, such as his involvement with the school’s fundraising efforts
and its Alumni Association. These indirectly led him to become a member of the
University of California Board of Regents, where he learned additional skills and made
more connections that helped propel his career. Most importantly, perhaps, it was during
his years at UCLA that he and his future wife, Jo, continued their courtship. The chapter
ends with Haldeman’s decision to head to New York City and seek a job in the emerging
advertising industry.
Haldeman began working for the J. Walter Thompson (JWT) advertising
company in 1949. His time with the agency helped him to refine skills that would
contribute to his successes in business, politics, and the community. Chapter Three,
therefore, discusses Haldeman’s work at the company and his early campaign endeavors
for Richard Nixon in the 1950s. It shows how Haldeman dealt with both business clients
and Nixon and emphasizes how his desire for action and opportunity factored into his

11

decision-making. Whereas both Haldeman and outside observers have pointed to
ideological and political motivations behind his desire to work for Richard Nixon in
1952, the story of his life up to this point and his reaction to the eventual rejection he
received from the campaign complicate this straightforward storyline. Haldeman’s work
on Nixon’s 1956 vice-presidential re-election campaign represented his first real entry
into politics, but also caught the attention of high-ranking executives at JWT. This is
crucial to understanding the relationship Haldeman formed with Norman H. Strouse, who
then served as company president and later would become its chief executive officer.
Thus, the campaign is not only important to understanding the beginnings of Haldeman’s
foray into the political arena, but also his developing role in the advertising agency.
Haldeman and Strouse shared similar thoughts regarding management and reforming
existing processes. Haldeman’s path to and work on the campaign provides insights into
the connection between the post-WWII advertising industry and American politics. The
chapter, moreover, demonstrates how his upbringing, his attachment to his family, and
the politics and economy of the 1950s all contributed to the development of his career.
Without knowing about the politics and economy of the 1950s, one cannot understand the
contingencies that made his rise in both arenas possible.
The 1960s marked a turning point for Haldeman. Over the course of the decade he
assumed greater control over processes in business, politics, and the community. Chapter
Four analyzes Haldeman’s work on the campaign trail for Richard Nixon in 1958, 1960,
1962, and 1968. It chronicles Haldeman’s role in these campaigns and shows how he
became fascinated with certain aspects of the campaign operations, such as spearheading
the advance team of Nixon’s presidential campaign in 1960, directing Nixon’s
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gubernatorial campaign in California in 1962, and steering one-half of Nixon’s
presidential campaign in 1968. The chapter shows how all these experiences influenced
his actions and behavior going forward, altered his outlook on politics, and furthered his
skillset. As politics was still a part-time occupation for Haldeman during this time,
however, the chapter also details his efforts in both business and the community.
Subsequently, the chapter analyzes Haldeman’s work for the UCLA Alumni Association
and his terms on the University of California Board of Regents. These experiences
considerably affected Haldeman’s thinking. Haldeman’s involvement in university affairs
occurred in a tense climate of social and political unrest in California. His actions with
these bodies demonstrates his continued desire to steer, reform, and improve processes.
But it was not just the politics and the social landscape around Haldeman that changed
during the 1960s. His own place of work changed, as Norman Strouse retired from the
company and the directions, operations, and messaging of advertising changed. These
changes, perhaps, contributed to Haldeman’s desire to seek a different line of work at the
end of the decade and to his decision to join Nixon’s 1968 presidential campaign and,
ultimately, the White House staff.
Chapter Five focuses on Haldeman’s years in the White House as Nixon’s chief
of staff from 1969 to 1973. It documents how Haldeman prepared himself for the job and
aided in the transition efforts by drawing on his own past. The chapter shows how
Haldeman’s role in the White House changed over time and how his position affected his
life as a husband and father. Historians acknowledge Haldeman’s role as a conduit for
Nixon’s orders. “Nixon had the message, and in Haldeman he had his medium,” Stanley
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Kutler wrote in 1990.18 While Kutler is right, he and others fail to detail how this role
developed over time and how it clashed with Haldeman’s previous experiences as a
manager both in business and on the campaign trail. The chapter demonstrates how
Haldeman dealt with the historical circumstances that surrounded him, such as the
Vietnam War and the domestic unrest in the United States. Lastly, the chapter shows how
Haldeman’s personal characteristics, such as his persistent search for activity and his
desire to find new opportunities in which he could improve processes, influenced his
decisions within the White House and demonstrates how these characteristics contributed
to his own downfall. The final days of Haldeman’s White House tenure mark the end of
the chapter.
The conclusion of this study analyzes Haldeman’s career after the White House
through his death on November 13, 1993. The postscript chronicles Haldeman’s ongoing
work for Nixon immediately following his resignation from the administration and how
his resignation, criminal indictment, and imprisonment affected the remainder of his life.
It provides an overview of how Haldeman confronted his own past with the writing of his
memoir. Above all, it shows that in Haldeman’s post-prison years he made a successful
return to the private sector and reemerged as a person who actively attempted to guide
others in their ventures. When Haldeman faced the challenge of reintegrating himself into
society he reprised his role as a manger. In his final years, he again tried to help others
and steer them toward success. His search for opportunities to manage, his desire to be of
help to others, and his passion for serving others never ceased. The conclusion
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demonstrates how Haldeman reverted to the professional life he had led prior to his fulltime involvement in politics, and it suggests that it was his desire to manage, not politics,
ideology, or Nixon, that defined his life above all else.
In the end, the dissertation provides readers with a wide-ranging and more
detailed overview of H. R. Haldeman’s life than is found in the numerous volumes
written on Richard Nixon, his era, his presidency, and Watergate. Haldeman’s life cannot
be understood in episodes but must be examined in light of his past decision-making.
Throughout it, scholars must pay keen attention to Haldeman’s own desire to serve as a
“manager of progress and process.” Haldeman’s own words and the recollections of his
wife help to advance the story of how one man lived, viewed, operated in, and was
transformed by critical events in the history of the United States after World War II.
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CHAPTER II
AIDING OTHERS: H. R. HALDEMAN’S FAMILY AND UPBRINGING, 1871-1948

The story of H. R. Haldeman’s career begins and ends in California. His family’s
activism and prominence laid a foundation for him in California and many pivotal
moments in his life occurred in the Golden State. While Haldeman dwelled in
Washington D.C. and its residential neighborhoods during his time in the Nixon
administration and the trials that followed, and lived in New York for a couple of years
while working for the J. Walter Thompson advertising agency, he spent most of his life in
California.1 When Haldeman left the Lompoc Federal Prison in 1979, also in California,
he returned to the southern part of the state. As the Los Angeles Times put it in an
interview with H. R. Haldeman in 1983, “when Haldeman goes ‘home,’ he has a choice.
He can retire to the longtime family abode near Hancock Park or to a second home in the
lavish Fairbanks Ranch section of Rancho Santa Fe in San Diego County.”2 He died in
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1993, at age 67, in Santa Barbara, California.3 Haldeman grew up and went to primary,
secondary, and post-secondary school in California. He left, after graduating from the
University of California in Los Angeles, for New York in 1948, but returned a few years
later. Haldeman left California when he joined the Nixon Vice-Presidential campaign in
1956. In California, Haldeman guided Richard Nixon’s unsuccessful gubernatorial
campaign in 1962. Haldeman served on the University of California Board of Regents,
only leaving with reservations to join Nixon’s campaign for the presidency in 1968.4
California, particularly the greater Los Angeles region, was important to H. R. Haldeman.
However, his affinity for the area cannot be understood without knowing about his
family’s long history in the region.
This chapter shows how H. R. Haldeman’s paternal grandfather and parents, his
upbringing, and schooling contributed to the making of his “chosen role in life.”5 The
Haldeman family embraced service as auxiliaries to already established causes. His
family and his upbringing instilled in H. R. Haldeman his desire for action and his
yearning to help others. Throughout his life, these impulses often worked in concert and
influenced the way in which he operated and thus played a significant role in the making
of his careers as an advertising executive, a political aide, and a businessman.
Whereas others have looked to Haldeman’s family and upbringing to ascertain his
political leanings, how he became interested in Richard Nixon, or how they
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predetermined illicit or illegal behavior later in life, this chapter focuses on providing
insight into how Haldeman’s upbringing contributed to his managerial thinking. His
family’s politics did not predetermine Haldeman’s own politics. Nor did they
predetermine any unprincipled and unethical behavior that he later engaged in while
working for Nixon. His family and upbringing, however, contributed to H. R.
Haldeman’s interest in helping other people achieve their goals, his longing to improve
his community, and his desire to seek action over inactivity. They also cemented his
connection to the Los Angeles area to which he constantly returned, which he cherished,
and where he made connections that aided him throughout various stages of his life. The
desire to manage, help, and improve ran through the veins of the Haldeman family. Harry
Robbins Haldeman would follow this same family blueprint and throughout much of his
life look for opportunities in which he could help others. This, not political beliefs, is the
main reason one has to understand Haldeman’s upbringing and early life.
Authors frequently analyze Haldeman’s paternal grandfather’s political beliefs.
According to these authors, his grandfather singlehandedly shaped H. R. Haldeman’s
politics. Authors interested in explaining why Haldeman associated himself with Richard
Nixon emphasize his grandfather’s role as the founder of the anti-communist Better
America Federation in the 1920s. They assert that his grandfather, and later on, his father,
were devoted anti-communist activists and therefore Haldeman volunteered for Richard
Nixon’s campaigns because of his anti-communist activities as a U.S. Congressman and
Senator.6 However, this single-minded explanation leaves any analysis of Haldeman’s
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early life incomplete and is based on an imperfect and outdated analysis of Richard
Nixon’s politics and Haldeman’s role in the Nixon administration. It mistakes his
personal politics for his personal motivations.
Haldeman’s decision to become involved with the Nixon campaign has been the
subject of much debate. Haldeman himself has occasionally given different explanations.
He wrote in his 1978 memoir that “most reporters” reason that it was anti-communism
that attracted to him to Nixon and that, “these reporters unfailingly point out that my
paternal grandfather was a founder of the Better American [sic] Federation, an early antiCommunist organization.”7 He contends that while his grandfather was one of the
founders, “neither I nor my family were anti-Communist zealots. I didn’t grow up in an
atmosphere of intense discussions about the ‘Communist menace.’”8 In a 1988 oral
history, Haldeman stated that there “was no great ideological thrust or noble ambition
involved in this, and no thought at all of becoming permanently involved in either politics
or government” when he approached Nixon’s vice-presidential campaign in 1956 after
being rebuffed by Nixon’s campaign four years earlier.9 In an oral history interview in
1991, however, Haldeman again credited his grandfather’s, father’s, and mother’s,
affiliation with the Better America Federation as a driving factor behind his decision to

deep impression on Bob, whose grandfather had strong anticommunist beliefs.” Jo Haldeman, In the
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team up with Nixon’s vice-presidential campaign.10 However, by 1991, Haldeman had
read much of the scholarship on the Nixon presidency, presumably picking up on the
claim that authors frequently made about his family’s politics, and thus one can assume
that this reinforced his thinking that it was indeed his grandfather’s politics that drove
him to work for Nixon. The story of Haldeman’s entry into the political world, however,
as discussed below, is more complicated. Haldeman’s upbringing influenced more than
his politics. It laid the foundation for many of his skills and characteristics that are crucial
to understanding his rise professionally and politically. These characteristics and his
skills are crucial in explaining Haldeman’s path to the Nixon campaign.
H. R. Haldeman’s future seems inseparable from his grandfather’s past. As he
asserted in his memoir, reporters did, in fact, “unfailingly point out” his grandfather’s
involvement with the anti-communist organization.11 Dan Rather and Gary Paul Gates
wrote of Haldeman’s grandfather that, “the fervor of his cause was dutifully passed on to
both son and grandson.”12 They portrayed Haldeman in college at UCLA as an anticommunist crusader claiming that he “was much more fearful than most other students,
and far more zealous in pursuing communist influences, real or imagined.”13 Those who
have examined the Better America Federation (BAF) and other activities of his
grandfather, note how his grandfather’s behavior influenced H. R. Haldeman. These
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authors especially highlighted the nefarious behavior that grandfather and grandson
displayed throughout their careers. One historian of the BAF, Nick Fischer, wrote that the
organization gave “Harry Robbins Haldeman, an entrée into Vice President Richard
Nixon's inner circle in the 1950s. Three-year-old Bob Haldeman had been among the
mourners at the funeral for Harry Marston Haldeman, whose politics and activism had
been continued by the boy's parents.”14 He acknowledged the variety of reasons that
“moved” H. R. Haldeman to volunteer for the Nixon campaign in 1956, although he
confused these factors with Haldeman’s motivations for the 1952 campaign.15 Fischer
argued that Haldeman emphasized his grandfather’s involvement in the BAF when he
reached out to the Nixon campaign in 1956.16 “A generation after Harry Marston’s
passing, the Haldeman name and the reputation of the BAF were still strong enough to set
aspiring, anticommunist activists on their way to the pinnacle of American politics,”
Fischer writes.17 He noted that “Bob Haldeman went on to become President Nixon’s
chief of staff” and was “jailed for his role in the Watergate burglary.”18 He concluded that
H. R. Haldeman’s grandfather, “thus was the first in a familial line of Republican
activists with a distinctive conception of the ethics of citizenship in a democracy.”19
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Historian Jules Tygiel, in his examination of the Julian Petroleum Scandal in the 1920s
that touched Haldeman’s grandfather, wrote:
the events of 1930 also exacted a personal toll. In March, plumbing magnate
Harry M. Haldeman suffered a heart attack while testifying in a trial unrelated to
the Julian case. Haldeman was fifty-eight years old. Among the mourners was his
three-year-old grandson, Harry Robbins. Forty years later, H. R. Haldeman, a
plumbing expert of a different sort, would become embroiled in his own
celebrated scandal.20
Disregarding factual errors, such as that H. R. Haldeman was not part of the White House
Special Investigation Unit, colloquially referred to as the Plumbers, or directly implicated
in the break-in of the Democratic National Committee Headquarters in 1972, or
volunteered for Nixon first in 1952, these authors overstate how H. R. Haldeman’s
grandfather’s actions influenced him.
Political ideology is insufficient as an explanation for Haldeman’s development in
his formative years. In the White House, H. R. Haldeman did not see himself as an
ideological muse for Nixon’s policies. In 1987, he stated: “I had nothing to do with
dictating either foreign policy or domestic planning, but I had everything to do with the
process of both.”21 Thus how his family contributed to his thinking and the trajectory of
his career cannot be explained by simply focusing on the Haldeman family’s anticommunist tradition. Rather Haldeman’s past provides insight into his drive to help
others and how he gained some of the skills that contributed to his later private and public
career.
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Instead of analyzing the politics of Haldeman’s family, an examination of how his
family and his upbringing contributed to his skills as an organizer and manager is
necessary. Journalist Theodore White wrote that one of Haldeman’s three qualities “in
addition to his loyalty and self-righteousness,” was “his intellectual preoccupation with
the techniques of modern management. The rigid self-righteousness coupled with the
cold, mechanical, business-school techniques of management were later to make him a
man of terror in the White House—unforgiving, cruel, inflexible.”22 White is wrong in
some of his assertions but is right about Haldeman’s fascination with management. This
view of Haldeman’s superior managerial skills has stood firm, as seen in Chris Whipple’s
recent work The Gatekeepers: How the White House Chiefs of Staff Define Every
Presidency. Whipple credits Haldeman with setting the mold that many chiefs of staff
would follow in the future.23 Whipple noted that: “Selflessly dedicated to Nixon,
Haldeman seemed driven not by ideology or friendship but by a sense of mission.”24
Whipple does not, however, provide an analysis how Haldeman developed his outlook or
skillset while quickly rising in the advertising industry.
The Haldemans exhibited traits which help explain many decisions H. R.
Haldeman made throughout his career. They constantly searched for opportunities to help
others. For example, as shown below, their involvement with the Salvation Army and his
mother’s commitment to various voluntary charitable causes. This is an overlooked
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aspect of H. R. Haldeman’s early life. He seemed uncomfortable standing still or focused
on only one activity. This desire for movement helps to explain Haldeman’s management
philosophy and his involvement in business, the community, and politics. As seen
throughout the chapters that follow, Haldeman constantly looked for the next opportunity
to advance and aid others, to complete things with more efficiency and to perfect
processes. Journalist James Rosen observes that: “few have noted Haldeman’s
intelligence, described as ‘near-genius’ level, his World War II service record, his
directorship of California’s Better Business Bureau, or his membership on the University
of California board of regents and the Salvation Army board of directors.”25 He goes on
to note that “with his tanned, lantern-jawed good looks and trademark crew cut,
Haldeman was the kind of hopelessly square, community-minded uber-citizen who made
America what it was, or is popularly remembered as having been, in the fifties.”26
Haldeman’s family’s work in the community mattered to him and therefore will be
analyzed in the pages below.
The Haldemans’ political allegiances were with the Republican Party in Los
Angeles, and they belonged to the class of business people who played a role in shaping
the politics in the area for several decades. The role of affluent businessmen in the
making of Republican politics in Southern California is well chronicled.27 The
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development of anticommunism, conservativism, and the Republican Party in California,
were not solely tied to post-World War II American prosperity and the Cold War, and the
role of businessmen in each process is well-acknowledged in the works of historians.28
These ideologies flourished long before the end of WWII.29
Aside from H. R. Haldeman, however, his family’s involvement in traditional
politics was somewhat limited and they embraced auxiliary roles rather than holding
political offices. Similarly, H. R. Haldeman took up a role as a functionary for others.
Haldeman learned from his early life about noblesse oblige, that people of higher
social standing should seek out and embrace opportunities to help their community. How
this factored into the making of H. R. Haldeman’s life and career will be explored here.
As seen through the latter chapters, Haldeman thought that businessmen should
contribute to the making of politics and society. He seems to have been more inspired by
the ethos of businessmen as active participants in the processes of making politics, rather
than their advocacy for any pro-business ideologies or policies. H. R. Haldeman’s
grandfather, a salesman and executive, constantly thought of ways to engage in society
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and did not stick to just his profession. Instead, he dabbled in local and regional politics
and cared deeply about the needs of others. Haldeman’s father, also a businessman,
engaged in some community endeavors. Haldeman’s mother involved herself in several
civic groups and earned recognition for this work in Los Angeles. Similarly, H. R.
Haldeman’s actions demonstrate that he thought that businessmen needed to step out of
their narrow profession and engage with the larger community for mutual improvement.
Harry Marston Haldeman laid the groundwork. He influenced Haldeman’s life in
two ways. First, he set forth the Haldeman model of serving as an auxiliary to causes that
he cherished. Second, he valued an active lifestyle in which he constantly sought out
opportunities to improve the community and perfect processes. Throughout his life and
career, H. R. Haldeman looked to improve the processes and people around him, manage
the ideas presented to him, and be of service to those who supported him and whom he
supported, while actively seeking new challenges outside his profession. In this, he
followed a family tradition that his grandfather helped to establish. Author Jonathan
Aitken wrote of Haldeman’s grandfather that “Harry M. Haldeman, had been a prominent
leader in the commercial and charitable hierarchy of his city.”30 He concluded that H. R.
Haldeman “inherited from his paternal grandfather brains, money and a strong sense of
social and religious duty.”31
Harry Marston Haldeman was born in Oil City, PA, in 1871, and attended high
school there.32 The son of a “pioneer oil operator,” he graduated from high school in
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1889 and moved to Indianapolis, IN.33 There, he worked for a company that sold
plumbing supplies before joining a different company in Chicago, then San Francisco,
and back to Chicago again. He eventually returned to the West Coast to Los Angeles
where he bought a share of a business that dealt in plumbing.34 By the early 1910s, Harry
Marston Haldeman had become a prominent businessman in the area. He was heavily
invested in his community, organized a variety of charitable and political efforts, and
showed an appreciation for the arts, gardening, photography, food, and auto racing.35 On
March 10, 1930, he died in a courtroom while testifying “as a witness for the plaintiff” in
the case of the “Los Angeles Board of Adjusters against John M. Eustace, his wife Katie
M. Eustace, and Wilma Roe.”36 His daughter summarized him as follows:
Father loved his country, he loved California, and he loved Los Angeles, he loved
his friends, he loved his wife, children and grandchildren. He loved life, and in
return he was greatly beloved. In his just less than fifty-nine years he had
crammed in a hundred years of happy, busy, unselfish, inspiring and dedicated
living.37
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Harry Marston Haldeman began his professional career in Indianapolis and
emerged as both an active member in city politics and the community. By July of 1901,
he was the vice-president and managing partner of the McElwaine-Richards Company
which, according to the Indianapolis News, was “one of the most prosperous makers and
dealers in plumbing supplies and steam, gas and water goods in the country.”38 That year,
Haldeman ran as a Republican to become a councilman-at-large in Indianapolis.39 He
garnered over 19,000 votes.40 In the election, “the Republicans elected all six of the
councilmen-at-large” and Haldeman finished only eighteen votes behind the Republican
who received the most votes.41 On October 10, 1901, Haldeman was elected president of
the city council.42 According to the Indianapolis Journal, “some surprise was expressed
at the selection of a new member of the Council for president in preference to one of the
Republicans who was re-elected.”43 Haldeman, presumably in his role as the president of
the city council, served on reception committees for guests to the city such as “Hale’s
world-famous Kansas City fire fighters,” and Prince Henry of Prussia.44
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In 1902, however, Haldeman’s stint in Indianapolis came to an end. In October of
that year, The Union Trust Company “was appointed receiver” of McElwaine-Richards.45
The Indianapolis Journal reported that the company remained “in imminent danger of
insolvency if a receiver is not appointed.”46 Haldeman left the city presumably to work
for the Crane Company in Chicago. Although he initially desired to stay as president of
the city council in Indianapolis, he ended up resigning from the office. In November
1902, the Indianapolis News quoted Haldeman as stating that he had “an opinion from
Attorney-General Taylor” and that he had “the legal right to remain, notwithstanding” his
employment in Chicago, but he added that “it would be difficult for” him “to attend the
meetings and the papers would talk.”47 Haldeman concluded that “after advising with my
friends,” resignation “was the best course.”48 Almost exactly a year later, The
Indianapolis News carried a small announcement that Harry Haldeman “filed a petition in
bankruptcy in the Federal Court, at Chicago,” stating that “the greater part” of his debt
“was contracted while Mr. Haldeman was connected with the McElwaine-Richards
Company.”49
In Chicago, Haldeman worked for the Crane Company. However, he stayed in
Chicago for only a short time. In 1904, he transferred to the San Francisco branch of the
company. The manager at the office in San Francisco, H.T. Lally, quit his job because the
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company had demanded that he use a time clock.50 Lally’s departure opened the spot for
Haldeman who replaced him as the manager.
A little over two years after Haldeman’s arrival, the San Francisco earthquake hit.
The April 18 quake, combined with several fires, killed thousands of people in just a
couple of days.51 Thirty-five-year-old Harry Marston Haldeman felt the impact. The night
before, the Crane Company held a “farewell banquet” for him as the company wanted
him to return to Chicago.52 The earthquake altered these plans. His four-year-old
daughter remembered, “seeing a wall of flames surrounding the city” and knew that her
“father was in that area.” 53 As the earthquake hit, Haldeman managed to rescue the
“company books and records” from the fires.54 In the aftermath, Haldeman took one of
the company’s horse-drawn vehicles and evacuated his family, their maid, their cook, and
some friends to a different part of town.55 Soon thereafter, Haldeman “moved his family
to Oakland and there they continued their preparations for their Eastern trip.”56 The
company, however, initially would not sanction his return to Chicago. The company,
purportedly, demanded that he “straighten out and reorganize the business and deferred
his return to Chicago until some future date.” Haldeman succeeded so well that the Crane
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branch was supposedly “the first business house to re-open its doors after the disaster.”57
In 1908, the Crane Company eventually “recalled” him and named him “manager of all
the Crane Company branch houses.”58 According to his daughter, the Haldemans moved
to Chicago leaving behind their Chinese cook, Sing, because Haldeman and his wife were
“afraid that he would miss his Chinese gambling pals.”59
Harry M. Haldeman only stayed in Chicago for a brief time, but while there he
organized a charitable organization known as “The Bugs.”60 This was “an idea which he
conceived while a member of the Family Club in San Francisco” and emerged as a “club
within a club, the parent being the Chicago Athletic Club, of which Mr. Haldeman was a
member.”61
However, “the spirit of the west had captured” Harry Marston Haldeman and he
moved to Los Angeles, giving up his job at Crane Company and buying part of the H. R.
Boynton Company, later the Pacific Pipe and Supply Company.62 He bought a “home on
three lots” in Hollywood where he built a tennis court surrounded by “wire fencing” that
was covered mostly in “Cecil Bruner” roses.63 According to his daughter, Harry and his
wife “seldom went to church” but nevertheless did not allow tennis matches, card games,
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or movies on Sundays.64 He sent his children to Sunday school and taught them thrift and
resourcefulness. His daughter remembered that when her dad saw electricity wasted on
lights left burning he would remark: “I see you are working for the Electric Company.”65
He took his children on trips, hosted their friends, and organized the “July Fourth
Fireworks display at the Los Angeles Country Club.”66 His daughter remembered that
“on special days we hung an American Flag from our second story windows so large it
hung past the awning over the front porch.”67
Over the next twenty years, from roughly his arrival in late 1909 to his death in
1930, Harry Marston Haldeman made a name for himself in the community. In 1920, the
Los Angeles Realty Board honored him with the “most useful citizen of Los Angeles”
award.68 He joined the Los Angeles Athletic Club and was a founder of its Uplifters
Club.69
Harry Marston’s commitment to the Uplifters Club, again, shows his devotion to
organizing, charity, and to seeking roles in the community in service to70 For example,
the club “meant a great deal to” L. Frank Baum, of Wizard of Oz fame, according to one
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of his biographers. 71 As Baum stated: “I am a busy man and not wholly carefree; but that
one hour each week within the Uplifters is more sweet and restful than any recreation I
can indulge in, and I must admit that this band of ‘good fellows’— good in every sense of
the word— has brought joy into my life and made me happier.”72 Will Rogers was
another artist who joined.73 Baum assigned titles to the officers, and made Harry
Haldeman “Grand Muscle.”74 According to H. R. Haldeman, the Uplifters was similar to
the Bohemian Club in San Francisco.75 The group gathered weekly to eat lunch, enjoy
music, discuss current events and fraternize.76 The club often organized theatrical
performances employing the artistic members.77 The “goals” of the Uplifters, according
to Harry Marston’ daughter, “were to promote and uplift the Arts,” provide members
time to relax and socialize, and raise money for charity.78 In the early 1920s, Haldeman
created the Uplifters Ranch.79 Based in Rustic Canyon, CA, it featured a club house,
camp grounds, recreational facilities, and homes for the club members. Harry Marston
built a vacation home on the ranch on Haldeman Road.80 His involvement with the
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Uplifters club is fondly remembered by his family including his great-grandson, H. R.
Haldeman’s oldest son, Hank.81 Parts of the Uplifters Ranch eventually became a public
park in the 1950s and in the 1970s remained “under the supervision of the Los Angeles
City Recreation and Parks Department which has maintained the rustic charm” and also
“the uplifting of the Arts” by offering art crafting classes to the community.82
When the United States declared war on Germany in 1917, Harry Marston
Haldeman joined the effort on the home front. He worked for the Red Cross as a
fundraiser.83 In May 1918, the Los Angeles Times printed an announcement by Harry
Haldeman calling for the citizens of Los Angeles to donate to the Red Cross.84 “Give
until you smile. Give until you have the consciousness of having done your part in
proportion to your means. You will smile with self-satisfaction when you have done what
you ought to do” he wrote.85 In another call, he remarked: “how can you square yourself
with your conscience and your God if you are unwilling to give even the dollars? Do you
know wounds are being tied up on the French front today with newspapers on account of
the lack of proper bandages? Do you realize our patriotism will be in question if we fail
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to do our part?”86 After the war, Harry Marston Haldeman served as a campaign director
of the American Jewish Relief Committee.87
The war experience and its aftermath, however, had an impact on Haldeman’s
other ventures and his politics. His commitment to the Salvation Army firmly took root at
this time, and he became chairman of its advisory board in the Los Angeles area.88
According to his daughter, he became enamored with the organization because of its
actions on behalf of soldiers. He therefore joined with Los Angeles Times publisher Harry
Chandler and others to form the “first civilian (not members of the Salvation Army)
Advisory Board.”89 When Haldeman died, the full-page obituary in the Salvation Army’s
Western War Cry read that “The Salvation Army Loses a Stalwart Friend.”90
Although Harry Marston Haldeman did not run personally for political office in
Los Angeles, he displayed interest in aiding others in their pursuit of office. Between
1920 and 1928, the Republicans defeated the Democrats in three straight presidential
elections. In California, from 1917 until 1939, Republicans held the office of Governor of
California and although divided by both region and ideology, the party enjoyed a
dominant position in local government during the 1920s.91 As historian Donald Critchlow
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notes, “throughout the 1920s, Republicans outnumbered Democrats in the state by as
much as five to one.”92 Harry M. Haldeman was an “active Republican,” and his daughter
wrote that “he was urged to run on the Republican ticket for the United States Senate
opposing Hiram Johnson.”93 His daughter added that he “declined to run, partially
because Mother was not enthusiastic about it.”94 Haldeman was a “staunch believer in
and worker for States Rights.”95 His daughter did not elaborate which specific rights he
believed in, but it can be assumed that this is in reference to the anti-labor policies he
later championed. He also, “conceived and promoted” the Association for the Betterment
of Public Service, which endorsed and supported candidates in elections.96 According to
historian Nick Fischer, the association, was one of the “patriotic-sounding community
fronts” of the Better America Federation.97 It represents yet another way that the
Haldeman family served as an auxiliary to politics and managing others to achieve their
goals. The Association for the Betterment of Public Service, according the Los Angeles
Times:
owes its birth to the public spirit awakened by the economic warfare waged on the
home front against German and Austrian autocracy. The men and the women who
were sending their sons to risk their lives fighting for humane, moral and patriotic
principle in Europe discovered that the light of certain American ideals was
burning low at home.98
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The association, “found that the haphazard method of selecting candidates provided by
the direct primary did not result in the nomination of men and women best equipped to
give to the State and the municipality an efficient government.”99 The Los Angeles Times
described the members as “public-spirited citizens” who also “are actuated by no selfish
desire for personal political preferment, who have no axes to grind, but who give their
time, their services and their money to improve conditions for the public good.”100 In a
different editorial about an election in Los Angeles in 1919, the Los Angeles Times noted
that members of the association gave “unstintedly of their time, their talents and their
money to the altruistic business of getting the best possible timber for public office, and
the city is indebted to them.”101 Given these descriptions in the Los Angeles Times, and
knowing Harry Marston Haldeman’s past, it made sense that he belonged to a group such
as this.
In 1917 Harry Marston played a role in founding of what would become known as
the Better America Federation. As with the advisory board for the Salvation Army,
Haldeman again cooperated with Harry Chandler. They founded the organization, first
known as the Commercial Federation of California, in 1917.102 In 1920, during the first
Red Scare, the federation “jettisoned its original name” and became the Better America
Federation.103 At its core, the federation’s efforts “were directed toward the advancement
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of laissez-faire economics and the open shop.”104 The organization warned against the
dangers that labor organizations and Bolshevism posed to American capitalism and
provided “the public with the political education it required.”105 Paramount to the BAF,
however, was the goal of rallying businessmen to get behind their cause and to make sure
politicians did not embrace pro-labor or pro-Bolshevik ideas and actively backed and
supported political candidates in several elections.106 Harry Marston Haldeman embarked
on the speaking trail against communism. An article in the San Francisco Chronicle read
that Haldeman, “will unfold the romantic and fascinating story of the efforts of radicals in
this country to duplicate the feat of their comrades in Russia” and “will also tell how the
federation has helped in blocking radical attempts to destroy life and property” at a
meeting of the Better America Federation in Oakland, CA, in 1922.107 The BAF pushed
against workers’ organizing, supported laws that made it harder to organize, and involved
themselves in public education in order to promote conservative stances on the economy
and labor.108 When his daughter returned from school one day to report to her father that
her sociology teacher “advocated” for “socialistic principles,” she recalled that Harry
Marston sprang into action and demanded “a hearing of the Board of Education.”109
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According to his daughter, said teacher “was not rehired the following year.”110 After
Haldeman died of heart related issues on March 10, 1930, the BAF continued under
different leadership, but with declining membership numbers and for different
purposes.111 According to Fischer, “the prestige of the federation gradually slid during the
1930s and 1940s.”112
Harry Marston’s son, Harry Francis Haldeman and his wife, Elizabeth, displayed
some of the same passion for organizing and community uplift as their father and fatherin-law had. Harry Francis “Bud” Haldeman and Katherine Elizabeth “Betty” Robbins,
were both horseback riders and often rode with Harry Marston on his early morning rides
on the Uplifters Ranch. Harry Marston’s daughter, Dorothy, wrote about her brother’s
relationship with Betty that “these horseback rides were the beginning of Betty and Bud’s
romance which culminated in their marriage” in June 1925.113 Less than four years before
Harry Marston’s death, on October 27, 1926, H. R. Haldeman was born in his
grandparents’ apartment.114 H. R. Haldeman’s mother was the daughter of a Los Angeles
car distributor.115 Like her future husband, she was born in Indianapolis and, just like the
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Haldemans, the Robbins family migrated to Los Angeles.116 Bud took over the family
business after his father’s death, but in 1932 he started his own business in heating and
cooling “retiring” the Pacific Pipe and Supply Company.”117
Bud Haldeman devoted most of his time to his business, Haldeman Inc. which is
still active today. 118 He frequently spent time with his family.119 He also served as an
assistant scoutmaster for the Boy Scouts and worked with the Salvation Army.120 After
graduating from Hollywood High School in 1917, he attended Stanford University and,
during the war, served as a Second Lieutenant in Denton, Texas.121 He followed in his
father’s footsteps at the Salvation Army. In 1957, Bud became the chairman of the
Advisory Board and served on it until he died at age 69 in 1968.122 According to his
obituary in the Los Angeles Times, Haldeman “raised nearly $2.5 million for new
facilities throughout the country” for the Salvation Army.123
Betty Haldeman similarly embraced the Haldeman family community service
role. In 1957, the Los Angeles Times named her a “Woman of the Year,” and the
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accompanying profile focused on her work as a volunteer.124 The article mentioned Harry
Marston and stated that Betty “is sure his good works were an inspiration to her in later
years.”125 Her grandson, Hank Haldeman, remembered her as a strong woman who cared
considerably about charitable and philanthropic activities.126 Betty Haldeman continued
the Haldeman characteristic of constantly seeking to aid others and to take on new
avenues of community involvement.
During H. R. Haldeman’s adolescent years in the 1930s and early 1940s, Betty
volunteered for the Junior League of Los Angeles, Girl Scouts, and Salvation Army and,
during WWII, worked for the American Women’s Voluntary Service.127 Her career as a
volunteer started with the Junior League.128 She received provisional membership in the
Los Angeles Junior League in 1933.129 The women’s group had been a part of the
nationwide Association of Junior Leagues since 1926.130 In 1934, in the midst of the
Great Depression, the Los Angeles Times noted that “the welfare department of the
Association of Junior Leagues of America, Inc., is one of the thirty-four national welfare
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organizations cooperating with the 1934 mobilization for human needs.”131 Betty served
as the chairwoman of the window display group of the Junior League in 1934, which
aided Community Chest activities by placing “artistic, inspiring windows and educational
displays” in the windows of stores in the area.132 These displays advertised the services of
the Community Chest.133 Betty became involved in the organization’s charity children’s
theater performances where she served as the head usher when they put on a performance
of the Wizard of Oz in 1937.134
Like her late father-in-law and her husband, Betty Haldeman also worked for the
Salvation Army. In 1935, the Los Angeles Times mentioned her as one of the
“outstanding citizens” on the platform when the leader of the Salvation Army,
Evangeline Booth, visited Los Angeles.135 The article did not specify if her place was due
to the family’s connection to the army, their social standing in the area, or Betty’s or
Bud’s volunteer work. Nevertheless, her 1957 profile in the Los Angeles Times cited her
involvement with the Salvation Army.136 In 1972, Betty Haldeman became the first
woman to win the Sally Award, the “top award” given out by the Salvation Army in
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Southern California.137 After World War II, she also involved herself with the Hollywood
Bowl. The outdoor venue that hosted concerts and other events had been established in
1922.138 Betty’s father-in-law had served on the Hollywood Bowl Association Board “for
many years” and was a founder of the venue.139 A 1957 picture in the Los Angeles Times
showed Betty addressing “representatives of 1500 volunteer workers for the Bowl’s 36th
season” and the article noted that Betty was the “chairman of the county-wide Volunteer
Committee” whose purpose was to “promote interest and patronage in the Bowl.”140 H.
R. Haldeman, thinking of ways to describe how his parents followed up on his
grandfather’s anticommunism, recalled that his mother disagreed with the decision to
have a ballet company from the Soviet Union perform at the Hollywood Bowl, but that
her anticommunism moderated later and that she even supported President Richard
Nixon’s détente.141 She also volunteered, just as her son did, for Nixon’s political
campaigns in Los Angeles.142 Above all, however, Betty thrived in organizing and
helping others in the attainment of their goals and displayed the same yearning to help
others that later defined H. R. Haldeman’s life and career.
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In the 1930s, H. R. Haldeman’s family seems to have been unaffected by the
Great Depression. H .R. Haldeman never mentioned any hardships the family endured
because of the depression and his oldest son also did not remember him talking about
it.143 Bud and Betty Haldeman lived in the Toluca Lake area while young H. R.
Haldeman attended grammar school and junior high school and returned to Beverly Hills
while he finished high school.144 On occasion, the Los Angeles Times mentioned Bud or
Betty in the society pages.145 Authors Rather and Gates were probably correct in their
view that H. R. Haldeman “passed through what is usually described as ‘a normal
childhood’ in that sheltered, upper-middle-class setting, experiencing none of the poorboy traumas and resentments that scarred Nixon’s youth.”146
Nevertheless, Haldeman’s recollections of his youth provide some insights into
the development of his mindset and show how the active lifestyle that his immediate
family embraced influenced him. He remembered camping trips and boys’ camps.147 He
participated in the Boy Scouts and nearly achieved the rank of Eagle Scout.148
The Haldeman family were Christian Scientists. It is not clear if H. R.
Haldeman’s grandfather was a Christian Scientist, his daughter’s biography of him makes
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no explicit mention of it. However, H. R. Haldeman grew up a Christian Scientist.149 The
Church of Christ, Scientist emerged in the decades following the Civil War in the United
States.150 Mary Baker Eddy, the founder, “argued that a truly modern or scientific
understanding of Jesus Christ would see him not as a divine being but rather as a human
who understood that material things as well as sin, error, and illness, existed only in the
dark recesses of the human imagination.”151 The Church “did not endorse preachers,” but
instead relied on “‘readers’ or ‘practitioners’” who would aid in helping “converts
preserve their health by seeing the illusion of matter, error, and illness.”152 The church
“strongly appealed to the wealthy and well educated.”153 For Christian Scientists,
“drugs—including tobacco, alcohol, and sometimes caffeine— clouded the mind’s ability
to see the truth.”154 Historian Stephen Gottschalk argues that “the process of regeneration
in Christian Science is the demonstration, or pragmatic living out, of what Mrs. Eddy
declares as the spiritual fact of being. For her, it is not something to be sought and
accomplished in another realm of being, since there is but one actual realm of
experience.”155 Christian Science attracted followers in the years following the Civil War,
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according to Gottschalk, as it was a period in American history which featured “a
rejection of the dualistic supernaturalism of orthodoxy and a longing, expressed in
different ways, for religious experience which was vital, immediate, and comprehensible
in practical terms.”156
The Haldemans’ family faith is important to understanding H. R.’s behavior. Jo
Haldeman, H. R. Haldeman’s wife and also a Christian Scientist, wrote in her memoir
that “our faith has always been an important part of who we are.”157 Even in the White
House, Haldeman would attend church with his family whenever he could and his
children went to Sunday School.158 While Haldeman did “smoke a pipe” and enjoyed “an
occasional vodka-and-tonic” he seemed to have experienced a religious reawakening in
the White House as he wrote that he “quit basically for religious reasons” after his first
two years as serving as chief of staff.159 His oldest son noted that his father’s religious
faith had a strong impact on his father’s outlook on life.160 His Christian Science faith
perhaps contributed to his and his family’s desire to be active and to help others. As
Gottschalk notes: “to Christian Scientists, Mrs. Eddy’s teaching constituted a revelation
of spiritual power far beyond what they found in either liberal or orthodox Protestantism.
To them, its glory lay in its promise that now men could begin the demonstration of
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eternal life.”161 Christian Scientists believe that “men could be fully delivered from
sickness, sin, and death, and that these forms of evil were neither necessary to being nor
spiritually legitimate” and “spoke of the release they had found through the study of Mrs.
Eddy’s teachings from physical suffering, the fear of death, the bondage to sin, and the
dreariness of meaningless lives.”162
After graduating eighth grade at North Hollywood Junior High, H. R. Haldeman
first continued his education at North Hollywood High School. However, he recalled that
he struggled academically there.163 Because of his unsatisfactory performance, his parents
transferred him to Harvard School in Los Angeles, a military-type school with an
Episcopalian orientation.164
Harvard School had had a presence in the Los Angeles area since the turn of the
century, and in 1911 the Protestant Episcopal Church, Diocese of Los Angeles bought the
school.165 In 1917, the school “became the first school on the West Coast to receive a
JROTC unit.”166 In 1937, the school relocated to Coldwater Canyon Avenue.167 The
school faced financial difficulties in the late 1930s, but received a loan from Donald W.
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Douglas, Sr., of Douglas Aircraft, which it used to find a new home.168 In August 1941,
the Los Angeles Times, noted that the school “has had a notable record in the field of
education for 41 years” and “fully accredited, it offers instruction from the sixth grade
through high school.”169 As “the top boys’ school in LA,” according to Nixon biographer
Jonathan Aitken, in the 1940-1941 school year Harvard School had 175 students,
employed 15 faculty members, and charged tuition ranging from $400 to $1000.170
H. R. Haldeman excelled academically at Harvard School as a day student.171 He
learned Latin, enjoyed the rigorous academic demands and liked the subjects of English,
mathematics, and chemistry.172 He took part in the mandatory military and athletic
training, worked on the school newspaper and the yearbook, and participated in school
sports as a manager for the basketball and track teams.173 The school required daily
chapel attendance.174 One of the teachers whom Haldeman fondly remembered was Mr.
McCleery who taught Latin and also served as the baseball coach.175 Haldeman claimed
to have set a record for reciting the Lord’s Prayer in Latin in McCleery’s class. Haldeman
recalled McCleery as “a legend who had been there for a thousand years and was a
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marvelous teacher,” and he still remembered H. R. Haldeman decades later when his son,
Hank, also attended Harvard School.176 Haldeman enjoyed the challenge that Harvard
School presented. Reflecting on his parents’ decision to send him there Haldeman said:
“I’m glad they did it, because I think that really helped in laying a base for a good
education at the high school level.”177
While others have argued that Harvard School instilled in H. R. Haldeman the
discipline that later defined him as chief of staff. Rather and Gates wrote that, “he
thrived in that atmosphere of strictly-enforced rules and protocol—and all those
reiterative ‘yes sirs’ and ‘no sirs’— and in this respect the child was very much father of
the man. A zest for regimen and rigid command structure would become a Haldeman
trademark in later years.”178 What is more important to understanding Haldeman’s career
as a whole, is not the discipline that it instilled in Haldeman, but that at Harvard he was
able to adjust and excel under new conditions. Haldeman often engaged in new ventures
throughout his career and quickly succeeded in unfamiliar situations and roles. This
pattern repeated itself throughout Haldeman’s life and career.
Outside of school, Haldeman engaged in a number of activities and hobbies that
illustrate both his early interest in organizing and helping others. After his parents told
Haldeman to find a job, he recalled that he could not find one that held his interest. “And
so I organized,” Haldeman recalled.179 Haldeman turned the family pool and property
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into his own business starting a day camp for children and gave lessons in swimming,
military drill, and camping.180 Because of the time constraints imposed by Harvard’s
curriculum and activities, his scouting activities diminished.181 That his son did not have
“any overriding apparent external interests” frustrated his father, Harry F. Haldeman.182
Young Haldeman took an interest in photography, hydroponic gardening, and publishing
a neighborhood weekly newspaper.183 Through the latter, he campaigned for the
neighborhood’s residents to pave the street and maintain the median.184 Haldeman
seemed to have captured the spirit of involvement and organizing at an early age which
became a recurring theme throughout his life.
As America’s involvement in World War II intensified, he recalled that the family
“because of the war and the gas rationing and the distances out to the Valley, decided we
ought to get in closer to town, and we moved back into Beverly Hills.”185 There
Haldeman began work at a catering company as truck driver, ice cream maker, baker,
dishwasher, and soda jerk.186 The owner, Mrs. McElligot, he remembered, “took an
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interest” in him because he “was fascinated with the business.”187 He enjoyed working a
multitude of jobs.188
By the time Haldeman graduated from high school the Second World War had
already brought changes to Haldeman’s Southern California home. “In general, the Bay
Area was Army country, while Southern California belonged to the Navy and Marine
Corps” wrote historian Kevin Starr.189 The U.S. government built new Navy and Marine
facilities across Southern California.190 Starr noted that “On any weekend at the height of
the war, as many as twenty thousand military personnel might be on leave in
metropolitan Los Angeles.”191 WWII marked the beginning of a massive influx of
defense spending into Los Angeles and its surrounding areas, which in the years
following would impact the development of the modern conservative movement in
neighboring Orange County.192
For the Haldemans, living in the outskirts of metropolitan L.A., however, the
coming of war meant another opportunity to aid others and their country. Betty Haldeman
volunteered for the American Women’s Voluntary Service and worked under the
direction of Dolores Hope, the wife of entertainer Bob Hope, providing supplies to the
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troops in the area.193 H. R. Haldeman helped with these types of activities during the war,
delivering coffee and also serving as a junior air warden performing checks on people’s
preparations for a potential air raid.194
In 1944, Haldeman graduated from Harvard School at age 17 and faced an
immediate decision about his future. “The fellows that graduated in the several years
before I did went right out of Harvard out of high school to officers candidate school,”
Haldeman remembered.195 As he recalled later: “I could either enlist, I could wait and be
drafted, or I could get into one of the services’ college programs, and that’s the route that
I opted to try for.”196 He applied to both the Army Specialized Training Program and the
Navy’s V-12 program. He decided to enroll in the Navy’s program and started it in July
1944 at the University of Redlands in Redlands, California.197
Roughly eighty miles away from his Beverly Hills home, the University of
Redlands had started to offer classes in the fall of 1909.198 In the summer of 1943, the
Navy V-12 program dropped anchor on the campus.199 At the time, the program boosted
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enrollment numbers at an unprecedented level.200 The increased student numbers strained
the faculty. According to a biographer of the college, “year round teaching, six days in
the week, severely tested the teaching staff, many of whom had suddenly shifted from
teaching Education, English, German, Philosophy and Physical Education, to the now
more desperately needed Mathematics and Physics, and were also carrying loads from
twenty to fifty per cent above normal.”201
The V-12 program, which Haldeman joined, came into existence only a year prior
to his graduation from Harvard School.202 The U.S. government thought about ways that
universities could contribute to the war.203 The Committee on the Relationships of Higher
Education proposed a plan.204 According to one historical study, “President Franklin D.
Roosevelt immediately showed interest in the program as a solution to the sharp drop in
male university enrollment as a result of the war” and also “saw the program as an
opportunity for the armed forces to utilize the superior resources and equipment available
at colleges and universities to the advantage of the United States in an increasingly
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‘mechanical’ war.”205 The president signed Executive Order 9279 at the end of 1942 and
the Navy started the V-12 program in 1943.206 That same year, “an estimated 80,000
naval and marine trainees with the ‘necessary potential officer-like qualities’ began a
specialized and expedited curriculum…”207 Moreover, “the Navy Department considered
the trainees active duty members of the armed services” and “they were expected to
participate in military training and exercises; however, the trainees’ education enjoyed
greater priority.”208
In July 1944, H. R. Haldeman joined a V-12 unit at Redlands. The unit “proved
itself one of the leading college training units in the Eleventh Naval District in physical
fitness, in war bonds, and in insurance.”209 The V-12 program at Redlands consisted of
“three 16-week terms each year” and trainees endured 29 hours of instruction “including
gymnasium and laboratory periods, in addition to daily drills before breakfast and
marching drills during the day.”210
Haldeman recalled his experience at Redlands as challenging rather than
enjoyable. Yet, he overcame the challenges. He recalled that he worked hard inside and
outside the classroom, which earned him high marks.211 The required coursework
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included engineering, which Haldeman disliked, and several other courses relating to
navy officer training.212 To get out of some of the mandatory physical training Haldeman
joined the marching band and played the accordion.213 Besides navy-related classes,
Haldeman took regular classes. He enjoyed a philosophy course taught by Frederick
Mayer.214 He involved himself in campus politics in an auxiliary capacity managing the
campaign of his roommate for student body president.215 He also had debates with one of
his other roommates about his non-interest in politics.216 When one of his “classmates”
complained about Haldeman’s lack of interest he replied: “Well, what does it matter who
you vote for? You just have one vote—and it really doesn’t make any difference
anyway.”217
As the war wound down in the summer of 1945, the Navy decided to transfer the
Redlands V-12 cohort into Navy ROTC units and Haldeman relocated to the University
of Southern California (USC).218 Haldeman’s first choice, however, was not USC, but
rather the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA).219 Haldeman claims that no
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trainee in his unit got the assignment that they wanted and assumed that a disgruntled
Navy administrator purposefully sent the trainees to a different college than they
requested.220
H. R. Haldeman spent one academic year at USC. As had been the case at
Redlands, Haldeman had to partake in physical and military exercise. Again, he sought to
avoid as much as he could and joined the USC band, this time playing cymbals.221
Avoiding Saturday morning training and inspection were paramount to Haldeman. He
remembered the Saturday morning inspections at USC as “god-awful,” and an “overdone
type of thing.”222 He remembered serving on the executive committee of the Trojan band,
having learned how to read sheet music for his chosen instrument.223 He also served as
the president of the Christian Science organization and the military honorary society,
Scabbard and Blade.224 After the Navy decided to terminate the former V-12 trainees and
stop the program, Haldeman went through the naval discharge process in mid-1946.225 He
decided to seek admission to UCLA and join the Navy ROTC unit there while he finished
his undergraduate education.226
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Several factors influenced Haldeman’s decision to attend UCLA. He remembered
that he might have applied to the school originally while at Harvard School as his second
choice in case he did not gain admission to Stanford.227 Personal reasons, however,
influenced Haldeman’s decision. He had met a woman, Joanne Horton, who attended
UCLA, and for Haldeman this was a major consideration.228 Haldeman’s family also
factored into the equation. He recalled that after being away at Redlands and USC he
wanted to get closer to his family.229 Haldeman’s parents moved from Beverly Hills to
the Westwood area of Los Angeles, where UCLA is located. Receiving G.I. Bill benefits,
something he later described as “really ironic,” because the Navy had already paid for
two years of his college education, Haldeman attended classes at UCLA in the fall of
1946.230
At UCLA, Haldeman continued his undergraduate education. “Bob ‘Happy
Harry’ Haldeman, the guy with the horrible haircut, was the main cog in UCLA’s greatest
Homecoming Week,” according to the 1948 UCLA yearbook report on the Beta Theta
Phi fraternity.231 Haldeman pledged to the fraternity at UCLA and stayed involved with it
after graduating.232 His organizational efforts during homecoming earned him praise. One
letter to the editor in The Daily Bruin, the college newspaper at UCLA, stated after the
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end of homecoming weekend in 1947, that “Bob Haldeman can rightly be called the Man
of the Week and similarly, his staff can rest assured that their’s [sic] was a job well
done.”233 The UCLA yearbook equally praised H. R. Haldeman’s work on homecoming
activities, noting that “all of this was under the supervision of Bob Haldeman, who
proved he really has brains under that ever-visible scalp.”234
Haldeman not only completed his formal education, earning a Bachelor of
Science degree in Business Administration, but he also continued his education as a
manager and organizer.235 Judging by his actions at UCLA and his reminiscences, his
time there shows a continuation of his yearning for action and involvement.
Homecoming, fraternity, and other campus activities were important to him. Haldeman
organized a variety show for the entire campus, which often involved prominent artists
coming in and performing for the student body and organized other campus entertainment
and homecoming activities.236
While his time at UCLA is important to understanding the making of Haldeman’s
character, others point to it to illustrate how it influenced his relationship with Richard
Nixon or even his decision-making during the Watergate Scandal. According to Rather
and Gates, he spent part of his time at UCLA carrying out an anticommunist purge
against the editors of the student newspaper, while simultaneously emerging as an ardent
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Nixon supporter.237 Writing at the height of the Watergate frenzy, they argued that
Haldeman, “was a big wheel on UCLA’s Interfraternity Council, which was where most
of the student action was in that era of saddle shoes and cashmere pullovers, and there
were times during his two years there when he seemed determined to put out his own
blacklist.”238 Frank Mankiewicz, a Democratic operative late in life and contemporary of
Haldeman at UCLA and in politics, agreed. Rather and Gates quoted him stating, “I don’t
think I ever saw him laugh.”239 Clancy Sigal, who attended UCLA at the same time,
concluded that Haldeman’s distrust of the press and Frank Mankiewicz started at UCLA,
over a supposed animal-abuse case that took place in Haldeman’s fraternity and received
coverage in the newspaper.240 Haldeman in his memoir, however, quotes Sigal as telling
Haldeman about his supposed anticommunist purge that “I don’t remember that at all. I
recall you running around in saddle shoes and a cashmere sweater ushering at pep rallies,
and silly stuff like that” and told Haldeman that “I was a campus radical myself at the
time—and I’d remember it if you had been an enemy in those years.”241
Haldeman disputed claims that he actively engaged in politics during his time at
UCLA. In fact, it is one of the few instances where his memoir, written mostly while
incarcerated, remains consistent with his later memories of the time. He wrote in 1978, “I
was not only apolitical, but had gone completely the other route. I was a rah-rah college
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type, a Homecoming Chairman, no less, and a campus leader.”242 He further stated that
he sought after this activity because of his experience in the V-12 program where he had
experienced almost no free time.243 He managed a campaign for Jane Wilder for a
position in student government. Haldeman described her as an “ultraliberal” and stated
that later she emerged as “one of the national leaders of the Students for Democratic
Action the student branch of the ADA, an organization far from conservative.”244 Wilder
ran against Jeannie Fisher, the future wife of John Ehrlichman.245 Author Thomas Snyder
concluded that H. R. Haldeman “was not nearly as politically active at UCLA” as his
future co-worker and fellow UCLA student John Ehrlichman.246 Snyder quotes one of
Haldeman’s fellow students as stating that “Bob was a great organizer,” and that “he
didn’t participate in student politics… but he obviously had that kind of talent.”247
Haldeman preoccupied his time with activities outside the classroom during his
two-year stint at UCLA and this is the important insight one should take away from his
undergraduate years. Haldeman’s name appeared in connection to the All-U-Sing
performances, homecoming and fraternity activities in the school’s newspaper The Daily
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Bruin.248 Haldeman remembered that he served on the yearbook staff and in a secret
society that gave advice on student affairs to the university president.249 Because of his
involvement with the yearbook, he belonged to the journalism honorary society, and due
to his military activities he belonged to Scabbard and Blade.250 While his political views
did not fully matriculate at UCLA, Haldeman’s time there illustrates his interest in
organizing and seeking involvement in various activities.
In the spring of 1948, Haldeman contemplated staying at UCLA for another
academic year and seeking office on the student council.251 “It would be fun,” he recalled
later, and stated that “at that point fun was the important thing.”252 He remembered that
the woman he helped, Jane Wilder, now with the student government, had passed
legislation that homecoming chairmen were ineligible to hold office immediately
following their service.253 She, however did not intend it block homecoming chairmen
from office the year after their service and “she testified to the student legislative board
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or whatever it was.”254 Haldeman, however, recalled that the board ruled him ineligible
so he “went ahead and graduated in ’48.”255
The previously studious H. R. Haldeman later described his academic
performance at UCLA as “abysmal.”256 He “dedicated” himself “to fraternity life and
extracurricular campus activity and went to class only when absolutely necessary and
often not even then.”257 In 1948, UCLA assigned him, as he recalled, “subject to
dismissal status.”258 By the time he enrolled at UCLA Haldeman had already completed
several credit hours of study in the Navy V-12 program.259 Eventually, UCLA allowed
him to graduate and, due to his strong academic performance at the University of
Redlands and USC, he actually served as the commanding officer of the navy unit that
graduated because the spot went to the person with the highest grade point average in the
unit.260 H. R. Haldeman graduated from UCLA in the spring of 1948 and received his
commission as an ensign in the Navy at graduation.261 Haldeman’s affiliation with
UCLA, however, did not end in 1948. He continued to associate with the university,
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serving in a number of auxiliary positions described later in this work and some of his
children also graduated from the school.262
His time at UCLA was important not only because he engaged in a variety of
activities, but also because Loie Gaunt, the secretary he contacted in Nixon’s office in
1956 in order to work on Nixon’s vice-presidential campaign, worked at the university at
the same time.263 It also connected him to his future colleague, John Ehrlichman.264
Above all, at several other stages in his life, he drew on connections that he made through
his affiliation with the University. After being released from the regimented lifestyle of
the Navy’s V-12 program Haldeman’s true nature of organizer again flourished and
developed further. His time at UCLA should not be studied for the development of his
politics, but for the development of his personality and skillset. His devotion to UCLA
throughout his life, moreover, reemphasizes the importance of his connection with Los
Angeles.
During the summer and fall of 1948, H. R. Haldeman gained his first experiences
in the consumer industry working for the Foote, Cone, and Belding company and Ford
Sammis in Los Angeles conducting consumer surveys.265 He sought experience that
could help him get a job in advertising.266 Initially, he could not decide what profession
to pursue. Francis Haldeman was again frustrated by his son’s inability to pick one
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career.267 H. R. Haldeman remembered that Francis suggested he adopt a profession that
allowed him to come in contact with a variety of other careers such as “law or accounting
or advertising” as those jobs provided services to “a wide range of businesses.”268 H. R.
Haldeman did not want to take up further schooling that could qualify him for a position
in the first two professions that his father suggested and he later stated that: “I figured I
could go into advertising, and so I just sort of backed into advertising as a career.”269 As
he put it in his memoir: “I reasoned that advertising was a field that cut across all areas of
the business world, and if I wasn’t happy with it later as a career I could easily use it as a
springboard into another field.”270
Further insight into H. R. Haldeman’s political mindset at the time can perhaps be
gleaned by his support for Thomas E. Dewey in November 1948, the first presidential
election since the end of WWII. Dewey took on Democratic President Harry S. Truman.
It was the first presidential election in which H. R. Haldeman could vote and he
remembered himself as a “strong [Thomas E.] Deweyite” and engaging in debates with
his roommate who supported Truman.271 He did not involve himself with the election and
did not give further insights to his ideological motivations in supporting Dewey.272 As
governor of New York, Dewey had actually tried to prevent the 1947 House Un-
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American Activities Committee hearings investigating the film industry for communist
involvement.273 As historian Donald Critchlow notes, Dewey “feared a possible backlash
by the public who would see the hearings as a Republican witch hunt.”274 Critchlow notes
that in 1948 “the GOP right wing screamed” for Dewey “to raise the communist issue,”
to “defend the Eightieth Congress, which had passed the Taft-Hartley Act that had so
aroused organized labor,” and “to do something other than appearing bland” all of which
Dewey ended up not doing in 1948.275 Dewey lost both California and the general
election to Truman.276 If the right-wing of the Republican Party had these complaints
with Dewey, H. R. Haldeman did not expound upon them, but perhaps there was no
alternative for Haldeman as a Republican to vote for in 1948. Politics had not yet
become a permanent occupation for Haldeman.
H. R. Haldeman, who seemingly stayed committed to a variety of interests rather
than just one throughout his career, made one commitment during his time immediately
after UCLA that lasted a lifetime when he married the woman who had factored into his
decision to attend UCLA in the first place. In February 1949, he and Joanne Horton
married.277 They had first met when she was fifteen and he was seventeen.278 Unlike H.
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R. Haldeman’s family, her family had a long history in California.279 Her paternal great
grandfather had worked as a surgeon in Los Angeles and her grandfather and father were
both lawyers.280 Like the Haldeman family, the Hortons were members of the monied
elite and were Christian Scientists.281 They remained partners for life. Shortly after
marrying Jo, the newlyweds headed to New York City.
In order to pursue a career in advertising, H. R. Haldeman and his wife Jo left Los
Angeles for New York City in 1949.282 Although he did not mention who advised him,
Haldeman took the advice to seek to enter the advertising industry there.283 He left
without a job in hand. However, shortly after his arrival he found one with the J. Walter
Thompson Company.284
By examining his family history and upbringing one can see how it may have
swayed his desire to be to help of others and his fascination with the processes in doing
so. His early life laid the foundation for many characteristics that are vital to
understanding his life going forward and his career development such as his attachment
to Southern California, in particular to Los Angeles and UCLA, the importance of family,
the desire to seek constant involvement in a variety of things, and a penchant for
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volunteer work. Activism defined H. R. Haldeman’s immediate family’s history and it
would stick with him throughout the rest of his life.
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CHAPTER III
“WE’VE GOT TO DO SOMETHING MORE THAN JUST SIT AROUND AND
WATCH TELEVISION”: ADMEN, ADVANCE MEN, AND H. R. HALDEMAN’S
BEGINNINGS OF POWER, 1949-1958

In his 1978 memoir, The Ends of Power, H. R. Haldeman devoted only a few
pages to his time at the advertising giant, J. Walter Thompson, his attempt to volunteer
for Richard Nixon’s vice-presidential campaign in 1952, and his involvement in the
Dwight D. Eisenhower and Richard M. Nixon reelection campaign in 1956.1 Between
1948 and 1958, however, Haldeman encountered processes, personalities, and politics
that significantly affected his entire career. Therefore, this period of his life deserves
close attention. Other writers have briefly referred to his career and his success in both
business and politics during this time.2 Nevertheless, his advertising career and
involvement in politics on behalf of Nixon merit a more thorough analysis. This chapter
draws upon both Haldeman’s own recollections and archival documents in order to
explore the making of H. R. Haldeman’s professional and political career.
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To fully understand the development of H. R. Haldeman’s career and his rise to
power in both business and politics, one needs to analyze closely his actions between
1949 and 1958. Not only did he become closely associated with Richard Nixon during
this time, but he also quickly rose in his chosen profession of advertising. In both areas,
Haldeman impressed his superiors with his abilities, his work ethic, and his character.
The reactions by Haldeman’s bosses in both venues reveal why he became valuable both
to his company and Nixon. Haldeman’s careers in advertising and politics, additionally,
contributed to his view of himself as a “manager of progress and process,” illuminate his
desire to help others succeed, and contributed to his political beliefs.3 Throughout this
period one can find the traits that Haldeman developed in his early life such as his search
for activity, passion to organize and to help, devotion to his family, and his pragmatic
political worldview.
In the 1950s, H. R. Haldeman worked in one of the nation’s most prosperous
industries and for one of its biggest companies, J. Walter Thompson (JWT). The
advertising industry in the United States grew tremendously in the years after WWII,
aided by population growth and new housing construction.4 As Americans bought new
homes, they bought new furnishings for them.5 “Billions of dollars were transacted in the
sale of household appliances and furnishings, as refrigerators, washing machines,
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televisions, and the like became standard features in postwar American homes” writes
historian Lizabeth Cohen.6 As Americans moved into the suburbs, they purchased
automobiles and the auto industry wielded large advertising budgets.7 Haldeman’s
employer, just two years after WWII, recorded a historic milestone by becoming “the
first agency to pass $100 million in billings.”8 By 1957, the company “billed nearly $300
million.”9 While JWT’s main offices were located near Madison Avenue in New York
City, the company had offices around the United States and the world.10
J. Walter Thompson had strong and committed leadership. Stanley Resor served
as president of JWT for over three decades.11 Journalist Martin Mayer wrote about him:
Resor’s original and continuing contribution to his agency and to the advertising
industry as a whole has been his conviction that advertising is neither a circus
sideshow nor a business, but an independent force in the community—and a
profession which should have a status comparable to that of law or medicine.12
Because Resor believed “that advertising is a force” he did not take on advertising for
any “products which he does not believe should be forcefully promoted— most notably,
hard liquor” and he felt “strongly in the use of advertising to promote charitable and
social causes (of an essentially conservative nature, of course).” 13
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Haldeman developed traits at JWT that would prepare him for his tasks in politics
during the 1950s. As an account representative at JWT for a most of the 1950s, he
exercised power in the daily business of the company. Resor held a “deeply felt suspicion
of ‘military systems’ which inhibit creative effort.”14 Each product that JWT took on
received its own group, known as an “account group,” led by the account representative
and the group head.15 Employees from various other departments, such as “media,
research and television programming,” staffed each group.16 The account supervisor
handled relationships with the companies that sought the services of JWT and oversaw
each account group working for the client.17 From 1951 to 1957, Haldeman held a
position as account representative in the JWT offices in Los Angeles.18 Account
representatives at JWT served as “the key man in each account group,” they oversaw the
advertising that the group created and their “specialty” was “personal relations, his ability
to get along with the client’s advertising people and with the people inside the agency
who work on this account.”19 A 1959 informational booklet produced by JWT described
the duties of the account representative: “he must satisfy himself, and the agency
management, that all recommendations to the client are made only after weighing all the
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facts.”20 As explained further below, Haldeman was able to translate the skills needed to
be an effective account representative into his work on the campaign trail for Nixon in
1956.21 Additionally, this experience at JWT affected how Haldeman saw his role on
other campaign ventures and in the White House.
Of course, Haldeman did not start out as an account representative. As a 23-yearold Haldeman went to New York to seek a job in his chosen profession. He first sought a
position in the research department at JWT. He had previously conducted research on the
consumer panels that J. Walter Thompson had used, since 1939, which paid participants
in consumer goods to fill out and file reports in which the consumer chronicled their
purchases on a monthly basis.22 “If you are inquisitive about people and want to know
what makes them tick, if you have a deep respect for facts and enjoy digging for them,
and if you can analyze those facts clearly, then you will find fine opportunities in
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Research,” read a job description in the research department.23 Citing his previous
experience as a market researcher in Los Angeles, Haldeman approached the head of the
consumer panel in New York and convinced him to offer him a job.24 Haldeman began
work in the research department at the offices of JWT in New York City in 1949.25
Haldeman’s stay in New York proved to be short lived. Perhaps fueled by his
affinity for his home state, he and his wife, Jo, soon wanted to return to California.26 In
the research department, he worked with a comptometer and calculated the results of the
surveys that the consumer panel produced.27 Meanwhile, Jo took up a job at an area toy
store, in which her husband would occasionally work to supplement their income.28 “We
managed to survive, and I’m not quite sure how,” Haldeman recalled decades later about
the newlyweds’ income during this time.29 Not having the resources to frequently travel
back to the Golden State, Haldeman “wanted to come home” and his wife “very much
wanted to come home.”30 Their wishes came partially true when he received an
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opportunity to work in the media department of the San Francisco branch of JWT.31
Haldeman “took it and moved to San Francisco” in 1950.32
In San Francisco, Haldeman bought advertising space in newspapers and
billboards for clients.33 According to JWT’s booklet for potential employees, “media’s
job is to determine the best way to reach the greatest number of the most logical buyers
for a product or service at the lowest possible cost.”34 Yet San Francisco, located several
hundred miles away from Los Angeles, was not the preferred destination for H. R. and Jo
Haldeman. Both of them wanted to return home to Southern California.35 So Haldeman
kept “angling” for a transfer back to Los Angeles.36
A year after transferring from New York to San Francisco, Haldeman returned to
his old stomping grounds. On April 1, 1951, JWT transferred him to Los Angeles.37
According to his recollections, the company created a job for him in the Los Angeles
office as an assistant to the manager.38 Although JWT had had an office in Los Angeles
since 1933, it had only become fully-staffed in 1946 and the office served accounts such
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as Douglas Aircraft and the Garrett Corporation.39 Haldeman worked in the office
building in Los Angeles located on Wilshire Boulevard.40 In 1951, he assumed the
position of Account Representative.41 That same year, he and Jo also welcomed their first
child when their daughter Susan was born.42 Haldeman, still a reservist in the Navy, was
not called up to serve in the Korean War that raged at this time.43
In less than three years, Haldeman rose from his modest beginnings in the
research division in New York to holding the position of account representative in the
Los Angeles office. In a relatively short span, he landed a job in the advertising industry,
navigated back to Los Angeles and started a family. However, Haldeman recalled in his
memoir that by 1952 he “wanted action beyond the routine of the advertising career I had
entered. And Richard Nixon in 1952 was the center of action—and one I could reach
because Nixon was a Californian.”44
Haldeman and Nixon trod asymmetrical paths to the political arena. As Haldeman
emerged as the homecoming organizer and fraternized with his Beta brothers at UCLA,
Nixon prepared for the first of his many political campaigns. Like Haldeman, Nixon
hailed from Southern California. In 1946, the WWII Navy veteran won his first
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congressional election, defeating the incumbent Democrat Jerry Voorhis. Nixon almost
immediately made a name for himself nationally when he went after Alger Hiss, a former
State Department employee who had been accused of being a spy for the Soviet Union.45
Historian Donald Critchlow noted that the House Un-American Activities Committee
“hearings and the outing of Alger Hiss as a Soviet Spy catapulted Nixon onto the national
stage.”46 Not only did the Hiss case elevate Nixon, but it also captured the attention of a
young member of the research department of the J. Walter Thompson advertising
company. Haldeman knew of Nixon from his days in California, although he later
remained unsure how much attention he paid to his campaign against Voorhis.47 While in
New York, Haldeman recalled that “we were all caught up in that [the Hiss case].”48
Although he did not finish the sentence in the oral history he gave in 1991, he said that “I
was intrigued with him from that and from my family’s anticommunist…”49 In his
memoir, Haldeman recalled that Nixon’s battles with Hiss represented to him a case of
“Nixon fighting against odds, and the establishment, and winning.”50 The Hiss case was
one of the main reasons why Haldeman was drawn to Richard Nixon.51
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What motivated him to join Nixon’s political campaign in 1952 is less clear.
While the Hiss case and the national attention that Nixon achieved because of it
interested H. R. Haldeman, he did not seem to have expressed any interest in joining any
of Nixon’s campaigns prior to 1952. Nixon won a seat in the U.S. Senate in 1950. In
1952, Republican presidential candidate Dwight D. Eisenhower selected Nixon as his
running-mate. Understanding Haldeman’s developing character traits can help explain
how he decided to seek work on the 1952 campaign. Anticommunism certainly played a
role, but what is perhaps more important to consider are Haldeman’s desire to be of help
to others, his yearning for activity, and his affinity for his home state. These factors drove
Haldeman into seeking entry to the political arena, perhaps even more so than any
ideological considerations.
Haldeman’s desire to work for Nixon did not seem to be motivated by ideological
concerns about promoting some anti-communist or conservative agenda that only Nixon
could carry out. Haldeman thought that Eisenhower had a better chance than Robert Taft,
Senator from Ohio, of capturing the White House in November for the Republicans.52 His
parents, unlike Haldeman, were ideologically motivated. Haldeman recalled, that his
parents were “probably philosophically” for Taft and “they were for” General Douglas
MacArthur and found themselves “on the conservative side of the Republican party.”53
Reflecting on his political leanings during this time period, Haldeman considered his
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support for Eisenhower more pragmatic than ideological, but expressed uncertainty.54
“Ideologically, I was probably more pro-Taft than pro-Eisenhower, but maybe not. I may
have because of the association with Jane Wilder and Hugo Morris and my friends at
UCLA and all, maybe I had changed that viewpoint some” he told an oral history
interviewer.55 Yet, the view that Eisenhower could win as a Republican was a view also
held by many in the business community with whom Haldeman worked. Haldeman,
therefore, may have just channeled the pragmatism of conservative businessmen as he
supported Dwight Eisenhower over his more conservative rival for the GOP ticket.56 In
the lead up to the presidential election, prominent businessmen, “realized that
government was never going to revert to the old norms” when it came to the relationship
between business and government oversight and that “the fundamental question was who
would control the power that did exist in Washington” and thus they came to the
conclusion that Eisenhower should be the standard-bearer for the Republican Party.57 “By
October of 1951, even an unreconstructed big-business rightist like Ernest T. Weir was
telling Eisenhower that only he, not Taft, could save the nation from socialism,” business
historian Kim McQuaid noted.58
Haldeman does not seem to have considered working for Nixon until the Senator
faced a scandal that threatened his political future. Haldeman recalled that he had
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previously paid attention to Nixon’s campaign for the Senate against Helen Gahagan
Douglas in 1950, “because that was a statewide campaign” in California in which he
could vote.59 On September 18, 1952, stories appeared in the national press that Nixon
had supposedly benefitted from a secret fund to which California donors had
contributed.60 Although the fund was not a secret and the press and political opponents
could not corroborate that Nixon’s actions were swayed by the donations, a scandal
nevertheless erupted.61 It looked grim for Nixon as many Democrats, the national media,
and even some Republicans pondered the possibility of Nixon leaving the Republican
ticket.62 Eventually, Eisenhower and Nixon agreed that the vice-presidential candidate
would go on live television and place his fate in the hands of the nation.63 According to
historian Irwin F. Gellman, Eisenhower told Nixon, “three or four days after the program,
after the response to the broadcast had been digested, they could determine how best to
proceed.”64
Nixon’s predicament presented an opportunity for Haldeman who already
“wanted action beyond the routine of the advertising career.”65 The fund scandal that
Nixon faced “intrigued” him and therefore it seems as if Haldeman went out to see if he
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could help the man from his home state running for the second highest political office in
the United States and who happened to be “the center of the action.”66 “As a fellow
Californian, I was proud of him— and sympathetic when a scandal about a financial fund
hit the press,” Haldeman wrote over twenty years later.67
While one may not know for certain what propelled Haldeman to try and
volunteer for Nixon, it seems as if it was a combination of his desire to be of help to
others, and his search for action beyond advertising merely three years after getting into
the business. J. Walter Thompson’s company policy also encouraged Haldeman’s
impulses to help the vice-presidential candidate. The company allowed employees to take
a leave of absence to work on political campaigns. Therefore, Haldeman could chase this
opportunity without losing his high-ranking position with the advertising giant.68
His approach towards seeking work on Nixon’s campaign, however, provides
some crucial insight into Haldeman’s behavior. Haldeman reached out to the Nixon
campaign on the day that the candidate delivered his “Checkers speech.” In Los Angeles
he certainly was not alone in his support for the candidate, the Los Angeles Times the day
of Nixon’s speech read “‘WE STAND BY NIXON.’”69 On Tuesday, September 23,
1952, Nixon left his hotel to head to the El Capitan Theatre to deliver his address to the
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nation.70 The 25-year-old Haldeman also headed to the El Capitan, ready to hand his note
to Richard Nixon personally offering his assistance on the campaign trail.71 He failed to
do this, but recalled that he instead gave the letter to Nixon’s political aide, Murray
Chotiner.72
The letter showed Haldeman’s interest in becoming associated with Nixon’s
traveling campaign staff and illustrates his search for activity. Moreover, the letter is
dated before Nixon had firmly reassured his place on the Republican ticket, which may
illustrate Haldeman’s desire to be of help to him. Haldeman’s letter listed his professional
credentials and the wide-ranging services he could perform. He wrote that he wanted to
volunteer because of his “strong feeling” that he “may be able to be of assistance” and
that he “specifically” would like to be considered “as a staff assistance [sic], leg man,
researcher, on-the-spot trouble shooter or general all-around aide to the Senator and his
travelling campaign group starting immediately and continuing until the elections.”73 The
jobs he suggested mirrored those that he performed professionally, researcher, middleman, and mediator. He mentioned his work with J. Walter Thompson, writing:
I am a junior executive with the J. Walter Thompson Company (with which I am
sure you are familiar). I have worked as an executive assistant in the New York,
San Francisco and Los Angeles offices of the company, and feel that this
background, plus a basic intelligence and a very strong desire to be of assistance
in an Eisenhower-Nixon victory could be used to good avail.74
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He explained to Chotiner that he “would, of course, be available without salary or other
compensation from the Nixon group.”75 Only when furnishing personal references did
Haldeman mention his family’s past in Los Angeles and his grandfather’s activities “as
one of the very early anti-Communist crusaders.”76 Haldeman’s ambition, his plea to
become part of the traveling campaign, and perhaps even his hubris are further
encapsulated in his closing paragraph where he wrote:
Whether or not you are able to use my services, (and since they are available at no
charge or obligation to you, I feel sure that you will want to use them) I would
appreciate your sending me a reply by the bearer of this letter or phoning me this
evening … after you have had the opportunity to discuss this letter with the
Senator.77
Other than his “very strong desire to be of assistance in an Eisenhower-Nixon victory”
and the mention of his grandfather’s anticommunism, Haldeman’s letter did not raise any
specific political concerns. Rather, it demonstrated Haldeman’s desire for an opportunity
to join an eventful campaign and to seek new challenges.78
The rejection letter from the Nixon campaign arrived a few days after the
prospective vice president definitively secured his place on the Republican ticket, and
Haldeman’s response to the letter similarly indicates that his desire to team up with
Nixon was motivated out of a desire to seek action. Glen P. Lipscomb, the Campaign
Executive Secretary, informed Haldeman that the campaign had forwarded his
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information to the local campaign in Southern California and that he “no doubt will hear
from them in the near future, and it is our hope that you will be a substantial participant
in the great crusade for the election of new leadership in Washington this Fall.”79 He
recalled later that working for the local office “wasn’t what I had in mind at all, so I just
dropped the whole thing, and that was the end of it. I did nothing in the ’52 campaign
except to vote.”80 He did work for Citizens for Eisenhower in California although to what
extent remains unknown.81 Thus, Haldeman did more than vote in 1952, but did not get
the opportunity to join Nixon on the trail.
While he did more than just cast his ballot in 1952, Haldeman’s lack of interest in
the local campaign offices supports the thesis that his commitment did not go any further
than his desire to seek new challenges and actions outside the offices of JWT, and
working in California did not seem to offer the action that he sought. Haldeman’s
decision not to work in the local campaign offices, moreover, complicates the storyline of
his dedication to Nixon or anti-communism as he could have aided both by doing so. The
rejection to join Nixon on the 1952 vice-presidential campaign did not mark the end of
his fascination with being close to the candidate and serving on a whistle-stop campaign.
Yet for now, Haldeman continued his job with J. Walter Thompson.
While Haldeman’s impulse to help Nixon seemed unique, after all it is one thing
to support a candidate and another to contemplate leaving one’s job, even if temporarily,
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to help a politician, his feelings toward Nixon as having fought “against odds, and the
establishment, and winning” with the Checkers speech were echoed by many Americans
across the country.82 In Los Angeles the telegraph lines “were so jammed” that a
telegram from Eisenhower himself “did not get through” and “within a week, two to three
million Americans had communicated with RNC headquarters. The ratio ran
approximately 350 to 1 in Nixon’s favor, and the staff was still sorting the letters at the
end of February 1953.”83 On November 4, 1952, Eisenhower and Nixon were elected.
While Nixon assumed the office of the vice-presidency in 1953, H. R. Haldeman
continued his private and professional life in Los Angeles. In October of that year, he and
Jo welcomed the birth of their first son, Hank.84 Professionally, Haldeman advanced in
his career. Two of his clients during the mid-1950s were the California Lima Bean
Advisory Board and Boyle-Midway.85 Haldeman’s abilities in organizing, managing, and
helping others succeed are reflected in his work in the advertising industry in the early
1950s.
Haldeman’s work for the Boyle-Midway Corporation played a pivotal role
throughout his rise in the advertising industry. The L.A. office took on the advertising for
the company in the western United States.86 When Haldeman assumed responsibility for
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the account, it offered another opportunity for him to enhance his skills as an advertising
executive. Boyle-Midway, according to Haldeman, “was the household products division
of American Home Products.”87 The agency decided that Boyle-Midway should sponsor
an area television show entitled I Search For Adventure.88 serving as the middle-man
between the program, the television stations that broadcasted it, and the client. Jack
Douglas, the show’s producer, “sold” the program to J. Walter Thompson.89 The agency
then “contracted” with local television stations, with the client paying for the airtime,
JWT receiving “15 percent commission,” and Thompson in turn adding advertising for
Boyle-Midway products to the show.90 Haldeman wrote that “the turning point of my
career as an advertising man” was his “success in launching” I Search for Adventure.91 In
the show, Douglas interviewed explorers and showed footage of their expeditions.92 The
show premiered on July 22, 1954, and featured Douglas interviewing “Col. John D. Craig
of Arcadia, who will describe and show films of his underwater discovery of the
remnants of a fleet of Spanish galleons.”93 According to Haldeman, the show became a
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hit and served J. Walter Thompson’s client well.94 In 1955, Haldeman traveled to
Phoenix, Tucson, and El Paso for his client.95 By 1957, the show had “spread across the
nation” and was “syndicated in 56 cites.”96
Haldeman’s close working relationship with his clients was crucial to his position
as an account executive and he seems to have excelled in this aspect of his duties. Jack
Douglas, for example, apparently enjoyed working with Haldeman. Douglas reached out
to Haldeman during the 1960 presidential campaign, writing: “Apparently, Dick Nixon is
the first presidential nominee in history to serve as a stepping stone for the acting career
of a young man presently employed as an advertising genius.”97 Douglas had spotted
Haldeman while watching Richard Nixon’s arrival at the Republican National
Convention in 1960 and joked that watching Haldeman “dominate the cameras when
Dick’s plane arrived in Chicago for the Convention, there was some confusion in my
mind as to which one was the presidential hopeful.”98 Teasing Haldeman at the end of the
letter, he wrote “P.S. why don’t you get a haircut?” referring to Haldeman’s trademark
crew cut.99 Haldeman retorted that he “intended to return to advertising as quickly as
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possible,” and that he would “be back in L.A. some time after this thing is over.”100
Throughout his work at JWT, Haldeman would make a favorable impression both on his
clients and his superiors.
Haldeman used a similar strategy to the Boyle-Midway account for advertising
the California Lima Bean Advisory Board. He began handling advertising for them
around 1953. At one point, he visited “15 cities to enlist co-operation of chain stores in
promoting Lima Bean Board-Hunt’s Tomato Sauce tie-in.”101 For the advisory board, J.
Walter Thompson acquired a television show entitled Western Varieties, which
Haldeman described as a “terrible program, but it had an enormous audience.”102 The
show, was a “country-western Ed Sullivan show” and featured performers and acts while
promoting dishes prepared with lima beans.103
This strategy had its roots in J. Walter Thompson’s handling of the Kraft
account.104 The agency aided in the production of the Kraft Television Theater which
featured commercials of dishes prepared with Kraft products.105 Sponsorship and
direction of television products was a normal occurrence in the early days of television.
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According to historian Lizabeth Cohen, “in a carryover from radio, advertising agencies
and their clients rather than the networks themselves controlled production of TV
programs as well as commercials, and shows were often broadcast under the name of the
sponsor.”106
During Haldeman’s early career in advertising single sponsorship of a television
program still reigned supreme, but this arrangement did not hold for long. J. Walter
Thompson played a considerable role in the production of programs for their clients.107
For example, the company employed production specialists tasked with traveling the
country in order to ensure that programming met certain standards.108 In general, the
networks “usually provided only facilities, air time, and occasional censorship.”109 Yet,
already by the mid-1950s, this format had begun to change as networks started to handle
the advertising of a program and in turn used advertising of multiple products by multiple
brands in commercials during their programs.110 “When one sponsor controlled a whole
show, it felt responsible for the manner and the frequency of its ads. When a sponsor was
just one of many, it could avoid that responsibility,” wrote a chronicler of the history of
the advertising industry.111 In turn, “the programs themselves declined in quality and
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diversity.”112 Networks now controlled the production of television programs.113 Thus,
Haldeman’s revived interest in joining a political campaign in 1956 occurred
simultaneously as networks, rather than advertising agencies, gained more control of
programming, perhaps suggesting a causal relationship between the two developments.
Haldeman assumed more responsibility within the company while the giants of
the industry continued to flourish. As advertising historian Stephen Fox wrote, “The
essence of the 1950s was a heady, untrammeled expansion of the American economy,
with its characteristically American faith in technological progress and material benefits.
For this expansion, advertising served as handmaiden, cheerleader, and publicist.”114 It
seems, however, that for the ambitious Haldeman, being part of this growing industry
was not enough.
In the 1956 presidential election, Haldeman again set out to help Nixon and leave,
at least temporarily, his job at JWT. Haldeman’s desire for action outside the advertising
business had not relented. He still wanted to try his hand on a political campaign.
Haldeman again approached Nixon when the vice-president faced uncertainty about his
status within the Eisenhower administration.
In November 1956, Americans would head to the polls in order to cast their vote
for the presidency, yet at the beginning of that year, there was no guarantee that either
Eisenhower or Nixon would be on the ballot. Eisenhower had suffered a heart-attack in
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1955 and had expressed some uncertainty about whether he should seek reelection.115 He
also thought that Nixon should take a cabinet position rather than retain the office of the
vice-presidency because a cabinet position could provide Nixon with the breadth of
experience necessary to hold the position of the chief executive some day.116 The
uncertainty surrounding Nixon’s fate did not stop his supporters from rooting for him to
retain the number two spot on the ticket, especially in Los Angeles. “In the media, no
outlet did more to promote Nixon in 1956 than the Los Angeles Times. In mid-January,
Kyle Palmer endorsed him for vice president” and “on February 18, the paper endorsed
Ike-Nixon for reelection.”117 While Eisenhower told the nation in late February that he
would seek reelection, there was not yet a definitive answer on Nixon.118 Eisenhower had
told reporters that only after he had officially secured the nomination would he weigh in
on the number two spot on the ticket.119 When further pressed by reporters, Eisenhower
reiterated his support for Nixon politically, but added that Nixon himself should inform
him about his future intentions.120 After Republican primary voters weighed in, voting
heavily for Nixon as their vice-presidential candidate during the early elections, reporters
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again asked Eisenhower and he told them that he had not received a decision from
Nixon.121 Asked by the press “if the vice president wished to be renominated? Ike replied
that Nixon had not given him permission to say anything” and this “presented the vice
president with his opening.”122 Thus, in late April, Nixon told Eisenhower of his desire to
be renominated as vice president and later announced it to the press.123 Soon thereafter,
however, Eisenhower suffered from ileitis, which required surgery and again doubts
resurfaced in the media about Eisenhower’s running and Nixon’s place on the ticket.124
Only in July did the administration reaffirmed that Eisenhower would run.125
Haldeman contacted the Nixon campaign in May 1956, well before Nixon’s fate
had been settled. Again, he did not clearly articulate his motivations for leaving his job
temporarily. It does seem, however, that Haldeman considered the 1956 election as
another opportunity to seek a new challenge and to take a break from advertising. In
1988, he stated in an oral history that, “by 1956,” he:
had to some degree started to look for other things, other kinds of things to do, not
in place of that business, but to add on to that. I had slipped into, fallen into the
routine of business operation, and so forth, and the political opportunity as a
volunteer was something that intrigued me, and I went ahead with that.126
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Not overtly motivated by ideology, Haldeman added that “there was no great ideological
thrust or noble ambition involved in this, and no thought at all of becoming permanently
involved in either politics or government.”127 Haldeman stated that political work “would
be an interesting side experience” and something where he “could make a contribution
that would be worthwhile” and that “would be a learning experience and an interesting
experience.”128 Perhaps the demands associated with work in the advertising industry
factored into Haldeman’s decision to take a brief break from “routine of business
operation.”129 By 1956, he had worked for JWT for nearly seven years, and the industry
imposed a toll on its employees:
A study in 1956 by Life Extension Examiners of New York compared the health
of executives in manufacturing, banking, and advertising. The ad people showed
up worst in ten of eighteen categories, including high blood pressure, organic
heart and prostate problems, and abnormal blood counts. From 1949 to 1959, at a
time when the life expectancy for white males was 67.1 years, the average age at
death in Advertising Age’s obituaries was 59.9130
Perhaps the rebuff that he received in 1952 factored into his decision to try again.
However, considering Haldeman’s attitude of seeking new opportunities beyond his
profession, a whistle-stop campaign probably just offered him another venue to channel
his energy.
Haldeman found various ways to involve himself in the 1956 campaign. Through
a family friend he first secured a job as a driver at the Republican Convention in San
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Francisco.131 He also again tried to join Nixon’s traveling campaign staff. This time he
tried to get a job through a personal connection that he had made at UCLA.132 Loie
Gaunt, one of the women who worked in Richard Nixon’s office as a secretary, had
previously worked for one of the deans at UCLA.133 Haldeman knew Gaunt because her
brother had been in his fraternity at UCLA.134 Haldeman’s fraternity had got into trouble
over a supposed animal abuse scandal, which caused Haldeman to visit the dean’s office
in which Gaunt worked, and she also “was helping us because her brother was in the
house and all that.”135 Haldeman had previously mentioned his association with Gaunt
when he wrote to Chotiner in 1952, and he now reached out to her directly about working
on the campaign.136
In his letter to Gaunt, Haldeman again expressed his desire to use his managerial
and organizational skills on a political campaign. He wrote that he would either work on
the “campaign train” or “in the Washington campaign headquarters.”137 He again stated
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that he could work as a “staff assistant, leg man, researcher, on-the-spot trouble
shooter.”138 Moreover, as before, he mentioned his grandfather’s anti-communism.139
This time, Haldeman received more than a pro-forma response from the Nixon
headquarters. On May 8, Gaunt replied to Haldeman that Nixon could not yet make
decisions regarding the campaign staff until after the convention, but that there was a
“chance that your talents could be put to good use.”140 Gaunt, perhaps sensing
Haldeman’s eagerness to escape the advertising offices, cautioned him that “campaigning
is really just another name for plain hard and dedicated work, even though, from afar, it
sometimes sounds glamorous” and told him that it was also important that one “believe
deeply and wholeheartedly in your candidate.”141 She wrote that some of Nixon’s
contacts in California might get in touch with him in order to provide more details.
Perhaps most significant for the career development of H. R. Haldeman, Gaunt wrote
about the importance of the advance men, briefly outlined their purpose on political
campaigns and suggested that Haldeman get in touch with Ray Arbuthnot who had
worked as an advance man in the past for Nixon.142 Gaunt actually hit upon the position
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in which Haldeman could serve. 143 Haldeman would eventually flourish in his role as an
advance man.
Haldeman continued on his quest to join the 1956 campaign. Following a phone
conversation with Gaunt at some point after receiving her initial response, on May 22,
Haldeman wrote her that he had “no delusions regarding any glamour or glory in
campaigning. Eight years in the ‘glamourous’ profession of advertising have convinced
me of the fact that these things are all a question of hard work.”144 Additionally, he
assured Gaunt that his “motivation in seeking to become associated with the Nixon
campaign group is based primarily on this belief in the Vice President – and on my
sincere desire to work for his cause in the most effective manner possible.”145 He
reminded Gaunt that he wanted to work on the national campaign, not on the local level
as “I don’t think I could justify my leave of absence to the company if my assignment
were a local volunteer job.”146 He also wrote that “your description of Advance Man
work sounds very interesting, and I would like very much to discuss that phase with Mr.
Arbuthnot.”147 He also mentioned that he currently handled “publicity and promotion” for
Roy E. Reynolds, a Republican congressional candidate, but that his assistant could take
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this over if he were join the Nixon campaign in the fall.148 Although Haldeman described
his work for Reynolds as “a volunteer assignment through J. Walter Thompson
Company,” this reveals that Haldeman had conducted some work in American politics
prior to joining the Nixon campaign in 1956.149
Based on a suggestion from Gaunt, Haldeman also wrote to Nixon directly to
express his support and earnestness. He explained: “in the event of your renomination” he
would like to be of service and wrote about his “firm belief in you and your work and
assure you of my unqualified support in your future endeavors.”150 As a reference,
Haldeman mentioned the son of one of his grandfather’s close associates, Los Angeles
Times publisher Norman Chandler, whose father Harry Chandler had been involved in
the founding of the Better America Federation.151
Gaunt promoted Haldeman’s cause. On May 26, she forwarded her
correspondence with him to Ray Arbuthnot, stating that “his offer to be of campaign
assistance is a genuine and sincere one, and that he would be a good worker.”152 Gaunt
asked Arbuthnot to “tell” Haldeman “a little about what actually is involved in ‘joining a
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crusade.’”153 After that, she asked if he could “also make an evaluation for The Boss as to
whether Bob could make a real contribution, and the phase of campaigning for which he
would probably be most suited -- all this, of course, providing there is a campaign!”154 In
July, Arbuthnot contacted Haldeman.155 According to Haldeman’s recollection,
Arbuthnot thought that he should be an advance man and Haldeman took his leave of
absence to join the Nixon campaign in 1956.156
Haldeman worked on the program and entertainment portion of the 1956 GOP
convention held in San Francisco in August and started his job as an advance man in
early September, 1956.157 Working only for his expenses, Haldeman’s duties included
communicating with “local officials, Secret Service,” and other entities about the
execution of Nixon’s campaign stops.158 By mid-September, he had visited cities such as
Spokane, Houston, and Oklahoma City, laying the groundwork for Nixon’s upcoming
visits.159 Haldeman later wrote that “it turned out, somewhat to my surprise, that I was a
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born advance man.”160 The job required “organizational ability” and “a passion for
precision and punctuality, and a strong enough character to counterbalance the demands
of different political groups and personalities.”161 Yet, perhaps, Haldeman should not
have been so surprised. Many of the skills that advance work required were already
familiar to him from his activities on behalf of his clients at JWT. He had always had an
interest in organizing, and most likely had to successfully mediate the interest of
television studios, stations, programs, and advertising clients in his job as an account
representative. Nevertheless, advance work allowed Haldeman to execute these skills in a
completely different venue and for a wholly different cause.
On the campaign trail, Haldeman received orders from Washington, D.C. how to
handle his advance work. Republican Congressman Bob Wilson advised the advance men
on what to look for as they arranged Nixon’s campaign stops. Wilson’s directives and
attention to detail seems to have influenced Haldeman’s own handling of the advance
team when he took charge of the unit in 1960. Wilson, who had worked in advertising
himself and had served as a Congressman from San Diego since 1952, was Nixon’s
campaign coordinator in 1956.162 Wilson met with candidate Nixon often and discussed
his schedule.163 He oversaw Nixon’s travels from Washington, D.C. and, aided by Loie
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Gaunt, they helped plan campaign stops.164 Wilson fired off telegrams and memos to the
advance men who traveled to the cities ahead of Nixon’s visits. Wilson advised the
advance men of the proper actions they should take, such as using the appropriate
avenues to publicize an upcoming visit, keeping headquarters informed “on the nature of
the audience and the type of talk expected,” choosing “the shortest and most expeditious
route” for the motorcade in cold weather, and bearing in mind that “at all times your
responsibility to the Candidate supersedes your responsibility to the local Committee.”165
Haldeman received telegrams from Wilson telling him, for example, to “try to leave
schedule loose enough to visit factories, colleges, farms, or crowds. Visit people, not
things” and to look “for unusual things” for Nixon “to do, as possible human interest
stories with picture possibilities.”166 Wilson signed off the telegrams to Haldeman with
statements such as “we think you are the greatest and love to hear from you” or “today is
D-Day. We’re with you all the way.”167 Wilson seems to have made a favorable
impression on Haldeman. As Haldeman wrote Wilson in a letter after the election: “I
want you to know what a pleasure it was to get to know you and to work with you, even
if by remote control most of the time. The people that gathered together to act as Dick
164
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Nixon’s campaign staff are, in themselves, a tremendous tribute to the man. I have never
seen a group so dedicated, cooperative and capable.”168
Advance work challenged Haldeman in new ways. Throughout the campaign,
Haldeman frequently informed business associate Ross S. Covert, of the Boyle-Midway
Corporation, about his work on the “‘great crusade.’”169 He wrote Covert in September
that “the work so far has been very interesting and at least partially encouraging, although
there still seems to be a tremendous amount of apathy and lack of desire to really get in
and work on the part of the people who have to do the work.”170 A month later he wrote
him that: “The local committees show better organization and much more willingness to
work than they did a couple of weeks ago. Maybe the ‘climax campaign’ theory is going
to pay off. It certainly looks better now than last time I wrote.” Haldeman concluded that
“another few weeks of this and the luxury of a five-day week will seem like a real
vacation.”171 Towards the end of the campaign, in late October 1956, Haldeman
remarked about his lack of sleep in a postscript of a letter to Covert: “P.S. Excuse
incoherencies. We had a meeting with the Vice President last night that ended at 3:45
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a.m., and I had to be up at 6:30 this morning to catch this plane. Most days aren’t quite
this bad, but they’re not a lot better.”172
Yet, Haldeman seemed to enjoy the hard work on the trail. Despite the challenges
of long hours and large distances, Haldeman was proud of his work as an advance man,
as evidenced in the letters he wrote after the election. Haldeman told Norman Strouse,
then president of JWT, that he traveled “33,880 miles by air, about 2,000 by train and a
lot more by automobile.”173 He wrote about the events that he either “set up, or helped to
set up” and the crowds they drew.174 He wrote Strouse about a man, who worked for the
campaign who handled “TV arrangements” and who was assigned from a rival
advertising company, and suggested that JWT look into hiring him.175 He thanked
Strouse for the opportunity provided by his leave of absence and assured him that “the
experience will benefit both me and the company in the years to come in many ways.”176
Strouse, in turn, forwarded Haldeman’s letter to other JWT brass, including Stanley
Resor, writing them that “it is quite apparent that this experience has been of great value
to” Haldeman.177 Strouse also told Haldeman, “I feel that this experience has been of
great value to you, and will somehow, somewhere be reflected in your contributions to
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our Company. I’m delighted that you could do this job, and only envy you the
opportunity.”178
Haldeman similarly shared his enjoyment of his work with others on the
campaign staff. He wrote Gaunt that “the advance man job I enjoyed even more than I
had expected to and the people with whom we worked — the staff and the other advance
men— were, in the words of the immortal Don Byrne, ‘the greatest.’”179 In a flattering
letter to Nixon, Haldeman wrote that he would use Nixon to his children “as a personal
example of the best in American politics— of courage, ability, honesty and hard work—
and what they can accomplish.” He concluded that “when the need arises again for an
advance man, or any other kind of help, please call— I’m ready to go.”180
Haldeman’s involvement with the 1956 Republican presidential campaign marked
the beginning of his actions in politics. Although he had expressed some minor
displeasure at the long hours or the dealings with local campaign committees, it is evident
that Haldeman truly enjoyed the action and the challenges that this work posed. His offer
to Nixon to continue to help him in the future, signals that this type of work quenched his
thirst for constant action. His personal satisfaction from being part of a victorious
campaign is evident in his letters to Strouse, Wilson, and Gaunt.
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Haldeman’s work did not go unnoticed in Nixon’s inner circle. As he had done in
advertising, Haldeman seems to have made a positive impression on people with whom
he worked. Rose Mary Woods, Nixon’s secretary, wrote Haldeman a note thanking him
for his “help during the campaign.”181 She wrote that “at times we seemed to ask the
impossible - but you and the other ‘Advance Men’ always came through so in a way I
guess you spoiled us! You really did a great job and we certainly appreciate it.”182 Bob
Wilson wrote to Haldeman “your work was outstanding, Bob, and the Boss particularly
noticed your accomplishments.”183 Ray Arbuthnot wrote him “you really did an
outstanding job and certainly earned and have the admiration and respect of all on the
Staff, as well as the principals.”184
Haldeman’s immersion in politics occurred at the same time as the advertising
industry faced rising criticism in American popular culture. In the years after WWII,
admen were often lampooned or belittled. As advertising historian Stephen Fox notes,
“virtually all mass media presented a stereotyped notion of the adman, with some
variations, none of them positive.”185 Perhaps Haldeman seemed aware of the stereotypes
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that surrounded the advertising industry when he undertook his journey into politics, as
indicated by some of his comments discussed further below.
Perhaps unbeknownst to Haldeman, his involvement with the campaign channeled
the desires of the top brass at JWT for advertising men to become a greater part of their
community and improve the image of the profession. Norman Strouse, who succeeded
Resor at JWT, wrote in an essay on the general image of the advertising industry in 1960
that “if our representatives, for example, feel that their most important assignment is a
public relations one with our clients, and that entertainment ranks high on the list of daily
assignments, then the agency business will be appraised at its lowest level.”186 Strouse
wrote that “If agency people are better known and more frequently seen at ‘21’ or the
Four Seasons than at the Metropolitan Museum, meetings of Parent-Teacher
Associations, or at public service luncheons, there will be a lingering suspicion that the
‘huckster’ was not the figment of some author’s imagination.”187
Haldeman’s own words reflected this desire for men of his ilk to do more outside
the walls of the advertising agency. In 1960, while working on Nixon’s presidential
campaign, Advertising Age ran an article on Haldeman in which he stated that: “Every
college educated man” ought to “make it his business to get into politics. Where he does
it is less important than that he does it. There’s a tremendous need for young blood in
both parties.”188 Haldeman argued that people needed to choose a political party and “get
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rid of the irresponsible or foolish idea to be an independent.”189 According to Haldeman
an independent “cannot make himself heard, does not shape the party and will never be
elected. The party shapes party policy.” 190 Haldeman thought that “each party should be
a coalition of a broad section of people” as he felt that “Democrats” were in need of
“business men and college educated men, and the Republicans need labor
representatives.”191 The article went on to state that Haldeman “volunteered his political
services, he says simply, because he sought to be of ‘some help to the community. We’ve
got to do something more than just sit around and watch television.’”192 The article noted
that Haldeman believed that his “salary increases” were “‘larger and have come more
often’ because of this work” on political campaigns and stated that Haldeman “thinks”
that his work on the campaign trail was “an asset to his agency career” because of the
interactions with people from a variety of backgrounds.193 To Haldeman, political work
offered more than just personal fulfillment. It offered an opportunity for businessmen,
like himself, to provide their skills and aid their communities, while simultaneously
furthering their own careers. Thus, at least for Haldeman, choosing between business and
politics did not seem to be an either-or proposition.
Haldeman’s first work in politics coincided with the advertising industry
strengthening its ties to the political process in the United States as parties relied on their
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services to create campaign spots for television. Long before the 1950s and the presence
of television in American households, politicians, political campaigns, and parties
counted on the aid of advertising in newspapers and other media in their mission to
achieve victories in the political arena.194 By 1952, the Eisenhower campaign relied
heavily on the use of advertising on television.195 Advertising companies, such as Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn (BBDO) worked for the Republican party during and even
after the election to produce TV ads and programs.196 Although JWT did not handle
political campaigns directly, they allowed their employees to take a leave of absence to
join a political campaign and “encouraged” their employees to do so “as a public
service.”197 In fact, the company prided itself on the fact that it did not directly engage in
partisanship when it came to elections. At some point during the Watergate scandal,
when the names of former JWT employees H. R. Haldeman and Dwight Chapin found
their way into the news, the company issued a statement.198 The document noted “the
names of certain former employees of the J. Walter Thompson Company have been
mentioned prominently as a result of the Watergate hearings.”199 The document briefly
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outlined the employment histories with JWT of Dwight Chapin and Ron Ziegler.200 The
statement noted that “it has been the policy” of JWT “to permit leaves of absence for
Government service, including from time to time, political campaigns as part of the
government process” and emphasized that Haldeman had not applied for reinstatement
with the company since he left in 1968 and that “in effect, therefore, he has not been with
us since June, 1968.”201 The document went on to insist that “As a company, J.Walter
Thompson serves no political interest. In 110 years of the J. Walter Thompson Company
there have been 27 presidential elections and in not one of these has the Company
accepted an assignment for a national presidential campaign.”202
In the 1956 campaign, both Republicans and Democrats employed the services of
advertising agencies.203 However, Haldeman’s volunteer work on the campaign trail did
not deal with staging television spots or productions, but with organizing traditional
campaign stops. Here, advertising employees also made inroads.204 However, as Martin
Mayer noted “advertising agencies may organize these matters more thoroughly and
think of special gimmicks to make them more convincing, but the participation of agency
people does not transform the work of the old-fashioned advance man into advertising
work.”205 To Mayer “only three of the jobs performed by advertising men for a political
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campaign can be regarded as advertising work,” namely the “preparation” of
advertisements for a variety of media, the “selection of media for these commercial
messages and for the candidate’s speeches” and providing feedback “of how well the
candidate’s message is coming across.”206 Haldeman’s work on the 1956 campaign,
albeit not directly related to advertising, represents the wide-ranging activities that
advertising executives engaged in as they served on political campaigns.
Between 1957 and 1958, Haldeman resumed his career in advertising. At the
same time, he furthered his relationship with Richard Nixon as the latter served his
second term as Eisenhower’s vice-president. While Haldeman celebrated one victory in
the political arena, he achieved another one in his profession. Shortly after attending
ceremonies associated with Eisenhower’s inauguration as President of the United States
in January of 1957, he traveled to the New York offices of JWT for Boyle-Midway.207
Ross Covert decided that Haldeman should work on a proposal for JWT to attain the
advertising for the national business of the company.208 Tom Cooper, manager of the
L.A. office of JWT, informed Norman Strouse on January 31, 1957, that Covert had told
him and Haldeman that “Thompson should be their agency for Boyle-Midway
nationally” and that “Ross feels that Boyle-Midway top management will accept his
recommendation and act upon it sometime in the fall of this year-- providing we perform
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as well this year with the increased budget as Ross anticipates.”209 Cooper, moreover,
wrote Strouse that “I plan to stay as close as possible to the account with Bob Haldeman
during this so-called ‘final test period.’ Bob has Ross’ [sic] complete confidence and is,
as you know, doing an outstanding job on the account.”210 Haldeman made the pitch to
Boyle-Midway. Covert told Advertising Age, “For about three months Bob was all over
the U.S. gathering data, and I can say this, with the full approval of our top executives in
New York, that he made one of the finest presentations our people ever listened to, in a
very simple, dignified manner.”211 Covert added that he had “never seen a young man
handle himself before 22 strangers in a more impressive way.”212 JWT managed “as a
result of this meeting” to attain the advertising for a number of household products on a
national basis, however, according to Covert, “only with the understanding that Bob
would go to New York, and have charge of our business out of the agency’s New York
office.”213 Haldeman recalled that he received the opportunity for the pitch because of the
work he had done previously for Boyle-Midway.214 In late 1957, therefore, Haldeman
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returned to New York to oversee those products that Boyle-Midway wanted J. Walter
Thompson to advertise nationally.215 Thus, less than a decade after seeking to leave New
York, he returned as account supervisor.
Boyle-Midway, however, was not the only one impressed with Haldeman’s work.
The Vice-President of the United States also sought out his services on a permanent
basis. Shortly after Eisenhower’s inauguration in January 1956 Cooper’s letter to Strouse
included the following: “P.S. I think you will be interested to know that Tuesday Richard
Nixon called Bob Haldeman from Washington D.C. and asked him to accept the position
as his Administrative Assistant.”216 Cooper wrote Strouse that he was “happy to say that
Bob has decided to remain on the Coast.”217 Therefore, in addition to all the praise he had
earned from the campaign personnel in the aftermath of the 1956 election, Haldeman
earned the opportunity to join Nixon’s office in 1957 and work for the vice-president of
the United States.
Although Haldeman declined Nixon’s offer in early 1957, he remained in contact
with Nixon and his office. There seems to have been some uncertainty in Haldeman’s
thinking about Nixon’s offer to join him in his office. Nixon wrote Haldeman in April
1957 that: “I certainly appreciated your calling to say that you have been giving some
thought to the possibility of coming back here. However, I have made a commitment to
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take on another man around the first of July.”218 Nixon, however, reassured Haldeman
that “if plans change” he would “be in touch” because it “would be a pleasure to have
you back here with us.”219 Later that year Haldeman proposed to Nixon that he meet with
him and Ross Covert when Haldeman traveled to D.C.220 Covert, Haldeman explained “is
a heavy financial backer of the Republican Party in this area, and I think would be a good
man to have in your corner.”221 Richard Nixon and his wife, Pat, met with Covert and H.
R. and Jo Haldeman at their house in Washington in September 1957.222 In an October
letter thanking Nixon for his time, Haldeman wrote Nixon, referring to the BoyleMidway undertaking, “the new business effort on which I was engaged when I last saw
you paid out” Haldeman ended his letter by writing that “any time there is any way in
which I can be of service on a quick notice basis, don’t hesitate to let me know.”223 In
December 1957, perhaps regarding Eisenhower’s recent stroke, Haldeman called Nixon’s
office to say his “thoughts have been with RN, thought he would check in and see how
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everyone is, and if there are any assignments for him.”224 Gaunt noted that Haldeman
“called our attention to December 6 issue of Printers Ink” and that “Bob is very pleased
with strong, positive, favorable to RN and his activities throughout the country. Thinks
Earl Mazo articles were very good and well-received by NY readers.”225 The Printers’
Ink article referenced by Haldeman noted that “Marketing men are eyeing vice-president
Nixon with increasing interest as events give him more weight in the administration. All
along, Nixon has shown a grasp of marketing matters and a generally sympathetic
attitude towards business—foten [sic] surprisingly lacking among other administration
officials.”226 The article noted that: “most agree that Nixon favors more common sense in
Government’s relations with business” and that Nixon “is at least close enough to
advertising men to have an understanding of the implications of anti-advertising actions,
legislative or otherwise.”227 The article raised concern over an increase in postal rates
opposed by business and that Eisenhower “backed the rate increase proposals in his
annual budget requests to Congress. Observers say Nixon would never allow such a
situation to develop. It is considered certain that he would replace” Postmaster General
Arthur E. Summerfield “if given the opportunity.”228 The article went on to note Nixon’s
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close ties to advertising by pointing out his connections to Bob Wilson and an “active
supporter of Nixon” named “Robert Halderman [sic].”229
The year 1957 was an eventful one for Haldeman. He managed to land the
national business of a major company, he was offered a job in the Eisenhower
administration, and on a personal level he welcomed the birth of his second son, Peter.230
Rather and Gates concluded that Haldeman did not establish a close relationship with
Nixon until after the 1960 election. They argued that Nixon “had gotten to know
Haldeman by this time but only in the casual, superficial way a national candidate
becomes acquainted with his middle-echelon people in the heat of a campaign. There was
no special bond between them, no strong alliance reaching back over a number of
years.”231 Yet, as shown above, Nixon had already considered Haldeman for a position
within his office in 1957, Nixon had hosted Haldeman and one of his business clients at
his house. Moreover, Haldeman had kept Nixon informed of his whereabouts and actions
since the end of the 1956 campaign.
Heading into 1958, Haldeman would continue to strengthen his relationship with
Nixon, observe his career, offer his help, and ask the vice-president for favors. In March,
Haldeman phoned Nixon’s office “to see if anything which he can do for anyone here,
and to pay his respects to RN and staff” and offered to assist the advance for one of
Nixon’s upcoming trips to Chicago while Haldeman was visiting the JWT branch office
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there.232 A few months later, in June, Haldeman wrote to Rose Woods asking her if it
would be possible to obtain a letter from the vice-president to the president of the BoyleMidway corporation that could be printed in the Professional Selling bulletin by the
company for distribution to their salesforce.233 However, he noted that if Woods felt “it
would be unwise, please don’t hesitate to so inform me and I will drop the whole matter
there.”234 Haldeman’s letter to Woods included a draft of a letter in which Nixon would
write about the recession now facing the country. Haldeman suggested that Nixon say
that both he and President Eisenhower “feel the current recession has been caused, not so
much by the inability of people to buy, as by their unwillingness to spend. That’s why
business, today, is in need of aggressive merchandising, combined with a pricing policy
designed to make buying more attractive” and that “the results Boyle-Midway has
achieved since the first of this year show how successful this policy can be. Both of us
know, however, there is much we can still do to hasten the recovery.”235 In the closing
paragraph Haldeman proposed that Nixon state, “It is my hope that you and the BoyleMidway sales force will continue the excellent work you have done thus far. By doing
this, you not only help yourselves and your company, but the economic health of the
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nation as a whole.”236 Woods quickly shot down the idea. She wrote that “we have a
policy of not writing unsolicited letters of the type you suggest Bob, and I am sure you
can fully understand the reasons for this practice. Letters of this nature are always in
answer to a specific letter from the individual concerned.”237 Later that same month,
Haldeman asked Woods if Nixon could remark on a “term paper on ‘The American Vice
Presidency and Richard M. Nixon’” written by a “son of my client as his high school
term paper this year.”238 Nixon obliged, and in a letter rewritten by Loie Gaunt, wrote to
the boy, among other things, that “you have done a splendid job of organizing, presenting
and analyzing your material, and, in my opinion, the result is of college level quality.”239
Haldeman, however, knew that Nixon would have to play a part in the upcoming midterm
elections and offered his assistance. In the same letter, that included the request of Nixon
to comment on the essay, Haldeman wrote Woods that “I have no plans for the months of
September and October, and am purposely keeping them open with an eye to campaign
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developments. I have already told the Boss that I would like very much to do whatever I
can to help him in his participation in the fall campaign.”240
Haldeman took another leave of absence from JWT for the congressional races in
1958 and joined Richard Nixon as an advance man as the vice-president campaigned for
Republican congressional candidates.241 Nixon campaigned throughout the country from
late September right up to the November elections.242 Republicans suffered a tremendous
defeat. “Not since FDR’s landslide in 1936 had Republicans elected fewer congressmen,
governors, and state legislatures,” notes Irwin Gellman.243 While Nixon did not suffer
electoral defeat personally, this marked the first time that Haldeman had accompanied
Nixon on an unsuccessful quest. Nevertheless, from 1958 onward Haldeman’s
involvement with Nixon’s political endeavors increased steadily.
Shortly after the disappointing elections of 1958, a colleague of Haldeman’s
approached him about going into politics as a candidate in his own right.244 Living in
Connecticut since his reassignment to JWT’s New York City office, Haldeman was
approached by a colleague, Joseph Leopold, whose wife Alice Leopold worked in
Eisenhower’s labor department.245 Haldeman reported to Nixon’s office that “he is
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getting some feelers from Connecticut people to get into Connecticut politics.”246 Joseph
Leopold was “one of the people who is hinting to Bob that he ought to get into the
Connecticut Republican picture.”247 Gaunt noted that Haldeman, however, “would rather
not get very deep into the state politics, but would, of course, do so if RN thought that
was the proper course.” 248 To what extent he and Nixon discussed a possible candidacy
is unclear. Haldeman’s note, however, reveals how much he trusted Nixon’s political
instincts, and also how much Nixon and his views shaped Haldeman’s own professional
decision-making by 1958.
The period from 1948 to 1958 is central to understanding H. R. Haldeman’s
career. His actions during this time offer further insights into key character traits that
contributed to his success in both the business world and the political arena. His actions
reflected his deep-seated desire for constant action and drove his efforts to join the Nixon
vice-presidential campaigns in 1956 and the midterm campaign in 1958. His motivations
for joining the campaign, moreover, highlight Haldeman’s pragmatic political views as
his interest, in both cases, seemed to be motivated not by any overriding political
concerns, but by a desire to try his hand at something new while simultaneously serving
his profession and advancing his career. His ability to succeed and earn praise from his
superiors in two arenas, business and politics, during this time reveals more about
Haldeman’s work ethic and his ability to interact with diverse groups of people found in
each venture and therefore offers a new and detailed look at how he performed in these
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ventures. Moreover, when one considers the positions and processes that Haldeman
undertook at JWT it reveals how he was perhaps able to translate this same skillset into
the political arena. Additionally, placing Haldeman’s experiences within their historical
context illuminates how his career was shaped by the economy and politics of the day.
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CHAPTER IV
“THIS IS THE IDEAL TIME TO MAKE SOME MAJOR CHANGES THAT ARE
BADLY NEEDED EVEN WITHOUT THE CONSIDERATION OF DANGER AND
VIOLENCE”: H. R. HALDEMAN IN THE 1960S

From 1959 to 1968, H. R. Haldeman amassed more power and influence in the
areas of business, politics, and civic life. This chapter illuminates Haldeman’s growing
desire to improve and manage his immediate surroundings. In this period, he fine-tuned
his abilities as a manager and took on leadership roles. His ambition, his need for action,
and drive to help others succeed further contributed to the development of his career in
these years.
As with most aspects of his private and professional life before the White House
years, this period receives only a cursory treatment in Haldeman’s memoir. Yet, to
understand the development of Haldeman’s managerial abilities, his intellectual
framework, and political career, one needs to devote considerable attention to this
decade. Haldeman only elaborated on some of the events in this period decades after he
published his memoir. Effectively, Nixon’s presidential campaigns in 1960 and 1968
bookend this period. In both campaigns, Haldeman not only rose through the ranks, but
also actively contributed to the reorganization of the campaign processes. However,
Haldeman’s interest in reforming existing processes did not cease in the interim, as
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demonstrated by his efforts on Nixon’s 1962 gubernatorial campaign and his various
civic activities.
One focus of this chapter is an examination of Haldeman’s efforts on Nixon’s
political campaigns in 1960, 1962, and 1968. Each contest not only brought Haldeman
closer to the core of the campaigns, but they also contributed significantly to his own
managerial skillset. An analysis of Haldeman’s influence on these endeavors allows for a
more refined picture of his intellectual makeup, his thoughts about his own role in the
political process, and his relationship with Richard Nixon. In each case, Haldeman
reformed a key process of the operation, which would become a trademark of his going
forward.
Most importantly, this chapter is about the 1960s and the transformation of
society that surrounded both Haldeman and the business in which he worked.
Haldeman’s life during this period must be understood in the context of the United States
in a decade filled with social upheaval, riots, and assassinations. This context is necessary
to understand his decisions better. Haldeman may have given straight-forward
explanations for his decisions in the 1960s, but when examined in the context of the
upheavals of the decade these explanations are perhaps too simple. The many tumultuous
events commonly associated with the latter half of the decade directly influenced
Haldeman’s life. In California, the student protests on the University of California
campuses influenced his thinking on the composition of the Board of Regents and the
importance of Ronald Reagan securing the governorship. The many protest movements
of the era moved Haldeman’s advertising industry in a new and more creative direction.
The events of the latter half of the sixties also gave Richard Nixon plenty of fodder on the
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campaign trail in 1968, and he emphasized law and order at home and an end to the
conflict that raged in Southeast Asia.
This chapter offers a detailed examination of Haldeman as a businessman, civic
leader, and political operative. In these areas, Haldeman chose to take on leadership
positions. Especially in the civic arena, Haldeman was intent on reforming and
reorganizing the activities in which he participated. His work for J. Walter Thompson
(JWT), his participation in the fundraising efforts for the Pauley Pavilion, the UCLA
alumni association, the University of California Board of Regents, and the formation of
the California Institute of the Arts, all honed his managerial skillset. Haldeman responded
to the events that surrounded him with what he thought he knew best: to reorganize, to
optimize, and to change. A day after Sirhan Sirhan assassinated Democratic presidential
contender Robert F. Kennedy, whom Haldeman “admired” for “his intelligence and his
rare ability to react quickly to problems,” he wrote a four-page report in which he asked
the rhetorical question: “Is it really essential to the American political process to press on
with campaigning as usual—while pretending to ignore some of the cold realities of the
day?”1 Haldeman suggested that all candidates “would not present themselves to large
masses of people in person” and instead use “mass communications media to carry their
messages to the voters.”2 He conceded that “this would not eliminate the possibility of
assassination or violence – but it would be greatly reduced because, in effect, the
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campaign would be conducted in individual living rooms instead of at public
gatherings.”3 In the closing paragraph Haldeman wrote that “this is the ideal time to make
some major changes that are badly needed even without the consideration of danger of
violence.”4 In this respect, even in the wake of bloodshed on the campaign trail,
Haldeman embraced the mindset of consistently searching for an opportunity to tweak
and to reform processes which would define his time in the period analyzed here and
thereafter.
Haldeman’s desire to change the ways things operated in the endeavors in which
he participated did not start in 1968, nor did it start in the civic works he undertook
beforehand. It started in the lead-up to Nixon’s campaign for the presidency in 1960. The
relationship between Nixon and Haldeman unfolded much as it had before. Haldeman
stayed in touch with Nixon’s office and offered the vice-president observations and
advice. In January 1959, Haldeman shared with Robert H. Finch, who served as one of
Nixon’s aides, his notes on a November 1958 talk by Elmo Roper that the pollster had
delivered at a luncheon at JWT’s New York office.5 In February, Haldeman mailed
material about an advertising campaign by the Institute of Life Insurance “designed to
combat inflation” to Finch and wrote that he thought that Nixon might be interested in it
given “his recent appointment as chairman of the new Cabinet committee” and wrote in
the letter that “the Institute would, of course, be very much interested in the Vice
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President’s reaction to it.”6 Eisenhower had named Nixon to lead a special cabinet
committee tasked with finding ways to limit inflation.7 The agency assisted the Institute
of Life Insurance in their ad campaign.8 Finch forwarded the material to Nixon and
remarked that “while there are some excellent thoughts in the material, and while any
effort of this kind can only be helpful, there are portions of it which are politically
stupid.”9 Finch thanked Haldeman for sending the material, but replied that he could not
“refrain from a little nit-picking.”10 Nevertheless, Finch added: “please be assured that
the Boss appreciates your sending the material and, of course, is delighted that the
Institute of Life Insurance is undertaking a new campaign in the battle against
inflation.”11 In March, Haldeman called Finch about the possibility of Nixon writing a
letter to the head of the Life Insurance Institute praising “this effort as a valuable one by
private enterprise and urging other industry-wide groups to do the same.”12 Finch tasked
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Haldeman with following “through on the letter to be prepared for the Vice President’s
signature,” and Haldeman dutifully mailed Finch “a suggested draft.”13 By June Nixon,
however, had not yet sent the letter, and he followed up with Finch, adding that “if the
Vice President does wish to send a letter, it would be much more effective if received
prior to June 15, at which time the Institute is going to decide whether to appropriate
additional funds for extension of the campaign.”14
Haldeman, in his typical quest for action and ways to aid Nixon, tried to join the
vice-president on his trip to Moscow and Poland in 1959, writing Finch in April that he
was “100% available” should Nixon need him. At the end of another letter to Finch he
handwrote “Should I get my passport for Russia? I’m ready to go!”15 Haldeman did not
make the cut but must have closely followed Nixon’s trip, where he famously debated
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev in a highly publicized encounter. A day after Nixon’s
return, Haldeman sent him a note that simply read: “Welcome Home Well Done.”16
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By 1959, Nixon eyed the presidency and Haldeman became involved in the
planning of the vice-president’s 1960 presidential bid. Robert Finch valued Haldeman’s
work as an advance man and he joined the 1960 campaign.17 In November 1959,
Haldeman offered suggestions on how to revise a key aspect of the endeavor. He wanted
to fine-tune the advance operation. Having served as an advance man for numerous
Nixon trips since 1956, he told Finch that he considered it was “extremely important to
start our planning and organizing immediately” due to Nixon’s forthcoming travels.18
Haldeman sent Finch his suggestions for the “acquisition and training of Advance Men”
and told him that he was working on revising the manual for advance personnel.19
Haldeman’s recommendations regarding advance men are emblematic of his
desire to improve existing processes that would become a defining feature of his life and
career. Haldeman argued that the role of the advance man had “changed considerably
since the 1952 and 1956 campaigns.”20 He remarked that “the overall operation is now on
a staff, rather than a personal, basis—with Don Hughes now responsible for many of the
functions formerly handled by the Advance Man.”21 Hughes, the vice-president’s military
aide, handled aspects of the campaign operation that required “direct contact” with
Nixon, such as “schedule shifts at the last minute, moving through crowds, appointments,
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personal needs, etc.”22 Haldeman argued that the advance man could be further removed
from the candidate and thus could spend his time focusing on contact with the “local
committee people,” and could assist with “press handling, staff arrangements, etc.”23 The
campaign, therefore, could add new advance men because they did not need to establish a
close relationship with Nixon.24
Haldeman also prescribed the ideal advance man in his letter to Finch in a ninepoint bullet-point style list of “Advance Man Requirements,” probably reflecting upon
his own qualifications. 25 Advance men should be young, between the ages of 30 and 40,
be in good health, be loyal to Nixon, be interested in the “cause,” have a “good
appearance and personality,” be able “to work with people,” and have the luxury of being
a part-time aide until the Republican Convention met and then become full-time members
of the campaign thereafter.26 Haldeman’s own motivations in joining the Nixon campaign
are reflected in point seven of his requirements, where he wrote, “Available as a
volunteer—on basis of interest in RN and personal satisfaction of participation rather
than financial reward or political job.”27 Haldeman outlined that “political experience”
for the advance man was “helpful but not necessary.” He finished his list by writing that
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“geographic spread desirable but other qualifications more important.”28 From this list, it
seems clear that Haldeman wanted to find men like himself who were interested in
supporting Nixon, but not necessarily political insiders. Haldeman looked for advance
men who were in a position in business where they could take time off from their jobs to
work on a couple of trips before the convention and then could join the campaign on a
full-time basis after.29
Haldeman also outlined a recruiting procedure for advance men to Finch and
volunteered to execute it.30 Advance men should be selected from those already identified
by the Nixon office and also those recommended by other advance men.31 They would be
contacted initially by phone without mentioning the prospect of becoming an advance
man.32 During this “preliminary screening,” the interviewer would “confirm interest in
RN” and would find out if they were available and what “type of work he feels best able
to do.”33 If a candidate was “qualified,” a personal interview could be scheduled at the
prospect’s office, during which there would be a “detailed discussion of interest in RN—
political experiences—business activity and restrictions—community activity—ideas of
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campaigning and knowledge of same.”34 The interviewer, moreover, would check
references and have a discussion with the prospect about the multiple jobs available on a
campaign.35 After these personal interviews concluded, the interviewer would contact the
“best 6 Advance Men” and ask them if they wanted to join the campaign as an advance
man and attend further training.36
Haldeman’s importuning paid off when the Nixon campaign named Haldeman as
the chief advance man and tour manager for the campaign. He assumed the role he had
outlined to Finch of training and supervising the advance personnel.37 In this role,
Haldeman would be “known as ‘chief of the frogmen.’”38 Haldeman earned this
nickname, as his official biography composed by the Nixon campaign explained, because
“they form the first wave of a candidate’s invasion of an area and because they hop from
place to place.”39 Haldeman oversaw the travels of the vice-president and spent most of
the time traveling with Nixon personally and got know him and his inner circle “on a
very close basis.”40
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In March 1960, in preparation for Nixon’s election campaign, Haldeman
summoned potential campaign workers, some of whom would serve as advance men, to a
meeting at the Alban Towers Hotel in Washington, D.C. “to go over the basic procedures
relating to advance preparations for the Vice President’s trips.”41 Haldeman invited some
of Nixon’s aides, people such as Finch, Herb Klein, Rosemary Woods, Don Hughes, and
Secret Service agent Jack Sherwood, to speak to the advance men about various aspects
of the operation.42 Eleven prospects attended this Advance Man School.43 According to
an outline of the training session program, the participants had a reception on Friday,
followed by two training sessions the following day which included a detailed overview
of advance procedures and brief talks about scheduling, security, and other items.44 After
the meeting Haldeman thanked the attendees, asked them for their impressions of the
meeting, and informed them that he would provide them further details on the campaign
schedule at a later date.45 Haldeman provided additional training before the July 1960
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Republican National Convention by allowing potential advance men to travel with the
Nixon group and receive on-the-job experience.
In June 1960, Haldeman briefed Finch about the advance men whom he had
identified and trained up to that point. He highlighted two, John Ehrlichman and Tom
Pownall, in whom he had “complete confidence and who have appeared at least
satisfactory to all the rest of the group including Don Hughes, Herb Klein and Rose
Woods.”46 Haldeman and Gaunt recommended Ehrlichman for the job of advance man.47
Ehrlichman, had been a contemporary of Gaunt and Haldeman at UCLA and had
remained close with the latter following his graduation.48 Haldeman recalled later that he
“had great respect” for Ehrlichman’s “political ability” in student politics at UCLA
although he was “not exactly sure why” Ehrlichman was a name that popped into his
head when he needed to recruit advance men for 1960.49 Ehrlichman, a WWII veteran
graduated from UCLA and from Stanford Law, practiced law in Seattle and had assisted
Nixon to this point in facilitating his travels to Wisconsin and California.50 Herb Klein
had recommended Pownall for the job.51 A Navy veteran, Pownall worked for Convair
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and had assisted Nixon’s visit to Detroit.52 Haldeman considered Ehrlichman and
Pownall as “ready to go now.”53 Other men, however, needed additional training.54
Each of Haldeman’s thirteen men on the advance men roster fulfilled most of the
criteria established by him in November, 1959.55 Each had been recommended by
someone close to Nixon politically.56 All were between the ages 30 and 40.57 Most
worked in private business, not politics, although many had been active in politics on
either a local or regional basis.58 They came from Massachusetts, New York, D.C.,
Maryland, Arizona, California, and Washington.59 Ten out of the thirteen advance men
had worked on one of Nixon’s trips and the remaining three would work on a trip “within
the next month.”60 Haldeman noted that the campaign should keep an “eye open for
additional prospects and try to train and have available several more men in reserve.”
Haldeman had “screened, and in many cases talked with, another 35 to 40” possible
advance men, but believed that the current roster represented the best men “available,”
and he did not “feel that any of the rest should be considered at this time.”61
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Haldeman provided guidance and advice to the group of advance men. In May
1960, he wrote them a letter about one of Nixon’s trips to the state of New York earlier
that year.62 Keeping his mind on perfecting the process, Haldeman pointed out that while
the trip “was a great success” advance men should keep in mind that it was critical “to try
to improve each of these operations as we go along and this evaluation should aid in
doing so.”63 His critique of the trip included both positive and negative details about the
trip’s execution.64 A similar critical analysis followed in June, when Haldeman wrote his
advance men about Nixon’s trip to Melvin, Illinois. He reiterated that “this critique is put
together solely for the purpose of taking advantage of the things we learn on each
successive trip and not to imply that there was anything particularly wrong with the
Melvin Trip itself.”65 A few days before the Republican National Convention met,
Haldeman sent his advance men a memo to which he attached newspaper articles and a
picture.66 Haldeman attached these articles “as classic examples of what not to do and as
examples of what can happen if you do get too much stuff out ahead of time.”67
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Haldeman included an article on John F. Kennedy’s campaign which served,
according to him, as an example “of what will happen if a local guy is cornered by the
press and ‘spills the beans.’”68 The piece about Kennedy’s appearance in Los Angeles
included excessive details about the work put in by local committees prior to the
candidate’s arrival, specifics on the itinerary, and tactics employed by the Kennedy
campaign to facilitate a smooth reception.69 Haldeman included an article on Nixon’s
upcoming appearance at the convention that read along the same lines. Both articles
emphasized how much effort campaigns employed in staging supposedly spontaneous
reactions by supporters. He appended another article, about the vice-president’s travels to
San Francisco, that included quotes by unnamed local aides complaining about how
Nixon’s early arrival at the airport had complicated their schedule.70 Haldeman stated that
the article “shows what will happen if a couple of our people get to talking in front of the
press, or in a public area where the press can overhear them and emphasizes the need
again for carrying on your discussions in private somewhere.”71 He included a newspaper
clipping of a photograph of Nixon wearing a Native American headdress as an “example
of what to avoid” and reminded the advance men not to engage in opportunities “which
will trap the Vice President into gag photos such as this.”72
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Haldeman’s role as mastermind of the advance operation represented a significant
step up in his political career and evolution as a manager. He identified suitable advance
men, assembled a roster, trained those serving under him, and assessed strengths and
weaknesses of the advance operation. He not only wanted Nixon to succeed, but also took
pride in the work of his advance team. As evidenced by the reports he compiled, he
wanted his advance men to be attentive to detail, work on improving their craft, and
practice anonymity. Haldeman’s work as chief advance man in 1960 marks the beginning
of him assuming a leadership role in the political arena and taking a consistent interest in
optimizing organizations.
Haldeman took a year-long leave of absence from JWT in 1960 to undertake his
enhanced role on Nixon’s campaign, but he maintained his good relationship with the
company’s CEO, Norman Strouse.73 During this leave, however, he had to abandon his
position as account supervisor because JWT needed someone dedicated to the client
during his absence.74 His superiors at JWT reassured him that if they had a similar
opening, and if he wanted to return after the campaign, he would be able to do so.75
Haldeman occasionally corresponded with Strouse during his time working on the Nixon
campaign. He remarked on developments in Strouse’s life, when Strouse’s interest in
collecting books received a profile in the Christian Science Monitor or when Strouse was
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promoted to the position of chief executive officer at JWT, and provided him with some
brief remarks about the campaign.76 In his July 1960 response to Haldeman’s
congratulatory note, Strouse noted that the two had spoken multiple times since he
received Haldeman’s letter, but that Haldeman nevertheless deserved a “‘formal’
reply!”77 Strouse commented: “Charlie Rheinstrom and I are both delighted with the
outcome of our discussions. We have great confidence in you, Bob; and we think the
challenge can be an exciting one for you, and one in which we can take great satisfaction
as observers and supporters.”78
Strouse and Haldeman shared more than correspondence during the 1960s; they
both shared an interest in organizing and managing. One of Haldeman’s co-workers at
both JWT in the 1960s and later in the White House, Dwight Chapin, recalled that
Strouse liked and mentored Haldeman while at JWT.79 A noted bibliophile and more than
twenty years Haldeman’s senior, Strouse had started at JWT in 1929 and worked his way
up the ranks of the advertising giant.80 After WWII, Strouse had been the account
supervisor for Ford, in which capacity he had assisted the campaign that promoted the
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idea of each household owning two cars and “observed from the sidelines one of the great
management case histories of all time: the conversion of Ford from an antiquated
organization to a modern one.”81 In 1955, Strouse became the company’s president and in
1960 he took on the position of CEO.82 Strouse engaged in the reorganization of the
company’s management. An article commemorating Strouse’s retirement in 1968 noted
that: “By 1955, the Company had grown too big for any individual to manage—it needed
a partnership.”83 As Business Week later noted: “Strouse considers himself a transitional
executive, whose job is to transform Thompson from a loose group of petty dukedoms
governed by an absolute monarch, to a modern corporate partnership fit to play a role in
the complexities of modern marketing.”84 Time Magazine described Strouse as a
“determinedly unemotional man whose prime strength lies not in the creative side of
advertising but in meticulously efficient administration of his sprawling organization.”85
Strouse designed and employed the new system under which the offices of JWT
functioned, a system which relied on management groups.86 Strouse’s retirement
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announcement stated: “The establishment of these management groups, which provide
for orderly management operation and succession, has become the single most important
factor in the development of JWT itself and has established a base for continual
growth.”87 Strouse’s management makeover at JWT earned him respect in the advertising
business.88 Haldeman corresponded with Strouse during or after every Nixon campaign in
the 1960s. In late 1968, when Haldeman left advertising permanently to take on his new
role as chief of staff for President Nixon, he answered a congratulatory note from Strouse
and wrote: “You have given me many years of counsel and support which I deeply value.
I have always very much appreciated your willingness to guide a young man who was not
always following the most logical path.”89
Norman Strouse was an important mentor to Haldeman. As evident from their
contact throughout the 1960s and especially Haldeman’s statement of appreciation for
Strouse’s guidance in 1968, Strouse must have influenced Haldeman’s thinking. Strouse
and Haldeman both shared a desire to fine-tune structures, to reorganize, and to make
processes more efficient. While Strouse employed this trait in the reorganization of JWT,
Haldeman used it in his efforts to help Richard Nixon get elected and, as described
further below, his own civic efforts. Strouse’s backing also seems to have allowed
Haldeman to maintain his upper-level position in the company despite multiple leaves of
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absence. Strouse’s exit from JWT may have been an additional factor in Haldeman
contemplating his permanent departure from the only business in which he had ever
worked. However, Nixon’s election as President of the United States and Haldeman’s
permanent break-up with the advertising giant were still to come. For now, Haldeman
would continue to aid Nixon in his first quest to become president.
In the fall, Haldeman tackled the campaign with the same energy as he had in the
previous months. Nixon faced off against Democratic Senator John F. Kennedy from
Massachusetts for the presidency. Haldeman not only had the responsibility of traveling
with Nixon, who in his acceptance speech at the Republican National Convention had
promised to travel to all 50 states on his campaign, but also had to ensure that the
advance men who worked under him operated efficiently. Haldeman’s task was not to
design the schedule, but rather to execute it.90
Haldeman steered the advance operation throughout the fall campaign. In October
1960, he supervised at least 18 advance men.91 As he had done in the months before the
convention, Haldeman worked on improving the system as it went in motion. He kept his
advance men well-informed on what to do and how to do it. He provided them with dense
manuals, which he frequently revised.92 Haldeman informed them of such things as the
call signal they could use to speed up or stall Nixon’s plane prior to arrival at an airport
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and how to go about filing their expense reports.93 Drawing on his own past experience in
the role, Haldeman used a 1956 schedule of Vice President Nixon’s travels as an example
of what advance men should strive toward in designing their own schedules.94 Advance
men should prepare two schedules, one for the public and the press and the other for
internal use amongst the staff.95 John Ehrlichman recalled one instance in which an
advance man was reassigned to a wholly different office of the campaign because he had
photographed Nixon.96 Ehrlichman wrote: “On the 1960 tour, Haldeman’s advance men
were nameless and faceless, as unobtrusive as possible, always concerned for the
candidate, never thinking of their own comfort or of their eventual scrapbooks.”97
Nixon’s role in spurring Haldeman’s quest for perfection is unclear. In 1960,
Nixon directed his own campaign, superseded both his actual campaign director and
manager, and eventually exhausted himself by making many decisions on his own and
becoming obsessed with details.98 One scholar observed that Nixon “barraged Haldeman
with complaints about the schedule and other logistics and drove himself ragged
rewriting speeches.”99 Yet, given Haldeman’s interest in improving the advance process,
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it does not seem likely that he needed any additional motivation from Nixon. Haldeman
knew his place on the campaign and realized that he was in no position to dictate
decisions.100 During the television debates against Kennedy, for example, Haldeman
knew that Nixon was not in a good physical and mental state, but he did not object to the
vice-president’s participation.101
In January 1961, Nixon wrote Haldeman telling him that “You had a terribly
difficult, important and thankless assignment. But no one could have handled it with
more skill, dedication, and almost unbelievable equanimity and good humor than you
displayed throughout our long ordeal.”102 He added that while there were “many aspects
of this campaign” that he would like to “forget,” he and his wife, Pat, would “always
carry in our memories an increasingly affectionate recollection of our association with
you and of the devotion you gave generously to us from Maine to Hawaii.” 103 Later, in
his 1962 book Six Crises, Nixon heaped praise on Haldeman’s operation. In his analysis
of the 1960 campaign he wrote: “I thought of those unsung heroes, the advance men and
the rally men who, under Bob Haldeman’s direction, had done such a superb job that
never once during the campaign did we fail to fill an auditorium—one indispensable
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ingredient of a successful rally.”104 Those who worked under Haldeman in 1960 had
similar feelings about their association with the chief of the frogmen. One advance man
wrote to Haldeman that “it was a pleasure to have worked with and for you during the
1960 campaign” and remarked that he “thoroughly enjoyed the assignment” and thanked
him “for being instrumental in making it possible.”105 Another wrote to Haldeman that “It
was indeed a pleasure for me to have had the opportunity of being associated with you
and the others during the 1960 campaign.”106
Although Nixon’s 1960 presidential run ended in defeat, Haldeman quickly
landed on his feet as he transitioned back into the world of advertising. Only twenty days
after Election Day, The Los Angeles Times reported that, starting on January 1, 1961,
Haldeman would take over as manager of the JWT office in Los Angeles.107 The
announcement made the front page of JWT’s house organ, the J. Walter Thompson
Company News.108 The L.A. offices would become Haldeman’s last stop during his
career with the company.
Haldeman returned to the Golden State in 1961 having attained yet another new
position with the advertising titan, but he did not stay for very long. He soon departed
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once more to assume the position of campaign manager for Nixon’s California
gubernatorial run in 1962.109 In late 1961, Nixon appointed Haldeman as his campaign
manager, and the JWT executive took another year of absence from his job.110
Haldeman strongly opposed Nixon’s entrance into the gubernatorial race against
incumbent governor, Democrat Pat Brown. Haldeman told Nixon that his decision was a
mistake, “right up to the time he was walking down that corridor to announce he was
going to run.”111 Haldeman believed that Nixon’s supporters, Dwight Eisenhower and
RNC chair Leonard Hall, had convinced him that being governor was the only way that
he could preserve his political future and that he had an obligation to the GOP to run in
California because he could be a formidable candidate.112 According to Haldeman, Nixon
had no “burning desire to do anything great for the state of California.”113 Haldeman
thought that “you don’t have much chance of winning an election that you don’t really
want to win, for the purpose of serving in that office.”114
Despite his title of campaign manager, Haldeman’s role in making strategic
decisions remained limited. Haldeman later claimed that he had “total responsibility” for
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the gubernatorial campaign, however, he has contradicted himself on several occasions
by acknowledging that Nixon played a major role in the decision-making of the campaign
unfolded.115 In 1991, Haldeman acknowledged that he served as campaign manager in
name only and did not direct the campaign, but rather executed Nixon’s orders.116 He
subsequently claimed that this actually motivated him to join the campaign, because he
wanted to assist in carrying out orders rather than run the campaign.117 He thought that he
did not yet possess the political standing and know-how to run the campaign by
himself.118 Considering Haldeman’s political career up to this point, and his own view of
himself as primarily a manager of process rather than strategic decision maker, it is not
surprising that he felt more comfortable in a position that required the execution of
orders.
Nevertheless, Haldeman’s actions during the campaign offer significant insights
into his development as a political aide. His responsibilities increased beyond merely
organizing the candidate’s travels and appearances. He now corresponded with people
who offered their help on the campaign, inquired about speaking appearances by Nixon,
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or made donations.119 Nixon envisioned Haldeman as the chairman of the scheduling
committee for the 1962 campaign.120 However, Haldeman’s work went beyond that. For
example, he met with GOP representatives from California and wrote a memo to Nixon
outlining their thoughts on his candidacy and campaign.121 He proposed a system
whereby the campaign would disseminate statements by Nixon amongst the staff and the
press.122 He bombarded the research department with requests, outlined orders from
Nixon, or passed along ideas about potential campaign issues that could be used in the
primary and general elections.123A Haldeman memo from 1962 illustrated how much his
role had evolved from previous campaigns.124 He floated the idea of having people who
wanted to aid the speech writing process compose sample speeches for Nixon to test their
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abilities.125 Haldeman thought “this might be a very productive effort and certainly is
worth a try” and requested material from the research department for his “trial run.”126
Haldeman no longer just tended to one component of the campaign, but was now
involved in both the design and execution of multiple aspects it, which ultimately
furthered his education as a political aide and suited his desire to improve structures and
optimize processes.
For the Haldemans, the 1962 campaign was also a family affair. Betty Haldeman
served as the chair of the volunteer headquarters in Southern California and sought out
other volunteers across the state.127 Her son wrote Betty about such campaign issues such
as applying bumper stickers and distributing campaign literature or copies of Nixon’s Six
Crises, or finding others to help with such issues as absentee ballots.128
Unlike past campaigns, where Haldeman’s name was hardly mentioned in official
material, in 1962 his name appeared in both campaign statements and in the press. In
September, Haldeman penned a generic letter addressed to a “Fellow Campaigner,” that
noted that “Dick Nixon plans the hardest hitting, fastest moving, border-to-border
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campaign California has ever seen.”129 Nixon promised “to spend part of each campaign
day taking his program directly to the voters whether they be on farms, in shops or
factories.”130 Haldeman described Nixon’s visits to a local produce market, called upon
the reader to help attract audiences for the upcoming telethons, and stated that “we were
greatly disappointed by the panicky Brown runout on debates.”131 Haldeman closed the
letter by writing that Nixon “is working 18 hours a day carrying the issues to the voters.
We too must make this a crusade to give California the governor it needs and deserves.”
132

In October, a campaign statement bemoaned Pat Brown’s stump speeches, challenging

Nixon without him being present bore Haldeman’s name.133 Another campaign statement
by Haldeman complained about Brown spreading falsities.134 In November, shortly
before election day, Haldeman went to court for the campaign and obtained a temporary
restraining order to halt the dissemination of material which supposedly contained
falsehoods about Nixon.135 A day before the election, a press release by the campaign
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asserted that, according to Haldeman, a survey showed that a Nixon telethon held that
weekend “was the most significant single factor in swaying the undecided voters into
support of Nixon” and quoted him as stating that “rating surveys of the viewing audience
for the telethon showed it to be the largest ever to see a California political program.”136
Haldeman was no longer a figure working in the background of Nixon’s campaign. He
was now part of its very fabric, making statements on behalf of the campaign and being
quoted as a key figure to vouch for the campaign’s effectiveness. In his political activism,
this would be the last time he assumed such a public persona. Going forward, Haldeman
tended to shun the limelight.
Haldeman remembered that Nixon intended his campaign to peak just before the
election.137 Internal polling showed Nixon making gains in October.138 Haldeman closed
a letter to Norman Strouse at the beginning of October with the line “Things are looking
better every day.”139 Then, the Cuban Missile Crisis occurred. Haldeman and Nixon both
agreed that the crisis, which included a highly intense and publicized standoff between
the two Cold War adversaries over Soviet missiles placed in Cuba, negatively impacted
the gubernatorial campaign.140 According to Haldeman, people lost interest in the
election, and Nixon thereafter could never overtake Brown’s lead. Reflecting on the 1962
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campaign in 1991, Haldeman thought that Nixon would have won if the Cuban Missile
Crisis had not occurred, because the campaign would have peaked in the end and
Brown’s final vote tally would have been smaller.141 On another occasion, he said
regarding the Cuban Missile crisis: “He might not have won anyway, but he lost by more,
or had less chance of winning because of the missile crisis.”142 Not surprisingly,
Haldeman shared Nixon’s sentiment. Nixon wrote in his memoir: “I knew that any
chance I might have had of narrowing Brown’s lead in the polls was now gone.”143 Even
so, Haldeman at least outwardly maintained a confident posture in the final run-in. On
October 22, the day on which President Kennedy would address the nation about the
crisis, he wrote an executive at JWT that he was “looking forward” to his return the
company starting in January, 1963, and noted that he would spend the days after the
election “closing up the campaign organization and getting the necessary projects for the
Governor elect under way.”144 The opportunity for Haldeman to prepare projects for a
Nixon governorship never came.
On November 6, 1962, Nixon lost to Pat Brown. Haldeman had a front row seat to
one of the low-points of Nixon’s career. On the morning of November 7, Nixon delivered
his “Last Press Conference.” Members of the campaign, including Nixon, had stayed at
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the Beverly Hilton Hotel.145 As Nixon and some of his aides ate breakfast and watched
Herb Klein, the campaign press secretary, on television delivering a concession speech,
Haldeman stayed in another room.146 There were no plans for Nixon to address the
media.147 Then, Nixon decided to go down and address the press himself.148 Someone
entered Haldeman’s room and informed him of Nixon’s departure. Haldeman rushed
downstairs to prepare Klein for Nixon’s arrival, however, he only beat Nixon by a step.
As Haldeman recalled later: “Klein was on sort of a platform talking to the press, and I
went up to the edge of the platform and signaled to Klein ‘Nixon’s coming down.’ Just
about that point my information was irrelevant because Nixon walked in the door and
went up, took over the microphone and rest is recorded on television.”149
In retrospect, and perhaps not unsurprisingly, Haldeman thought that Nixon had
received negative press coverage in 1962.150 Haldeman made his feelings known shortly
after the campaign in correspondence with James Dunn of Life magazine. In March 1963,
Haldeman fired off a letter to Dunn, in which he complained about the pictures that the
magazine had selected in their memorable events booklet for Nixon’s campaign.
Haldeman opined to Dunn, “The first of these, appearing on the opening page, portrays
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Nixon in about as idiotic a facial expression as could have been found in your files, and
Brown looking more decisive than he probably ever has before or since.”151 He went on
to state that the “full-page picture of Nixon plodding his way through the palm trees
makes him look like a pathetic, lonely figure, and as you will recall in the magazine it
was faced by a bright cheery picture of Pat Brown and his wife bouncing out of the
Governor’s mansion.”152 Haldeman criticized more than the pictures. He wrote:
the final blow comes, however, in your promotion writer’s description of Mark
Harris as a California author who has written a ‘discerning essay’. Harris’
questionable Communist-front affiliations and activities, and his complete lack of
experience or ability as a political writer or analyst hardly qualify him as the man
to report to the nation on Nixon’s campaign.153
Haldeman wrote this letter on JWT stationary and added that “none of this should be
construed as reflecting any thought on my part of any weakness of Life magazine as an
advertising medium. Actually, the contrary is the case since if it were not an effective
publication I wouldn’t care about the author of the story or how badly edited the pictorial
coverage was.”154 Haldeman closed: “In this case, however, I do very much care and
while I realize it serves no particular purpose to tell you so, I felt I had to.” 155 Dunn
offered a defense of the booklet by writing that “It never occurred to the writer, who
incidentally is a Nixon supporter and registered Republican, that the selection of these
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pictures would be misinterpreted” and pointed out that Life had “supported” Nixon’s run
for the presidency in 1960.156 He noted that “the picture of Nixon walking alone was a
candid shot taken after the election.” Dunn responded to Haldeman’s criticism of Harris
and wrote that his article “was completely objective,” pointed to Harris’s experience
writing for other outlets, and remarked that “we know of no affiliation of Harris with
Communist front groups.”157 Dunn closed the letter by thanking Haldeman for his
“continuing interest” in the magazine as a vehicle for advertising.158 Haldeman was not
satisfied with Dunn’s explanations and responded with a three-page letter in which he
remarked, among other things, that the picture of Nixon walking alone was not taken
after the election and listed Harris’s “affiliation,” which included him being “listed as a
sponsor for Bay Area reception honoring Helen Sobel” and that Harris “gave assistance
to Bay Area Students League Aid Fund. Fund were to be used to obtain legal counsel for
one of the participants in the San Francisco City Hall riots against the HUAC.”159
Haldeman added that “while all this may seem to be haggling over small points— it is the
accumulation of these small points (insidious writing, clever and sometimes subtle
picture editing, etc.) and the tendency by publication managements to ignore or pooh-
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pooh them that forms the public image of an individual over the years.”160 It is hard not to
read this correspondence between Haldeman and Dunn, filled with red-baiting and
quibbling over negative press coverage, as evidence of Haldeman’s frustrations over
Nixon’s defeat in 1962 and his anticommunism. Haldeman sent a blind carbon copy to
Nixon of his letter to Dunn and, presumably in the copy destined for Nixon’s desk,
handwrote “Good for another chuckle—anyway— H” at the end of the letter.161
Unlike previous campaigns, Haldeman could not quickly move on from the 1962
election because he had to testify in a court case against the Nixon campaign. In March
1963, Haldeman was deposed and testified in the case Democratic State Central
Committee vs. Committee for the Preservation of the Democratic Party in California.162
California Democrats claimed that the Committee for the Preservation of the Democratic
Party was really a front for the Nixon campaign.163 The committee had mailed postcards
to Democratic voters, polled recipients, and inquired about donations.164 According to a
newspaper article about the final ruling in the case: “the postcard begged Democrats to
‘throw off the shackles of the left-wing minority.’ It posed a number of liberal vs.
conservative questions, and asked the recipient both to answer the questions and
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contribute to the ‘preservation’ committee.”165 Haldeman, in his deposition, admitted that
he had received the idea from someone else, had brought forward the idea of a postcard
poll to the campaign, instructed those carrying out the mailing to include a poll on the
postcard, but had not created any of the questions or text on the postcard. When pressed
with the question: “Did you tell them that this poll would solicit money?” Haldeman
responded that he did not know if he did and that “I rather imagine that I would have told
them that, because this was a solicitation of funds for this committee. It had nothing to do
with our activity at all. I think I probably advised them it might have been funds solicited
for the committee sponsoring it.”166 Moreover, Haldeman admitted that he reviewed the
draft of the postcard, but “didn’t actively approve it” and only made “minor changes in
wording.”167 Haldeman was not interested in the committee itself, as he testified: “I had
nothing to do with the formation of the committee. I had only to do with the plan of the
financing this poll and the obtaining the results of it.”168 When Haldeman was asked, “is
it your testimony that you accepted the ultimate and final responsibility for financing the
postcard poll and this commitment to Robinson & Company to the extent of $70,000 in
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behalf of the Nixon Committee?” Haldeman answered: “Yes, as I did for every other
expenditure of the committee.”169
Ultimately in 1964 the judge in the case, “signed a stipulated judgment holding
that the Nixon campaign had contributed $70,000 for the support of the Committee for
the Preservation of the Democratic Party in California” and “the decree held that both
Mr. Nixon and Haldeman had approved a committee circular addressed to registered
Democrats and both had agreed the Nixon campaign would finance it.”170 Nixon was not
directly named in the lawsuit, but the court determined that that “the poll like postcard
questions were ‘reviewed, amended and finally approved by Mr. Nixon personally’ and
that the literature was for his ‘use and benefit.’”171 The court awarded the Democrats
$100 in damages and they received the money that the Committee for the Preservation
raised, which totaled $268.50.172
Dan Rather and Gary Gates use this case as evidence of Haldeman’s likely
misbehavior during Watergate. They write that
Haldeman’s real regret, apparently, was that the operation was handled in such a
clumsy manner. In particular, he could hardly have been pleased with his failure
to conceal the role that he and his boss had played. But, in fairness to him, it
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should be pointed out that he was still new at this sort of thing, and that he
proceeded to learn from his mistakes.173
They add that Haldeman in the future “developed a special finesse for keeping a phalanx
of ‘hit men’ between himself and the field of action.”174
However, in a complete analysis of Haldeman’s life and career this moment and
his work on the 1962 campaign symbolize an evolution and a turning point and did not
influence his behavior during the Watergate scandal. Other motivations, as discussed
below, influenced his role during the Watergate scandal. It shows, instead, how far
Haldeman had risen in the campaign organization, from advance man, to tour manager, to
campaign manager in a little over six years. His work on the 1962 campaign and the
immediate events that followed show the evolution of Haldeman’s character from a man
without a “great ideological thrust or noble ambition” in 1956 to a man defending Nixon
against supposed malicious press coverage and having to testify and defend nefarious
campaign operations in 1962. Moreover, the events in 1960 and 1962 contributed to
Haldeman’s desire to never manage a campaign again. Haldeman thought that Nixon’s
campaign in 1960 had suffered because of the vice-president’s micro-management.175 In
the forthcoming Nixon campaigns of 1968 and 1972, he did not work as the campaign
manager. From here on out, he would take a more reclusive role when it came to the
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public face of the campaigns. Press releases or political literature produced during future
campaigns usually did not feature Haldeman’s name.
Haldeman returned to the Los Angeles office of JWT after the 1962 gubernatorial
campaign as vice-president of the company and manager of the office.176 Initially, in
1961, Haldeman had succeeded Tom Cooper as manager and then after his stint as
campaign manager he succeeded Merrill Borland as manager of JWT in L.A..177 The
branch office in Los Angeles serviced a number of accounts both regionally and
nationally. By 1965, the office had 97 employees who occupied office space over two
floors in a building located on Wilshire Boulevard.178 In 1965, the office, purchased the
most airtime in the market not only on behalf of their own clients, but also for clients of
the JWT offices in New York and Chicago.179 As manager, Haldeman spearheaded the
management committee which oversaw the administration and plans for the office.180
Haldeman allowed his employees freedom to execute their business but expected to be
consistently briefed on problems that executives encountered with their clients before
they worsened.181 During Haldeman’s tenure as manager, the office regained the Seven-
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Up Bottling Company of Los Angeles account, landed Walt Disney Productions, and Sea
World.182
Between 1963 and 1967, however, Haldeman’s life would not be defined by his
business activities. Instead, he became more active in the community, somewhat like his
grandfather and mother. Haldeman wrote in his memoir, that “as part of my
responsibilities as JWT Manager in Los Angeles, I became involved in a number of both
business and community activities…I found that I got much more personal satisfaction
and sense of accomplishment from this kind of activity than I did from running the
business.”183 Haldeman recalled that “in the mid-sixties” the business of the agency he
“was getting bored with the agency business” and that he could not advance any higher in
the company unless he returned to the main offices in New York, which he had no
interest in doing.184 There were also external factors at play in his chosen profession that
possibly steered Haldeman away from advertising.
Haldeman’s fundraising campaign to build the Pauley Pavilion, his time as
president of the UCLA Alumni Association, his term on the University of California
Board of Regents, and his involvement with California Institute of the Arts, deserve
considerable discussion in an analysis of Haldeman’s life and career. These events shed
further light on the development of his character, managerial skills, and his life during the
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1960s. His time on the University of California Board of Regents, especially, tossed
Haldeman right into the middle of the political turmoil of the 1960s.
The fundraising process for a new building on UCLA’s campus would be
Haldeman’s first major endeavor in the public arena after the 1962 campaign. In this
effort, Haldeman again embraced the role of as an auxiliary. He served as the general
chairman of the fundraising effort by UCLA alumni to construct a new arena on
campus.185 This building would eventually become the Pauley Pavilion, which is still in
use to this day. Haldeman had remained involved in various alumni activities after his
graduation.186 For example, he was a chapter advisor to his fraternity and a member of
the Bruin Hoopsters, who met with head basketball coach John Wooden on a regular
basis.187 Haldeman’s fundraising effort further allowed him to interact with Wooden,
whose character he admired.188 This endeavor, moreover, helped in facilitating
connections that opened other doors for Haldeman throughout his career.
Unlike many other campuses across the United States at the time, UCLA did not
have a large sports facility.189 The UCLA men’s basketball team practiced in a small
gymnasium, also known as the “B.O. Barn,” and played their home games in different,
larger arenas throughout the area because the on-campus gym could not hold many
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spectators.190 In September 1960, UCLA’s chancellor, Franklin D. Murphy announced
that construction of a new arena, to be known as the Memorial Activities Center, which
could host athletic and other campus events, would soon begin.191 The arena came with a
$5 million price tag.192 In order to raise the funds, Murphy “set in motion UCLA’s first
formal large-scale fund raising effort.”193
In April 1962, Chancellor Murphy announced that Edwin W. Pauley would
match, up to $1 million, every donation made to the Alumni Association for the building
of the Memorial Activities Center.194 Murphy had recruited Pauley, who had made his
money in the oil industry, served on the University of California Board of Regents, and
was a steadfast supporter of UCLA athletics to match the donations.195 Haldeman
recalled that several people courted Pauley for the arena.196 The pitch to Pauley, who had
been looking to donate a million dollars to the university, focused on the idea that the
arena would serve more than basketball and would become a “focal point” on campus for
events ranging from lectures, concerts, to academic ceremonies. These events would
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attract public attention and become associated with the name of venue.197 At the UCLA
Charter Day luncheon where Murphy announced Pauley would match the donations,
Pauley received a “prolonged ovation” from the audience, which included former
president Eisenhower.198 An editorial in the Daily Bruin, published a few days after the
announcement, remarked that “this action is indeed a generous one and deserves notice
from students, faculty, administrators and friends of the University who are interested in
the welfare of UCLA.”199
Haldeman aided in the efforts to raise money from the alumni, but his path to this
venture, as with so many activities throughout his life, did not unfold in a linear fashion.
Originally, Haldeman approached his friend, John V. Vaughn, for advice on how to get
more involved in the community.200 Vaughn, a businessman who owned a
pharmaceutical and biochemical firm, was a former University of California Regent and
past president of the UCLA Alumni Association.201 He appreciated Haldeman
volunteering and told him that he would contact him when an opportunity arose.202
Vaughn eventually set up a meeting with Haldeman and recruited him to oversee the
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pavilion fundraising drive.203 Haldeman initially had reservations about the task.204 His
political experience had taught him that fundraising efforts were often led by people who
could make a significant contribution themselves.205 Haldeman did not think that he
could do that.206 Moreover, he had never led a fundraising effort before.207 Vaughn
eventually convinced Haldeman of the learning opportunity that this would provide
him.208 He also promised Haldeman an experienced support staff and volunteers.209
Haldeman accepted.210 Again, as he had done so many times before, he embraced an
activity in which he had little experience, but he took a chance to be part of a process that
would aid his alma mater.
By September 1963, plans had been laid for the $5 million dollar Memorial
Activities Center to be located near UCLA’s student union and designed by Welton
Becket’s architectural firm.211 Becket’s selection drew some ire from some UCLA
students. An editorial in the Daily Bruin pointed out some of the flaws in buildings on
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UCLA’s campus that Becket or his firm had designed in the past.212 A group of students
even hung an effigy of Becket from a tree and attached a note that supposedly outlined
Becket’s thoughts on some of the decisions he had made in the past.213 Although Becket
ended up designing the arena, he had to make changes to his plan to suit the $5 million
that were raised.214 The $5 million came from Pauley’s gift, the funds raised by alumni,
the state of California, and student fees.215 The groundbreaking for the Memorial
Activities Center (or MAC), of which the Pauley Pavilion would be a part, took place in
January, 1964.216
It is unclear when Haldeman’s fundraising efforts began in earnest, but it seems
that he succeeded rather quickly in his role as general chairman of the drive. In
September 1963, roughly five months after Pauley’s matching gift was announced,
Haldeman reported that $600,000 had been already raised by the alumni.217 The
campaign hired a professional fundraiser to aid in the efforts.218 The entire fundraising
operation featured a structured organization, with committees and chairmen, with
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assistants, for different types of donors and donations.219 The fundraising campaign also
reached the public. “‘I Want a Pavilion’ buttons sprouted across campus. All proceeds
from the specifically themed ‘Sing for a Pavilion’ Spring Sing were donated to the
cause,” writes Marina Dundjerski in her history of UCLA.220 In April 1964, nearly one
year after Murphy had announced Pauley’s matching donation, Haldeman announced at a
luncheon honoring donors and fundraisers that the drive had raised more than a million
dollars.221 These additional funds raised by the Alumni Association, according to the
Daily Bruin, allowed for the construction of an extension building onto the MAC that had
originally been designed to be added later.222
At the June 1965 commencement, Murphy dedicated the Pauley Pavilion, which
was one part of the three-building construction project at UCLA.223 The arena featured
just over 12,000 seats.224 John Wooden later stated that the Pauley Pavilion positively
impacted his recruitment efforts for the men’s basketball team.225 While UCLA’s men’s
basketball team would continue to dominate the hardwood floor in the years after the
construction of the Pavilion, for Haldeman the construction marked only the beginning of
his increased involvement with the university during the 1960s.
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Haldeman assumed the position of president of the UCLA Alumni Association in
1965.226 This position was another step in the education of H. R. Haldeman as a manager
and contributed to his appointment to the University of California Board of Regents. For
Haldeman, moreover, this position offered him another opportunity to improve and
restructure an existing organization.
As president of the alumni association, Haldeman reorganized it. “I’m obviously
structure oriented and everything that I get into I tend to reorganize it,” Haldeman told an
oral history interviewer about his presidency of the UCLA Alumni Association.227 He
had observed inefficiencies within the association. He believed that the association lacked
effectiveness because of its cumbersome structure and could do better at coordinating and
mobilizing other university support groups.228 Not all of the inefficiencies within the
association had been identified by him personally, nor was the idea for the reorganization
entirely his own, nevertheless the association reorganized during his time in charge.229
Haldeman oversaw the reorganization effort in the spring of 1966.230 On his watch, the
40-member board of directors voted to dissolve itself and established a different and
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much smaller governing body.231 The Los Angeles Times reported that the reorganization
represented “the first major change in more than 20 years.”232
Haldeman did not actively seek the position of alumni association president. The
president-elect had decided to focus on business matters instead of succeeding Tom
Davis as president.233 Davis and John Vaughn asked Haldeman if he would be interested
in becoming president-elect and succeed Davis.234 Haldeman agreed and served as
president-elect for less than a year before being elected to take over for Davis.235
Outgoing president Davis held a reception in his Beverly Hills home for then presidentelect Haldeman, which both his and Jo’s parents attended.236
During Haldeman’s tenure the association experienced growth and celebrated
success. In 1966, the association received the American Alumni Council Administration
Award, sponsored by Sears-Roebuck, for “expert programming of activities and fund
raising events,” alongside six other associations.237 In 1966, the association, reported a
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“new high” in gifts received for its fiscal year.238 Haldeman’s tenure from 1965 to 1967
coincided with the association’s growth, as by 1968 it had gained 7,000 members.239
Haldeman’s position as president of the alumni association brought a seat on the
University of California Board of Regents. Haldeman served on the board in three
different capacities: as a regent designate, as an ex-officio regent, and as an appointed
regent. The president of the UCLA Alumni Association and the president of the UC
Berkeley Alumni Association each served on the board of regents and alternated between
the roles of voting member and non-voting member, also known as a regent-designate,
every year.240 Haldeman served as a regent designate from 1965 to 1966, as an ex-officio
regent from 1966 to 1967, and from 1968 until his resignation from the board in 1969 as
an appointed regent by then Governor Ronald Reagan.241
For Haldeman, the experience as a regent was a new one and he enjoyed the
opportunity to observe how the board operated.242 He could not recall having taken part
in anything in his life analogous to the regents with their intensive multi-day meetings
and the wide-ranging issues addressed.243 Haldeman did not receive any formal training
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on how to become a regent, but “it was sort of sit there and watch and figure it out.”244 At
JWT, Haldeman had never attended a meeting of the board of directors, although he
served as one of the vice presidents of the company.245 When he had served on boards of
civic organizations, those boards only met for a few hours every so often.246
Although the experience was new to Haldeman, he entered a place where he was
well-connected. He enjoyed a good relationship with many fellow board members and
admired many of them.247 Haldeman’s political and social connections, combined with
his deep California roots, certainly helped ease any anxiety he may have had about his
newcomer status. Haldeman had a good relationship with John Mage, the president of the
UC Berkeley Alumni Association and ex-officio regent, who had been part of the
groom’s guard when Harry and Betty Haldeman married.248 Haldeman also knew
Dorothy Buffum Chandler, an appointed regent, the spouse of Norman Chandler and
Harry Chandler’s daughter-in-law.249 Haldeman also knew William Forbes, an appointed
regent with whom he shared fraternity ties and who had worked at a competing
advertising company while Haldeman was at JWT in New York. Forbes also was friends
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with Jo’s parents.250 Haldeman even enjoyed a good relationship with Pat Brown, who as
governor had a seat on the board, despite of his role as Nixon’s campaign manager during
the gubernatorial election just a few years previously.251
In 1966, Haldeman had his chance to do more than just observe the regents at
work as he took his turn as a voting member in July. As a voting regent, Haldeman
confronted not only problems regarding the university system, but also came in direct
contact with the political ferment in the state of California.
Shortly before Haldeman’s tenure, higher education in California experienced
turmoil. At the University of California, Berkeley, students had organized protests after
the university administration decided to prohibit them from using an area for political
activities.252 This marked the beginning of the Free Speech Movement (FSM). Led by
Mario Savio in December 1964, students took over the administration building, Sproul
Hall.253 After both university president Clark Kerr and Governor Pat Brown tried to
reason with the protestors, the governor called in the police and they arrested several
hundred student protestors.254 The protests, however, continued, especially against the
war in Vietnam.255 Just a couple of weeks after Haldeman assumed his seat on the board
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as regent-designate, a riot in Watts, a neighborhood of Los Angeles, resulted in the
California National Guard having to quell the disturbance that raged for several days and
left behind a trail of fatalities and property damage.256 Haldeman’s agency office in L.A.
received praise from the L.A. County district attorney for their “Operation Coolhead” ad
campaign, which “aimed at encouraging teenagers to assume responsibility for their
actions and to uphold the law” and had its origins in the aftermath of the 1965 Watts
Riots.257
In this environment of social unrest, Ronald Reagan undertook an effort to win
the office of governor of California. Reagan mentioned the unrest at Berkeley frequently
in his run for office, criticizing university and state leadership for not being more
proactive in taking on the protestors.258 Reagan, moreover, used the images of the Watts
Riots to galvanize support among white suburbanites in Southern California.259
Although Haldeman did not participate in the efforts of the California GOP after 1962,
that did not stop him from offering his services to the candidate after Reagan won the
GOP Primary in 1966.260 Haldeman wrote to Reagan: “I would like to be of whatever
help I can in the general election campaign.”261 He added that: “Having spent more than a
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year of full-time work in the effort to elect Nixon governor, and with considerable
background on one of the strongest present issues, the University of California, I hope I
may be able to make a meaningful contribution to your election.”262 Haldeman remained
“convinced” that Reagan could win and wrote that “this state badly needs a new
administration.”263 Haldeman wrote Reagan that he “would be happy to meet with
whomever you designate and to provide whatever assistance or counsel you desire.”264
Haldeman’s desire to help was emblematic of the feelings that many Republicans held
after Reagan’s victory in the primary. One Reagan biographer noted that “the size of the
win and the enthusiasm of Reagan’s supporters caused many California Republicans,
discouraged after the party’s poor showing in 1964, to think there was hope for the GOP
after all.”265 However, while Haldeman embraced Republican politics, the prospects of a
Republican governor in his home state and unseating the man who had beaten his
campaign just four years earlier might not have been the only driving force in
Haldeman’s quest to aid Reagan.
Haldeman’s offer to help Reagan might have been inspired by the candidate’s
usage of the Berkeley protests on the campaign trail. Reagan had brought up the issue
during his primary campaign.266 Haldeman was concerned about how Reagan’s campaign
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had used the university as one of its issues on the stump.267 While he agreed with Reagan
that the situation at Berkeley needed to be addressed, he thought that the candidate and
his advisers did not know enough about the university and did not want the candidate to
cause harm to his future relationship with the university and the legislature.268 Haldeman
approached Henry Salvatori, of the Reagan campaign, who in turn suggested that
Haldeman write a proposal on how to deal with the issue in the campaign.269
Haldeman wrote a lengthy proposal for Salvatori in August 1966, which provides
another example of Haldeman’s interest in improving existing processes of organizations
with which he was affiliated. Haldeman argued that the “University situation” was
“clearly an issue to be thoroughly and effectively exploited—Brown is scared of it, and
for good reason.”270 While voters were well aware of the problem, Haldeman cautioned
that “it is, I believe a serious tactical error to attempt to enumerate the various specific
problems—much better to refer to the whole overall problem generally and let each
individual interpret that in his own terms.” This approach, Haldeman argued, “avoids
setting up specific targets for counter-attack by the Governor and the University
administration, both of whom are adept at this type of infighting.” Haldeman, the letter
went on, “would avoid the temptation to attack sex orgies, use of dope, riots, non-student
problems, Communist faculty, etc.” and “Instead refer to these broadly as the symptoms,
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then try to deal with the basic problem—the rules and administrative structure established
by the Regents.”271 Haldeman wrote that Reagan should not call out Clark Kerr by name
and that the University’s problems, including problems with the leadership of the
University, should be handled by the regents to which the governor belonged.272
Haldeman believed that if the “composition and direction” of the regents could be
changed this could solve the problems “rather than by getting into a head-on campaign
discussion of the specifics with those who, very frankly, know more about the facts.”273
Haldeman then enumerated four points that he would make:
1.All is not as it should be at the University of California 2. The Board of
Regents has the full responsibility to the people of the State for the operation
of the University. 3. The Governor, as President of the Board of Regents and
as the man who appoints most of the Board’s members, must take a vital
role—but not on a partisan political basis. 4. The present Governor has failed
in this responsibility.274
Haldeman attached a three-page-long draft speech for Reagan, which strongly laid the
blame and the solution to the problems in the universities at the feet of the Board of
Regents, whom the governor could reshape once elected.275 As evident in the letter to
Reagan’s staffer, Haldeman desired to improve an organization to which he belonged. He
believed that Reagan could deliver this desired change.276 Haldeman did not recall what
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came of his advice to the Reagan campaign.277 He thought that Reagan’s use of the
university’s difficulties on the stump during the general election campaign did not live up
to his fears and perhaps his input contributed to that.278
Haldeman’s involvement with the 1966 election did not end with his memo to
Reagan. Haldeman helped his old colleague from Nixon’s campaigns, Bob Finch, in his
quest to become Lieutenant Governor. Haldeman, however, claimed only to have
attended a few meetings of Finch’s steering committee.279 Nevertheless, after the
election, one of Finch’s campaign aides thanked Haldeman for his help and attendance at
the meetings.280 In November, both Reagan and Finch won election as governor and
lieutenant governor, respectively.
At Reagan’s first meeting with the regents, in January 1967, the board voted to
dismiss university president Clark Kerr.281 Haldeman, alongside thirteen other regents,
voted for Kerr’s removal.282 Initially, Haldeman had no strong feelings against Kerr, but
by January he believed that the university needed new leadership because Kerr had not
performed well enough as an administrator.283 Perhaps unsurprisingly, Haldeman framed
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the issue with Kerr from a managerial perspective arguing that Kerr was no longer able to
oversee and steer the university effectively.284 Haldeman was not alone in his doubts
about Kerr’s leadership. The frequent attacks by Reagan about problems at UC campuses,
made Kerr feel personally under attack.285 He pressed the Board of Regents for a vote of
confidence.286 “Several members of the board, which now included Reagan ex officio,
had their own doubts about Kerr’s handling of the Berkeley turbulence, and they didn’t
like being put on the spot. To the surprise of both Kerr and Reagan, the latter’s first
meeting with regents resulted in the dismissal of the former,” writes historian H.W.
Brands.287 The firing generated protests on the University of California campuses.288 At
UCLA, for example, thousands of students protested Kerr’s firing.289 Two weeks later,
Haldeman told the Graduate Student Association at UCLA, that “simply for better or for
worse, Kerr was no longer effective in his position. It has been clear for a year that he did
not have the confidence of the Board of Regents nor the administrative control.”290
According to the Daily Bruin report of this meeting, Haldeman “said that Kerr made a
strategical error in the handling of the FSM in that one of the parties involved was
seeking confrontation and not a solution. Kerr was put in what Haldeman termed an
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impossible position.”291 At another meeting with UCLA students later that same month,
Haldeman said that “harm was done to the University by the firing of Clark Kerr, but at
the point we had reached, we couldn’t turn back.” He placed the blame for Kerr’s firing
on the university president because he had “asked for full backing by the Regents- in
essence, letting him run the University until June with our full backing.”292 “If anybody
did anything wrong in that situation, it was Kerr. If anybody could have stopped that
firing, it was him. He did it because he thought he could win” the vote of confidence.293
Haldeman’s involvement with higher education in the state of California did not
end when his term expired in July 1967. Governor Reagan appointed Haldeman to the
Coordinating Council for Higher Education.294 Haldeman recalled that he had established
his credentials with the Reagan administration regarding his interest in the higher
education system in California, but he believed that Reagan placed him on the council
until the governor had a chance to appoint him as a regent.295 In March 1968, Reagan
appointed Haldeman to the University of California Board of Regents.296 Prior to this,
however, Haldeman did not march lock-step with Reagan when it came to higher
education. Reagan wanted to institute tuition at the university.297 This caused another
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outcry amongst students.298 Haldeman told a group at UCLA that “the uproar that the
poor people wouldn’t be able to attend the University” due to tuition was “a lot of
hogwash” because he reasoned that “poor people” did not attend the university because
they were not “motived and for many other reasons.”299 He also bemoaned the
“dishonesty” in the fight over tuition, citing Kerr’s readiness to increase fees.300 He
agreed “that tuition is a tax on students, and they are the last people who should be taxed”
but argued that “most of the students going here can afford it and the ones from poorer
families can get it if they qualify financially and scholastically.”301 Haldeman viewed
Reagan’s tuition proposal as running contrary to the governor’s core beliefs. The Daily
Bruin reported:
Haldeman points out what he feels is the supreme irony of Reagan’s economic
position. He says that Reagan, who is for free, private enterprise first, state
government second and federal government last, is forcing eventual federal
intervention to subsidize intelligent, deserving students.302
Haldeman later recalled that he was opposed to tuition at the university, but knew that
eventually it would have to be instituted.303 Later on, Haldeman favored tuition for
students so that they understood the cost of their education.304 At the time, Reagan
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worked out a “compromise budget,” which “spared the universities the worst of the cuts
and postponed a decision on tuition.”305
Walt Disney, another prominent figure in the state of California, drew on
Haldeman’s interest in higher education. Disney, who passed away shortly after Reagan
won the gubernatorial election in 1966, had asked Haldeman to serve on the board of the
school that he and his brother, Roy, planned to open.306 In 1961, under the direction of
Walt and Roy Disney, the Los Angeles Conservatory of Music and the Chouinard Art
Institute merged to become the California Institute of the Arts, and opened its doors in
1970.307 Haldeman became “fascinated” with Disney’s concept of creating an
“interdisciplinary institution of the arts.”308 Haldeman and Disney enjoyed a business
relationship because JWT in LA handled Disney accounts (Disney Productions and
Disneyland).309 Haldeman enjoyed working for Disney and admired the organization that
Walt Disney had established.310 Haldeman eventually assumed the chairmanship of the
board of the school and during his tenure the board hired a dean and provost for the
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institute.311 Haldeman eventually resigned from the board when he went to Washington
as chief of staff in 1969.312
Haldeman’s involvement with higher education in California refined his skillset,
directly impacted his thinking, and tossed him straight into the whirlwinds of the 1960s.
Although Haldeman never verbalized or wrote it down, his experience on the board of
regents is evident in his subsequent work as both a campaign aide and assistant to the
president. Haldeman learned several things during his time as a regent-designate, such as
how to work his way through the massive amount of paperwork presented to the regents
and the importance of being able to work with people of divergent views and approaches
to solving problems.313 Moreover, his higher education activities brought Haldeman in
direct contact and confrontation with the protests movements that emerged in the 1960s,
which would later have a direct impact on Richard Nixon’s White House.
His work with Disney as a client of JWT, Haldeman recalled, reinforced his
thinking that there were people who needed help in managing their processes for them.
Citing his work with Disney, Nixon, and David Murdock, for whom he would work later,
Haldeman “realized these are people who think great thoughts and have great abilities,
but don’t have either the inclination or the discipline, the desire or the ability, to manage
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them—to manage the processes. And they need someone to manage things for them.”314
According to Haldeman, Walt Disney relied on his brother Roy’s help in managing his
affairs and Nixon, after his defeat in 1960, realized that he needed managerial
assistance.315 In his next major undertakings, serving as chief of staff for candidate and
then President Nixon, Haldeman would rely on not only his past experiences with Nixon,
but also his work with Disney.316 Haldeman’s work as chief of staff on the campaign trail
“forced” him to “coalesce” his “earlier experience and thinking.”317 As he recalled in an
oral history:
I hadn’t met Murdock at that time, but I had been doing work with Disney. And I
had the theory and the knowledge of Nixon, and to a degree the knowledge of
Disney, which I brought together in trying to figure out, ‘How do I deal with this
man?’—who he is clearly—you can’t follow books on management theory and
deal with him, and yet you have got to accomplish the results that the books on
management theory are designed to tell you how to accomplish. So, I had to
figure out how we keep him out of the nuts and bolts—the training, the
per[sonnel]—he was also not a good judge of personnel.318
For Haldeman personally, the 1960s to this point had been a success. While he
had worked on two failed Nixon political campaigns in 1960 and 1962, each time he
joined Nixon he had risen in stature and position on the campaign, from tour manager and
chief advance man in 1960 to campaign manager in 1962. In business, Haldeman
received a promotion and his employer, JWT in L.A., acquired several high-profile
accounts. In the community, Haldeman became one of the public faces of the successful
314
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fundraising drive for UCLA’s on-campus multi-purpose arena, the Pauley Pavilion. He
had successfully served one year as a voting regent on the University of California Board
of Regents, and in 1968, California Governor Ronald Reagan nominated him to serve for
a sixteen-year term on the board.
Given this recent success, Haldeman’s initial apprehension about joining the 1968
Nixon campaign becomes more understandable. He recalled that both his family and the
appointment as a regent both were factors, he considered before he joined up.319
Interestingly his position as manager of JWT in L.A. did not hold Haldeman back in his
decision to join the campaign. One of the main reasons he had undertaken more work in
the civic arena to begin with was because he had become bored with aspects of running
the business and had already advanced as high as he could with the company without
having to return to New York.320 He even considered leaving J. Walter Thompson to seek
a new career while serving as a regent.321
Haldeman’s disinterest in continuing his career at JWT may have been more
complex than just boredom with the job and the unwillingness to relocate for a
promotion. The industry and company were changing. In the 1960s, under immense
pressure from the protest movements, which frequently criticized American materialism,
and social critics, such as Vance Packard, whose works Hidden Persuaders (1957) and
The Waste Makers (1960), reprimanded the advertising industry for its tactics and
advancement of consumption, advertising adopted what one scholar labeled a “turn coat”
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strategy.322 In an about-face, advertisers in the mid-1960s and started embracing ideals
and styles of the counterculture in their campaigns.323 “After years of conservative selling
messages, it seemed hard to believe at times that advertising was suddenly ablaze with
psychedelic colors, innuendoes about drugs, antiestablishment sympathy, hippies and
their emblems and a new vernacular,” notes Hazel G. Warlaumont in her study of the
industry during the 1960s.324 However, according to Warlaumont, this was done in order
to fend off criticism. She writes, “the bottom line was business and to that end it sought
to protect the established order under attack even though its strategies often suggested
otherwise.”325 Simultaneously, advertisers started to embrace more creative approaches to
their ads and decreased their interest in advertising driven by research.326 At JWT, for
example, employees received a “tip sheet” on how to employ more creativity in their
ads.327 Younger and more creative people flocked to the advertising industry and
threatened the order established by the seasoned veterans of the industry.328 Warlaumont
notes that:
Those in advertising management, as part of the power elite, had long worked to
retain the hierarchy in ads that gave them their power. They had the most to lose.
Overturning conventional formats was a design decision for many, whereas it was
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seen as ‘siding with the enemy’ by others who had long defended advertising and
its right to sell and earn profits for its clients.329
Haldeman had been part of the advertising business since the late 1940s. He had started
in the research department at JWT and assumed the position of manager in the early
1960s. He had no deep affection for the student protestors whose values were now
apparently being embraced by his industry. He was one of the old guard. While he never
verbalized his thoughts on the change in the advertising business during the 1960s, the
parallel developments of his industry undergoing change and his desire to seek career
path run close together.
His company was also changing. Well before his decision to join Nixon’s 1968
campaign, Haldeman had already thought about ways to improve the process of
campaigning. In June 1967, he wrote a memorandum to Nixon in which he outlined how
the candidate might campaign in the future.330 This memorandum has been cited as
influential to the media strategy employed by the Nixon campaign.331 Haldeman argued
that a candidate could overcome the exhaustion of a traditional whistle-stop campaign,
while also reaching a greater number of potential voters, by relying more on scripted and
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scheduled appearances on television.332 Haldeman emphasized the importance of
capturing the news cycle each day by creating one or two major news items.333 Haldeman
wrote that:
This can result from a speech made at a rally, a statement at a formal news
conference, a remark made apparently offhandedly at an airport or on the
sidewalk, a television or radio address, a ‘confidential’ interview with a
columnist, a reaction to a planted position or question by a prominent supporter,
an answer to the opponent’s attack or position, release of a white paper, a
statement by a prominent supporter expert in some field, reaction to a major
external news break, or just a formal news release.334
Beyond its importance in shaping the plans of the campaign, this memo sheds light on
Haldeman and his thinking, and perhaps the changes at JWT. The memo again illustrates
Haldeman’s interest in taking an active role in optimizing organization. Additionally,
Haldeman wrote it just as a change in leadership at JWT occurred.
Just a week prior to the memo, JWT announced that Dan Seymour would succeed
Strouse as CEO.335 Seymour had previously led the agency’s efforts in television
advertising.336 Seymour once said that: “a show has to be more than a well-rated vehicle
for sponsor commercials. It has to give distinction to its product.”337 In this context, of a
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new CEO who valued television as a medium for advertising, Haldeman wrote the memo
to Nixon in 1967. More importantly, however, one should consider the timing of
Haldeman’s memo. The memo to Nixon is dated only several days after the
announcement of a new CEO at JWT. Strouse’s departure as CEO in 1967, and his
eventual retirement from Thompson in 1968, coincided with Haldeman’s turn to politics
on a permanent basis and his thoughts about seeking a new source of income when he
became an appointed regent.338 Strouse’s exit from JWT was possibly an additional factor
in propelling Haldeman back into politics and away from the advertising business.
From the years 1963 to mid-1968, Haldeman only participated indirectly in
national political developments. Often when JWT required him to travel to New York for
business, Haldeman met with Nixon as the former-vice president pondered and
strategized his eventual comeback in the political arena.339 Haldeman attended the 1964
Republican Convention, as an aide to Nixon, who attended the convention as a former
vice-president.340
Haldeman’s involvement with the Nixon campaign quickly evolved. Initially, he
decided to work on it only one week a month.341 He soon realized, however, that these
monthly visits were insufficient to provide the necessary direction for the campaign and
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that he had a realistic chance of helping Nixon to win the presidency.342 Both Nixon and
his staff set out to convince Haldeman that his services were needed full-time.343 When
Haldeman eventually relented and joined the campaign full-time in mid-1968, he did so
in the expectation that once the election was over, he would return to his life as a private
citizen.344 Unsurprisingly, the opportunity to use his managerial expertise to fine-tune an
existing process attracted him to the campaign.
Haldeman assumed the position on the campaign trail as the candidate’s chief of
staff. At the time Haldeman decided to join the Nixon campaign on a once-a-month basis
John Mitchell, Nixon’s law partner in New York, had already established himself as
Nixon’s campaign manager. Haldeman had a “very strong desire not be the campaign
manager again.”345 He disliked working on general campaign organization and financial
affairs.346 Instead, he embraced a role not too dissimilar from his position in 1960,
traveling with Nixon across the country but handling more than just the travel logistics.
Haldeman recalled that he and Mitchell “devised the split responsibility” whereby he
oversaw the candidate’s “personal organization” as chief of staff, and Mitchell was “the
campaign manager, responsible for the whole campaign organization, all of the political
side of the campaign.”347 According to Haldeman, Mitchell knew politics, but did not
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know “about campaigning—about making speeches and setting up rallies and issuing
press releases all the stuff of campaigning.”348 Haldeman recalled that “Mitchell and I
were to coordinate together the necessary mix of the candidate and the campaign, which
is what we did.”349 He stated that “John Mitchell proved to be a good campaign manager.
He had a good organizational sense. He had the willingness to bring in other
managerially oriented type people, and let them manage their segments of the
campaign.”350 On May 18, 1968, the Nixon for President Committee formally announced
that Haldeman would serve as the candidate’s personal chief of staff and quoted Nixon as
stating that “Bob Haldeman’s great administrative ability and vast fund of national
political experience will add another element of strength to the outstanding campaign
staff we have assembled.”351 Haldeman secured another leave of absence from JWT,
starting officially on June 1, to join the campaign, and in July he wrote a letter to the
board of directors informing them of his resignation as vice president of the company.352
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The question of how to improve the process of campaigning for his candidate
never strayed far from Haldeman’s mind. As he recalled decades later about campaigning
with Nixon:
I spent all of that year right with him, all the time, and you learn a lot about a
person in that kind of process. We fought that war together, and there’s no
question that I spent a lot of my time and thought trying to determine what things
ought to be done, what things ought not to be done, how he gained the most
advantage, where the pitfalls were that needed to be looked out for, and that sort
of thing.353
Haldeman recalled that “it became an instinctive process. It wasn’t something that I sat
down one day and wrote out a memo to myself saying this is what you should do. It just
happened.”354
One of Haldeman’s handwritten notes from the 1968 campaign offers some
insight into his thoughts about the campaign’s decision making process and maximizing
efficiency. He wrote that, “In order to insure the fullest and most effective use of RN’s
time- and so that he can be readily available to those needing to deal with him directly- it
is necessary to refine and formalize some procedures.”355 Haldeman noted that Nixon
often received duplicate and conflicting input which then resulted in multiple outputs by
him and unnecessary work for the campaign staff.356 Haldeman wrote:
RN is most anxious to devote the maximum possible amount of his attention to
concentration on the content of his speeches and statements to be made in the next
five months. He is equally anxious not to be concerned with details of campaign
353
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and political operations unless it is necessary for him to know something- or
unless only he can make a decision on action to be taken.357
Therefore Nixon, “urges all levels of campaign management to take on their own
responsibilities and execute them without reference to him if at all possible.”358
Haldeman outlined the six areas in which Nixon would spend his time: “speech
preparation,” “personal appearances- live, film, tv, radio,” “personal appointments,”
“phone calls,” “staff meetings,” and “main decision making.” Nixon would make the
“final decision as to division of time between these activities.”359 Some members of the
campaign staff would be assigned a major area of responsibility, for example Dwight
Chapin handled appointments and phone conversations while John Mitchell handled
matters regarding “political or organizational information or decisions.”360 If someone
wanted to bring up an issue they first would have to approach the person responsible for
that area, who then in turn would have to handle the matter themselves, refer it to another
staffer, and if the person responsible felt it needed the attention of Nixon would have to
“first obtain all needed background and check out recommended response- or list
alternatives.”361 Haldeman would “be responsible for checking all parties concerned so
that RN gets the full story on the first shot.”362 He insisted that “all input to RN will be
through Haldeman-for a final check on the possibility of having someone else handle-
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and to avoid duplication input-and insure prompt response.”363 If someone wanted to
schedule an appointment for or phone call by Nixon, that person would first seek
endorsement from another high-ranking campaign staffer and would then submit the
request to Nixon’s personal aide, Dwight Chapin, who also was in charge of confirming
any commitments of the candidate’s time.364
As the campaign headed into the fall, Haldeman remained close to the candidate.
Herbert G. Klein, who served as a press aide, recalled that the travel division that
Haldeman spearheaded “became the most dominant element of the campaign” and that
“Haldeman worked out a close-knit, close-to-the-vest operation which later served as the
modus operandi at the White House.”365 While Klein claims that “Mitchell particularly
contested Haldeman,” a biographer of John Mitchell described the relationship between
the two as mostly amicable.366 During the campaign, Haldeman took notes, presumably
written during meetings with Nixon and at times other staffers, which included things he
needed to do himself, delegate to others, or check up on.367 The notes illustrate that he not
only was privy to discussions regarding the scheduling or organization of the campaign,
but also was present at discussions involving various other issues regarding the
363
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364
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campaign. Haldeman made certain that others consistently performed as expected in their
areas, while simultaneously keeping the staff abreast of Nixon’s desires. For example, in
September, Nixon sent Haldeman a memo regarding talking points that those on the
campaign should emphasize.368 Haldeman edited Nixon’s memo and then distributed it to
the campaign staff and workers.369 This illustrates an example of the type of work
Haldeman would continue to perform when he entered the White House.
Haldeman worked non-stop on behalf of the candidate. Jo Haldeman observed
that “as chief of staff of the campaign, Bob lives out a suitcase, often working eighteen to
twenty hours a day.”370 By the time of the GOP convention, Haldeman felt confident
about Nixon’s chances in the election and he had already spoken with his wife about the
possibility of taking a job in a future Nixon administration.371 Indeed, Haldeman may
have just channeled the mood of Richard Nixon, who in September felt confident about
his chances.372 Early on in the fall campaign, Nixon had enjoyed a lead in the Gallup Poll
over his major opponents, Democratic candidate Hubert H. Humphrey and American
Independent Party candidate George Wallace.373 However, as the campaign went on,
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Nixon’s lead shrank.374 At the beginning of October, Nixon had traveled over 30,000
miles, delivered over sixty speeches, and conducted numerous television appearances and
press conferences.375
The Nixon campaign remained wary of a potential breakthrough by President
Lyndon Johnson in the Vietnam War peace negotiations in Paris. Nixon and Mitchell had
taken measures to potentially influence the negotiations by securing the help of Anna
Chennault, a Chinese-born GOP fundraiser and wife of the deceased U.S. General Claire
Chennault, and South Vietnam’s ambassador Bui Diem to convince the South
Vietnamese leadership that Nixon would be a better partner in the negotiations.376 In late
October, Haldeman supposedly served as a conduit to convey Nixon’s orders to
Chennault and Louis Kung, “another nationalist Chinese figure,” to influence the South
Vietnamese leadership and keep them from working on a peace agreement with the
Johnson administration.377 Decades later, Haldeman acknowledged that the campaign had
contact with Anna Chennault, but did not think that Nixon did anything directly to
prolong the war.378 As Haldeman told an oral history interviewer in 1988:
Nixon did not see Vietnam as an asset in any way, shape or form. It was a terrible,
terrible liability. Anything that would have constructively brought Vietnam to a
halt in the right way, or even to the start of peace talks or anything else, based on
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my knowledge of Nixon’s thinking at the time, would have been exactly what he
would have wanted to.379
He stated that “I can’t imagine that there would have been any desire on his part to
prolong any Vietnamese War activity for an hour, if it could be shortened.”380 In regard
to details about contact with the South Vietnamese leadership in 1968 Haldeman said
“that’s something during the campaign that I was not involved in directly, and I don’t
have any first-hand knowledge.”381 Nixon, himself, never admitted to trying to influence
the South Vietnamese leadership in 1968, and how much of an impact his supposed
overtures actually had on the war is still debated by scholars.382 For the story of
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Haldeman’s life, however, this instance again illustrates how closely he was involved at
major turning points of American history in the 20th century and his actions at the time
and his comments decades later highlight the limited role that Haldeman had in terms of
strategic decision-making both on the campaign trail in 1968 and later in the White
House.
While Nixon fretted about what might happen in Vietnam in the last weeks before
the election, H. R. Haldeman suffered a personal loss. On October 25, 1968, Harry
Francis, his father, died in the Good Samaritan Hospital while undergoing heart
surgery.383 The importance of his father to Haldeman cannot be understated. After all,
Harry Francis steered his son toward a career in advertising and his own life, which
combined an active interest in business and civics, seems to have served as a model for
his son to emulate. When Jo informed H. R. over the phone of his father’s passing, “he
falters and breaks down.”384 Haldeman attended the memorial services for his father three
days later and brought with him a note from Nixon for his mother in which Nixon wrote
“Let’s win this one for Harry.”385
On Election Day, November 5, 1968, Haldeman and Jo traveled aboard the
campaign’s aircraft from Los Angeles to New York.386 Haldeman expected a close
election.387 Nevertheless, he had already spent some time thinking about the structure of
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the new administration.388 From September to November, Nixon had traveled over
50,000 miles, given over a hundred speeches, held 18 televised question-and-answer
sessions, delivered several network broadcasts, hosted numerous press conferences, and
met with editorial boards.389 When Haldeman arrived in New York, the campaign settled
in at a penthouse suite in the Waldorf Astoria Hotel.390 While Nixon secluded himself
from the top campaign staff, Haldeman and other campaign officials watched the returns
on television and on occasion briefed the candidate.391 Throughout the evening and into
the morning of November 6, 1968, Haldeman stayed in touch with Jo and gave her
updates and helped her interpret the returns.392
Haldeman’s work did not end after Nixon became president-elect the morning of
November 6, 1968. He recalled that Nixon “immediately assumed a Presidential attitude”
and campaign officials traveled with him to Key Biscayne, Florida to start working on the
transition.393 From there, the incoming administration set up shop in the Pierre Hotel in
New York City.394 Nixon wanted Haldeman to become part of the administration and had
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actually talked to him about taking a position in the cabinet.395 Haldeman had no interest
in a cabinet position, seeing himself as appointments secretary because “that was the post
closest to the President, that I was aware of, in what I thought would be the Nixon White
House structure.”396 Haldeman wrote that he was both “surprised and pleased” when
Nixon offered him the job as his chief of staff in the White House.397 During the
transition period, Nixon told him that Dwight Eisenhower, in 1960, had advised him “that
every President has to have ‘his S.O.B.’” and “Nixon had looked over everyone in his
entourage and decided that Haldeman was a pluperfect S.O.B. And because of that
somewhat unflattering appraisal, my career took rise.”398
On November 13, 1968, Haldeman called his wife from New York to stand by for
news of an appointment by Nixon, and soon thereafter Jo remembered hearing the
newscaster announce H. R. Haldeman would be assistant to the president.399 The title
derived from the idea of surrounding Nixon with several assistants of “equal status who
would be interchangeably working with the President on what needed to be done at any
given moment.”400 Haldeman’s duties mirrored the ones he had executed on the
campaign trail. As a reporter for the Los Angeles Times put it, “Haldeman’s responsibility
will be general management of the White House staff and supervision of operations and
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planning schedules. His role apparently will be similar to that which he held in the
election campaign when he served as Nixon’s chief of staff.”401 The title of chief of staff,
that Haldeman assumed on the campaign trail in order to make a distinction between his
and Mitchell’s roles, now rolled over into the administration.402 “It just stuck as we went
into the White House,” Haldeman said.403
Haldeman, now with a formal title in the forthcoming administration, worked on
transitioning and organizing Nixon’s White House. In this process, he incorporated new
things he had learned in the days leading up to inauguration and also relied heavily on his
experience with candidate Nixon. He was also influenced by his experience at JWT and
in the civic arena. “It was terribly hard work and very, very long, difficult hours, but it
was exciting because you were building something,” Haldeman recalled about his time in
New York working on the transition.404 With the campaign being over and victory for
Nixon in hand, Haldeman stated that “now you had your building permit, you could go
ahead and build the structure.”405 Haldeman’s consistent interest in reformulating and
improving the processes and organizations that surrounded him throughout the 1960s
prepared him for this next endeavor. As President Nixon’s Chief of Staff, he held dear to
the idea that he could again improve and optimize processes.
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CHAPTER V
“I LOVE EVERY MINUTE AND FIND THIS A MOST REWARDING AND
ENRICHING EXPERIENCE”: H. R. HALDEMAN AS CHIEF OF STAFF, 1969-1973

On January 20, 1969, Richard Nixon delivered his first inaugural address. A few
rows behind Nixon sat H. R. and Jo Haldeman. H. R. Haldeman was “completely
absorbed” in the speech that the president delivered.1 He moved “only once” to nudge Jo
while approving of a line in Nixon’s address.2 The line was: “Until he has been part of a
cause larger than himself, no man is truly whole.”3 Jo eventually managed to convince
the president to write out the line and she framed it and gifted it to her husband on their
twentieth wedding anniversary a month after the inauguration.4 She recounted how the
memento hung in a place of prominence in her husband’s office in Santa Barbara.5 She
later wrote that “without question, serving as Assistant to the President and White House
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Chief of Staff gave Bob the opportunity to participate in ‘a cause larger than himself.’”6
While others assert that Haldeman’s attraction to the phrase in Nixon’s inaugural address
symbolizes his loyalty to the president, Haldeman’s affinity for the line actually sheds
considerable light on his thinking far beyond his service and sense of duty to the
president.7 It encapsulated his own search for the one activity that would make him
whole. Throughout the course of his life, he looked for activities outside his career, to
help others, and to seek activity over inactivity.
It seems that Haldeman saw his work for Nixon as an opportunity to break away
from his life up to that point until the very end of his White House career. When
Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen had recommended to Nixon during the
growing investigation into activities committed by Nixon’s reelection campaign, that the
chief of staff should resign from his post in April 1973. Haldeman “was startled” when
Nixon told him about Petersen’s recommendation.8 “Two thoughts flashed through my
mind at that moment: one, somehow the president must survive this tragic chain of
events” Haldeman wrote.9 Haldeman’s other thought was that he already knew that the
fallout of the Watergate investigation could cause him to abandon his position as chief of
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staff but he “did not think that would really ever become the case.”10 “Confronted with
that very real possibility,” Haldeman wrote, “it hurt.”11 He recalled that “it was almost
impossible to imagine going back to the dull routine of private life-even under the best of
circumstances- and certainly not under these circumstances.”12 Haldeman’s description of
his life before the White House as “dull” further highlights that his decision to join the
White House was motivated by the same desire for action and new opportunities that had
contributed to the making of his career so many times before.
This chapter demonstrates how Haldeman’s time in Washington, from the
transition period to his resignation as chief of staff in 1973, is best understood in light of
his immediate past. Such a perspective deepens our understanding for some of the actions
he took in the White House. The chapter, moreover, illuminates how the position affected
Haldeman’s private life, behavior, and demeanor. In the end, the chapter illustrates that
many of Haldeman’s enduring qualities both aided and interfered with his work as
Nixon’s chief of staff.
Haldeman’s traits, already evident in business and public life, influenced his work
and decision-making during the transition and in the administration. Haldeman studied
past White House organizational arrangements during the transition, but his own
preferences and experiences are equally evident in his vision of how Nixon’s White
House should function. Haldeman’s enduring desire to improve and optimize processes,
however, ultimately caused him to make decisions that ended both his own career in
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Washington and Nixon’s presidency. Throughout his White House tenure, Haldeman’s
approach to decision-making encountered challenges that he had not experienced
previously. His abiding search for activity, additionally, undercut his ability to achieve
his model White House system.
The historical circumstances that surrounded Haldeman influenced his decisionmaking. As Nixon’s chief of staff, Haldeman became both a major actor in, and an
emblematic figure of, American political history in the 1970s. The Watergate affair and
other abuses of power by the Nixon administration contributed to Americans’ greater
disillusionment and apathy toward their government.13 The ongoing Vietnam War and
political divisiveness also colored Haldeman’s outlook and life while in Washington.
Haldeman’s tenure as White House chief of staff has been the subject of several
studies.14 No author, however, has provided a detailed narrative of his time in
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Washington and the impact it had on his family life and temperament. This chapter,
moreover, flips the common storyline from demonstrating how Haldeman worked in the
White House to illustrating how this work impacted his own outlook and private life and
how his life prior to the White House informed his decision-making as chief of staff.
Only with a solid understanding of his upbringing and career prior to January 20, 1969,
can one fully appreciate Haldeman’s behavior and actions in the White House.
Haldeman’s past experiences informed his outlook on the appropriate
organization of the White House. While Haldeman consulted several outside sources in
his preparation to take on this new position, some of the issues and operating procedures
that he deemed important echoed long-held beliefs. Moreover, his work for J. Walter
Thompson influenced his managerial thinking. Haldeman aided the transition effort by
recruiting staff and designing the system under which the White House would operate
and spent a lot of time working directly with Nixon.15
Haldeman drew from his own practical experience and that of recent
administrations for organizing the White House. He recalled: “Contrary to a lot of public
opinion there is no statutory or any other kind of a plan for structuring the office. It
evolves in the case of each president the way that his presidency and his personal method
of operation requires.”16 Haldeman consulted books on the John F. Kennedy
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administration as a “point of departure” realizing, however, that Nixon was a “totally
different operator than Jack Kennedy.”17
Haldeman relied on those with expertise in government and assessments of past
administrations in designing his staff system, notably Eisenhower administration veterans
Andrew J. Goodpaster, Bradley H. Patterson and John S. D. Eisenhower.18 Nixon wanted
a system to ensure that people would follow up on presidential orders.19 A key
component would be the staff secretary.20 In creating this position and defining its duties
Haldeman especially looked to Eisenhower’s former staff secretary, Goodpaster.21
Haldeman recalled: “Our basic concept on getting things done, and keeping track of
things, which seemed to be the biggest problem in other Presidencies, was to set up a
staff secretariat along the lines that Andy [Andrew J.] Goodpaster had given me some
help on.”22 Over the course of the transition period, he met with former presidents
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Dwight Eisenhower and Lyndon Johnson who both emphasized to him that he would be
charged with keeping his boss away from minutiae and focused on “important matters.”23
Advice from Bradley H. Patterson supplemented Haldeman’s thinking about the
staff secretary position. Specifically, in late November 1968, Patterson sent Haldeman a
copy of “Staff Work for the President and the Executive Branch,” which Patterson had
written in 1954 for Carter Burgess, an assistant to Eisenhower’s secretary of defense, “as
a result of a summer-long study we did for DDE.”24 In early December, Haldeman
replied to Patterson that “it was indeed helpful, and I appreciate your sending it on.”25
The study explained that the president “is besieged by people and problems which
demand his attention—by questions which only he can decide.”26 Among other things,
Burgess’s study emphasized the need for an “action system which guarantees” the
president, “that White House requests or decisions are transmitted to the right action
point immediately” and “that a Department head won’t come back to the White House to
find the President insisting that he had asked him to do something three months ago, and
where are the results?”27 The author called for a “Staff and Cabinet Operation Office,”
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which could serve the president and his staff and suggested that the staff secretary head
this office.28 Patterson elaborated on the importance of an effective White House staff
which would “not do work which can be done elsewhere” and instead “will send out to
the responsible agencies all the requests and problems which those agencies can handle
directly.”29 He wrote, “it will also assign action out on a maximum amount of the
preparatory work on presidential matters.”30
Haldeman received additional input from President Eisenhower’s son, John, who
had also been staff secretary during his father’s administration.31 Eisenhower noted that
the staff secretary served as a collector of relevant viewpoints for presidential decisionmaking, as a “liaison between the National Security agencies and the president,” as a
composer of daily intelligence briefings, recorder of presidential meetings, editor of
“State Department drafts,” and executor of various other duties not related specifically to
the job, such as the “allocation of office space, parking permits, and furniture.”32 He
further advised Haldeman to consult with Goodpaster in regards to the position.33
On December 19, 1968, Haldeman called a meeting of Nixon’s evolving White
House staff in which he drew from the Patterson study. Haldeman had advised the staff
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that it was “essential” that they attend as they would “review at this time a number of
vitally important policy and procedural matters and will hope to answer any questions
you may have regarding the balance of the transition period—and the start-up operations
in Washington.”34 The basis for the meeting, according to Haldeman’s handwritten notes,
was to “arrive at some mutual understandings” regarding the incoming administration’s
“approach procedures, etc.”35 In his planning notes for the meeting, underneath
“philosophy of W.H. staff,” Haldeman wrote: “read from Patterson memo-old-+ 1936”
and “our job is to serve the office” and “the man,” and below that he jotted “not to do the
work of government” and underneath that he scribbled “emphasis always should be to
move things thru the WH to the depts” and “agencies.”36 William Safire, later to become
a speechwriter for Nixon, recalled that Haldeman stated at the meeting: “Our job is not to
do the work of government, but to get the work out to where it belongs—out to the
Departments.”37 This idea clearly derived from Patterson’s suggestion.
In his notes for the December 19 meeting, Haldeman frequently paraphrased the
Patterson materials and also echoed ideas drawn from his previous managerial
experience. Haldeman wrote that “fact is—most of the requests for his time and most of
the paper directed to him can better be handled by staff or dept. must preserve his time
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for the things that really matter.”38 This references the original premise of Burgess’s
study that efficient organizational arrangements would allow the president to focus on
making decisions. Haldeman noted that Nixon did “not want questions for his decision
reduced by staff to lowest common denominator” and “just submitted for approval.”39
“For major decisions,” Haldeman wrote, “he wants input from all sides.”40 “Minor
decisions,” according to Haldeman, “should be made at a lower level based on existing
policy.”41 A similar idea can be found in Norman Strouse’s plan for J. Walter Thompson
(JWT). Strouse “tried to break down the barriers between the entrenched account
groups.”42 Strouse stated: “We encourage people to believe they work for the company as
a whole, because we want fluidity in the use of talents. When we have a tough problem,
we want to draw on other talents. Everyone gets refreshed.”43
Haldeman’s work as an account representative for JWT, his time as a regentdesignate, and his prior campaign experiences informed his outlook on the supervision of
paper flow to Nixon. Safire recalled Haldeman stipulating: “All paper has to go into my
office, and it will get to him after it has been staffed. National security affairs will go to
Kissinger, personal matters to Rose Woods, political stuff to the National Committee,
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Congressional to Harlow.” 44 Haldeman’s work as an account representative in the 1950s
must have further bolstered his outlook on the system he proposed for the White House.
While some of the material, which Haldeman received, stressed the importance of
assembling facts and alternatives before the president could come to a decision, account
representatives at JWT performed similarly on behalf of their clients. The account
representative oversaw the other units responsible for producing the advertising for the
client and served as a coordinator between the interests of the company and the interests
of the client. During his time as a regent-designate, Haldeman learned how to process
large quantities of paper work. Similarly, during the 1968 campaign, Haldeman had
advised the staff that “all input to RN will be through Haldeman for a final check on the
possibility of having someone else handle- and to avoid duplication of input-and to insure
prompt response.”45
Haldeman’s insistence that aides practice anonymity also had its origins in his
past. Safire recalled that Haldeman read his staff an excerpt from the Brownlow
Commission Report issued to Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1936 and dealt with “the qualities
of a White House aide.”46 Haldeman highlighted that aides “would have no power to
make decisions or issue instructions in [his] own right… would not be interposed
between the President and the heads of his Departments… would not be assistant
President in any sense… would remain in the background, issue no orders, make no
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decisions, emit no public statements…” and “ should be possessed of a high competence,
great physical vigor and a passion for anonymity.”47 Authors frequently point to
Haldeman’s insistence on anonymity, but fail to analyze the origins of this demand.48
Going back to the 1960 campaign, Haldeman had already instructed staff to avoid
catching the public eye. Haldeman cautioned his advance men about what could go
wrong if “a couple of our people get to talking in front of the press, or in a public area
where the press can overhear them.”49
Haldeman’s business experience and connections also influenced his staff
selections. Larry Higby, who had worked with him at JWT and during the 1968
campaign, became his assistant.50 Dwight Chapin, another JWT associate, had also
previously worked under Haldeman during Nixon’s 1962 gubernatorial campaign and
then later for Nixon as an advance man and traveling aide, and in the White House as an
appointment secretary.51 Ron Ziegler, another JWT veteran, stayed on as press secretary,
the role he had played during the 1968 campaign.52 Kenneth Cole, Nixon’s first staff
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secretary, had similarly worked for JWT. 53 The J. Walter Thompson office received “so
many requests from editors about the former JWTers serving on the White House staff”
that they printed a note from Ron Ziegler with the official titles of all former employees
in the administration.54 Even Nixon noticed the number of JWTers flooding the West
Wing. In making a recommendation for a White House staff position in early January
1969, he noted: “in view of the fact that there has been considerable grumbling to the
effect that too many of our 20 to 30 year old White House staffers were from J. Walter
Thompson it might be well to consider him for a position, either on the Counsel staff or
in another area where he would be qualified.”55
Haldeman understood the time constraints involved in assembling a White House
staff. He could not use it as a “training thing” and he had to hire the best person
available.56 “You weren’t developing people with growth opportunities, which was
totally different from what I’d done at J. Walther Thompson Co., where I was bringing
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young men in and trying to bring them along.”57 Haldeman had considered that bringing
in young people on to the White House staff would be a considerable advantage:
Now, in the White House, I brought young men in because I’d also developed
another theory, outside, which is that, dollar for dollar you get a lot more mileage
out of a really bright young guy who is overqualified for the job, but because he’s
too young he can’t go farther, than you do with an older man who is experienced
for the job but doesn’t have the zeal and has a higher earning capacity.58
“In staffing,” Haldeman remembered that he “had to work with grades and levels” when
it came to salary.59 Thus “we couldn’t bring in the kinds of people at senior levels that I
would’ve liked.”60 He said, however, “we could bring in hordes of them at junior levels
because you didn’t have to pay them anything, relatively. And you got enormous
amounts of energy, enormous amounts of intelligence.”61 Haldeman thought that this
young staff needed constant supervision, which was “one of the reasons we set up those
rigid systems—the White House staff system, the secretariat, and all that. And it’s one of
the reasons that I was rough on people as I was.”62 Haldeman “felt” that the young
staffers “had to be totally controlled, and I thought they were.”63 Although Business Week
noted that Haldeman’s managerial mentor Norman Strouse “rules with a rather light
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hand,” the former JWT CEO considered supervision of younger employees important. 64
Strouse observed:
It’s important to keep up with things, because the most dangerous situation is
where one of our men has a problem and either tries to save you trouble, or lets
his pride get involved. In either case, he tries to lick the problem himself. You
can’t just ‘be available.’ You’ve got to probe to find out if he needs help. And you
always have to watch the young client people moving up. Don’t ignore them,
because one of them may someday stick his foot out and trip you.65
Haldeman had operated under a similar philosophy as JWT manager in the Los Angeles
office, making sure that people apprised him of problems before they worsened.
Haldeman’s past thus played a role in his design of the White House system in
more ways than previously acknowledged. As shown, his private sector background,
prior campaign experiences, and personal characteristics mattered in the design. Despite
all the advice he received and new information he absorbed, in the end, Haldeman’s past
guided him more in creating this White House system than anything else. Haldeman did
not create something new but seems to have found, in the material and people he
consulted, reassurance for his long-held beliefs.
For all the constant characteristics running through Haldeman’s transition efforts,
the move into the White House, and finally working full-time in politics, intensified his
sense of drive. When asked about the source of his dedication, Haldeman recalled that “a
lot of it comes simply from the association of being a part of the White House operation.
Of recognizing the importance of what you’re doing and the potential effects, both
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positive and negative, that can arise from what you’re doing.”66 He noted that “you’re in
a surrounding where everybody is so dedicated to the cause—each in his own way,
obviously, and producing in different ways. There’s a universal feeling within the group
that you’re doing something important and that it’s essential that you do the best you can
at it, and not let things fall between the tables.”67 He finished his thought by stating that:
“I think, to the degree that I reflect that, [it] is a reflection of my earlier background and
training, compounded and amplified by the atmosphere that I found myself in as we were
getting ready to go to the White House, and then when we were at the White House.”68
The first months of the Nixon administration, however, provided a rude
awakening for Haldeman and his system. Just three days after the inauguration,
Haldeman’s staff system malfunctioned as domestic policy assistant Daniel Patrick
Moynihan brought an executive order to Nixon, “but didn’t pre-staff the order” prior to
having the president sign it.69 Haldeman was also dissatisfied with the way that people
answered their telephones. He advised his troops to answer their phones with “‘hello or
‘yes’ or something to indicate you are alive and breathing and we can get right to the
subject from there” if they were available; if not, the secretary should avoid saying hello
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and instead immediately state that the person was unavailable.70 That same month,
Haldeman chided then White House Counsel, John Ehrlichman, for failing to follow the
paper system correctly. Haldeman wrote Ehrlichman sarcastically that it was “delightful
to receive your mail sampling, but I know you will be horrified to learn that the system
has been so grossly violated in its delivery that it is hardly recoverable.”71 Ehrlichman
had given his folder of papers for Nixon to Dwight Chapin “who, of course, you know
never receives incoming paper for the President” and subsequently it did not pass through
the staff secretary’s office which meant that Ehrlichman “will probably go through the
rest” of his “life without ever receiving credit for having sent in these gems for the
leader’s perusal.”72 Haldeman, “being a kind hearted individual always looking out for
his fellowmen,” ran Ehrlichman’s papers “back through the system” and felt “confident”
that Ehrlichman would show his appreciation to him “by faithful following of the
guidelines in the future.”73 Haldeman added a supplemental memo that same day teasing
Ehrlichman not to use either Chapin or Nixon’s personal secretary, Rose Woods, to
“smuggle paper” to Nixon. He advised him to “please try to overcome your legal
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prejudices,” possibly a reference to the idea of attorney-client privilege, “and join the rest
of the crew in following the system.”74
Haldeman also had to deal with Nixon. He claimed that he had fashioned his own
role with “no independent agenda or program of my own.”75 He wanted to remain
flexible to be available to Nixon and thus did not make any scheduling commitments that
could not easily be amended.76 Even during meetings, Haldeman would excuse himself to
attend to Nixon if summoned.77 Nixon was armed with a six button telephone with a
hotline straight to his chief of staff and a buzzer system that rang continuously in
Haldeman’s office until disabled manually.78 In the early months of the presidency,
Haldeman physically brought in papers for Nixon to sign. Nixon would not sign papers
until cleared to do so by the chief of staff.79 As on the campaign trail, Haldeman attended
meetings with Nixon carrying a notepad in which he would jot down the orders that
Nixon issued.80 Throughout his time in the White House, but especially in the early
months of the first term, Haldeman frequently recorded Nixon’s complaints in his diary
about how things were run and his suggestions on how to improve them. Nixon wanted to
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see more staffers during the day, and variously complained about scheduling
arrangements, Rose Woods, the press, cabinet members, and a wide range of political
problems.81
Haldeman also frequently fretted about his staff work and system. Staffers
approached Haldeman to solve problems for them “instead of with solutions” and he had
yet to devise procedures that adequately ensured that he remained accessible while
simultaneously shielding him against unnecessary work.82 Haldeman thought that
“internal communication” needed to be improved upon.83 Haldeman consulted with other
aides about the system while still wading through the paper that piled up in his office.84
On February 10, Haldeman recounted in his diary: “I had dinner with Chapin, and long
talk regarding personal problem of getting on top of this and leading a real life.”85
Haldeman lived in Washington without his family, who remained in California while the
children completed the rest of their school year.86
Ominously, Haldeman’s first absence from the White House, not even a month
after Nixon’s inauguration, caused him problems. Haldeman headed to Los Angeles for a
few days to celebrate his twentieth wedding anniversary, accept an award from the
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Western States Advertising Agency Association, sign papers related to the sale of his
home, and conduct a “site inspection” for Nixon’s “summer White House possibility.”87
His absence, however, meant that he could not personally attend to Nixon’s needs.
Haldeman’s insecurity came to the fore. Heeding Andrew Goodpaster’s advice,
Haldeman hired Alexander P. Butterfield as his deputy.88 Understanding Nixon’s
uneasiness with meeting new people, however, Haldeman wanted to wait until the right
moment to introduce his deputy to the president. His diary entry on January 25 recorded:
“President met Butterfield briefly- for first time. Rather awkward. Will take time to
develop.”89 Five days later, Haldeman wrote: “Finally got Alex in for several sessions.
President pretty awkward with stranger there, but tried to cover it up.”90 Butterfield later
recalled that Haldeman told him on February 18, 1969, that now was the time to meet
Nixon because Haldeman had to leave for California.91 Haldeman and Butterfield entered
the Oval Office and Haldeman introduced his deputy and explained his predicament to
Nixon. The president initially could not get his words together, then responded “fine,
fine.”92 Butterfield recalled that Haldeman was upset when they left the office. “God
damn, God damn!” Haldeman exclaimed, according to Butterfield, and he explained to
him that it “had been his fault for not finding a more leisurely moment in the president’s
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schedule.”93 Haldeman told Butterfield that the he “should have been more patient.”94
Haldeman then left for California.95
Working in Richard Nixon’s White House had a direct impact on Haldeman’s
demeanor. Haldeman became more temperamental and the demands of the job tested
some of the behavior that he had previously developed. These changes did not occur in a
vacuum but were influenced by the nature of his work, his boss, the press, and the
historical circumstances that surrounded him during this time.
During his first year as chief of staff, Haldeman’s demeanor changed. Jo observed
that her husband had become “more demanding and less sensitive” when it came to
dealing with his aides compared with his advertising years when he had been “an
exacting but fair taskmaster.”96 Jo recalled feeling “uncomfortable” when she witnessed
her husband “berate” Ron Ziegler over the phone.97 Even Haldeman acknowledged the
change. In his memoir, he wrote that “in my advertising days … I was known as an
easygoing executive. Larry Higby, who worked for me both at J. Walter Thompson Co.
and the White House, was the first to realize I had changed one hundred percent in my
latter capacity.”98 Dwight Chapin recalled that Haldeman had been a tough executive at
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JWT who would occasionally reprimand his employees when they failed to perform.99
Haldeman did not explain his change in demeanor, but later regretted his treatment of
subordinates and his insistence on “zero defects.” “My wife feels, and now in retrospect I
think she’s right, that I was way too tough. That I would have gotten more and better
performance out of people by being more understanding of their inability to perform at a
100% level, because nobody can” he told an oral history interviewer.100 He explained
further that “There’s something about the Presidency that you—I’ve been ridiculed from
my picking up the Navy term of ‘zero defects’ concept—that you have a feeling that you
do have to operate at as close to zero defect as you can.”101
Haldeman felt uneasy with the press coverage he received. In April 1969, he
worried about a Rowland Evans and Robert Novak column that suggested a feud between
him and Ehrlichman.102 He recorded in his diary, “Long session tonight with Larry and
Chapin about Haldeman image. They’re concerned by Evans and Novak—and other
adverse publicity—feel we need to get our line out, and that I have to move more into
public eye.”103 He additionally noted that “Bill Safire working on general suggestions.
Probably do need to do something to avoid letting the ‘von Haldeman’ concept become
firmly entrenched.”104
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Haldeman claimed later that his public image did not bother him. “I thought that
trying to worry about my image would get in the way of worrying about my results, and
results were to me important and image wasn’t” he claimed.105 Moreover, he did not
think that anything was to be gained from spending time with the press or congressional
representatives because others in the administration already dealt with them.106 Jo
recalled that “in general” her husband was “indifferent to references to his ‘glower,
militaristic crew cut, and abrupt way of issuing orders.’”107
In 1969, and thereafter, Haldeman cared about how the press perceived his role in
the White House. Safire bluntly warned the chief of staff about how his managerial
preferences and attitude toward the press were affecting his public image. “Government,
at the highest level, is a science and an art; but it is not a technology,” Safire wrote.108 He
cautioned that Haldeman’s “self-effacing effort” to come across as a “technician” had
consequences including that among other things that it “contributes to a cold, calculating
picture of men close to the President” and “worst of all, pictures the President as the
captive of an unfeeling machine.”109 Safire tore into some of Haldeman’s supposed
phrases when it came to describing his role in the White House, but offered suggestions
how the chief of staff could describe his work more positively. For example, Safire wrote
that Haldeman should not come across as “the doorkeeper, sealous [sic] protector of the
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President from seeing ‘unimportant’ people, super-efficient organizer of the President’s
schedule,” but that the “right way” to present the argument was that the President’s time
was valuable so “Haldeman makes sure that when somebody needs to see the President,
he is prepared to make his own appointment count.”110 Haldeman heeded Safire’s advice.
In 1971, in a multi-page profile on Haldeman in Look Magazine, he responded to charges
that he isolated the president by stating: “I think my function is not one of isolating him
but [of] making it possible for him to get the maximum exposure on the things that are
productive. You’ve got to work out a way of using his time where it will do the most
good.”111
Haldeman’s close working relationship with Richard Nixon in the White House
also contributed to a change in his thinking. Throughout his career, Haldeman had sought
positions with a degree of autonomy, but this was not the case in the White House. In
1960, he had run the advance operation. In 1968, he had managed his own half of the
campaign. Similarly, in business, Haldeman had worked as an account representative,
account supervisor, and office manager. Although in all these efforts Haldeman had to
answer to superiors, he managed and controlled processes. Such freedom of action did
not exist in Nixon’s White House.
Haldeman designed his role to be of service to the president and to adjust to his
boss’s needs. Haldeman remarked about Nixon’s time-consuming efforts to seek input for
his 1970 State of the Union address that “all this hemming and hawing about getting to
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work on a major speech is pure Nixon.”112 While Haldeman looked to design a way to
speed up the process, he “found it was usually best just to clear the decks and let the
process run its course.”113 “There did not seem to be any way to change Nixon’s personal
modus operandi. This is one of the basic essentials of the job of White House Chief of
Staff, as I understand it. That is, to adapt to the individual P’s ways of working, and make
them as easy, efficient, and comfortable for him as possible,” Haldeman wrote.114 In his
memoir, he wrote that he “realized that many problems in our administration arose not
solely from the outside, but from inside the Oval Office—and even deeper, from inside
the character of Richard Nixon. And to deal with these problems I realized I would have
to turn myself into the man you know and don’t love. And start to build a wall.”115 A wall
which, according to Haldeman, would at once preserve Nixon’s time and protect Nixon
“from himself” by blocking his ill-considered and “vindictive orders.”116 Haldeman
prided himself on his ability not to carry out some of Nixon’s “petty type stuff” orders or
delay implementing decisions in order “to be sure that he’s both serious and right.”117
“And if he’s wrong, you try to argue out of it until you get to the point where he makes
the decision it’s to be done. Then you do it,” Haldeman recalled.118 Even when Haldeman
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thought that one of Nixon’s orders was wrong, he believed that “if this isn’t going to do
any long-range permanent damage, then it’s better to do it, even though it’s the wrong
thing to do, than it would be to lose his confidence that he knows he can rely on me.
Because that was my whole stock in trade—he did totally rely on me.”119 Haldeman’s
ability to adjust speaks to his career-long trait of seemingly being able to adapt to the
situation.
Nixon’s demands upon Haldeman quickly resulted in him assuming additional
duties, changing operations, and losing time for his other responsibilities. Shortly after
the inauguration, Nixon demanded that Haldeman “hold regular staff meeting like
Sherman Adams did-feels we need the participation level raised in the staff.”120
Haldeman conceded, “probably right, but I hate to do it.”121 Nixon similarly insisted that
“we have to have a Sherman Adams” to keep cabinet members “away” from the
president.122 In May, Haldeman recorded Nixon’s thoughts about the schedule: “feels he
should be more aloof, inaccessible, mysterious, i.e., de Gaulle feels over-exposure
detracts from impact. Shouldn’t be too chummy, etc.”123 In July, Nixon again commented
on the schedule to Haldeman stating that he “wants more time free, especially at the end
of the day,” to which Haldeman replied that “he was the problem, not the schedule,” and
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Nixon apparently agreed.124 Two days earlier, Nixon told Haldeman to oversee the travel
plans of his daughter, Julie, after her trip to Chicago went poorly.125 The greatest demand
that Nixon placed on Haldeman, however, was for more of his time. Nixon constantly
discussed politics, public relations, and other aspects of the presidency with him. By
October 1969, Haldeman noted, “as has become the habit, had me in for several long
talks about things in general.”126
Haldeman’s preferred approach to decision making clashed with Nixon’s. On the
campaign trail, Haldeman had observed that Nixon tended to “stew over decisions.”127
When it came to giving a speech, Haldeman likened Nixon’s approach to that of a dog
searching for the right spot to lie down. “He was like the dog circling. He had to go
around and do three thousand other things before he could force himself to the intense
concentration that he ultimately did on a speech, which was remarkable, and it [the
circling] would go [on and on]” Haldeman recalled.128 Haldeman was frequently present
when Nixon mulled over decisions.129 “Too much open time in schedule, plus
Ehrlichman gone through Wednesday, plus setbacks in polls, etc.- resulted in my getting
caught for hours of conversation and analysis,” Haldeman wrote in his diary in April
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1970.130 For Nixon, “those conversations were important” because they offered him an
opportunity to arrive at “a conclusion and/or means of recreation or relaxation.”131
Nevertheless, Haldeman’s rap sessions with Nixon consumed much of his time and
frustrated him because he had to attend to other business. 132
Haldeman’s dilemma of remaining available to Nixon while also overseeing his
own operation quite literally opened the door for Charles “Chuck” W. Colson to spend
more time with Nixon.133 Colson, who initially served in the “congressional liaison area,”
eventually “became more and more of a special assignment man” for Nixon “primarily
due to his eager willingness to carry out any Presidential order with great zeal.”134
Colson’s presence offered Haldeman an “opportunity” to reduce the time he had to spend
with the president because Colson could “sit and listen to all that BS from the President
for hours and hours. And Colson loved it. And I had gotten to the point where it was very
hard for me to go through it.”135 Haldeman later voiced regret over this decision,
however, because “what I realized really too little too late … was that one of the reasons
he liked talking with Colson is he had confidence that, no matter what outrageous thing
he told Colson to do, Colson would go out and do it.”136 Haldeman’s hiring of Colson and
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his easy access to Nixon proved to be, as one Nixon biographer described it, “a fateful
decision” because “Colson was hard-nosed, pushy and aspiring and saw in Nixon’s
meaner appetites a pathway to advancement.”137
Besides the practical solution that Colson offered to the chief of staff’s dilemma,
when one considers Haldeman’s past, one better understands why he was so eager to find
someone else for Nixon’s introspective sessions. Haldeman’s desire for action had not
ceased even in the White House. He did not enjoy being cloistered in an office with
Nixon stewing over decisions. “It was time that often really frustrated me, to have to
spend sitting in with Nixon, with the President, when I could be out getting things done
that needed to be done,” Haldeman recalled.138 He cherished control of organizations and
efficient processes, so Nixon’s style and demands frustrated him. Haldeman “knew there
were things I needed to get done that were important, and yet I was having to sit there,
and I knew it was important, I knew somebody had to sit there.”139 Recruiting Colson as
an alternative sounding board for the president typified Haldeman’s adaptability in
adjusting his organizational arrangements to meet new needs.
Haldeman’s annoyance with Nixon’s time consuming decision-making process
provides further insight into his own thought process and character. Haldeman disliked
members of congress and congress in general for their inability to arrive quickly at
decisions. Talking about the relationship between the Nixon White House and Congress,
Haldeman stated: “I’m a facilitator and a ‘getting things done’ type rather than a ponderer
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and weigher and careful balancer, and Congress’s role is pondering, weighing, and
careful balancing.”140 Haldeman described himself as “constitutionally different than the
kind of people that find themselves in Congress, and like being in Congress, and
therefore it’s hard for me to deal with them.”141 This comment, albeit directed at
legislators, speaks to Haldeman’s enduring preference for action over inactivity.
Haldeman steadfastly supported Nixon’s political maneuvers during the
president’s first year in office. His reaction to Nixon’s “Silent Majority” speech in
October 1969 represents a case of Haldeman being deeply entrenched in the politics of
his time. Nixon gave a televised address in which he outlined his plans for the war in
Vietnam and called on the support of the “great silent majority” in his quest to end the
conflict that had divided the nation. “Indeed for several years,” writes historian Bruce
Schulman, “Nixon envisioned creating a new political party” in order “to foster a
wholesale realignment of American politics.”142 “This new party,” according to
Schulman, “would unite white southerners, the Silent Majority, and traditionally
Republican rural and suburban conservatives around social issues.”143 Nixon’s speech
“was a brilliant piece of political communication,” writes John Farrell.144 Nixon received
praise from around the country in the form of telegrams and his approval ratings
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improved.145 Haldeman remarked in his diary that day that Nixon “did a great job on the
air - content superb, delivery very good, with a few fluffs.”146 He phoned Jo after the end
of the speech and asked her: “Wasn’t the president terrific?”147 The next day, Haldeman
sat with Nixon as he went through the congratulatory telegrams.148 In a handwritten note
to Norman Strouse, presumably written around Christmas time 1969, Haldeman wrote:
“The President is doing a superb job and I thoroughly agree with our ‘Silent Majority’s’
strong endorsement of his leadership.”149
By the end of 1969, Haldeman’s family had relocated to Washington D.C. These
domestic arrangements, however, did not provide much refuge for the chief of staff. By
September 1969, Jo, their sons, Peter and Hank, and their daughter, Ann, moved to
Washington and the Haldemans had settled into their home in Chevy Chase, MD.150
Their oldest child, Susan, had made the trip east from California but left to attend
Stanford University later in September.151 In the evenings, Haldeman spent much of his
time working in his home office. Jo had to put notes in his mail to signal that she wanted
to discuss family business.152 Connected by secure telephone lines, Haldeman remained
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in constant contact with his job.153 Jo wrote that while she was “initially intrigued to have
seven government phones” in their house, they became her “nemeses” as they could alter
the family routine.154 For example, just as the Haldeman family was about to celebrate
Peter’s thirteenth birthday, Nixon phoned Haldeman and stated that he wanted to leave
town, quickly cutting short the birthday festivities.155
Despite the new environment and challenges that Haldeman encountered, he
enjoyed his time working for the President of the United States. “Life here is as strenuous
and stimulating as you would imagine it to be,” Haldeman wrote Norman Strouse.156 “I
love every minute and find this a most rewarding and enriching experience. It’s really
almost impossible to get used to the whole thing—and there is certainly never a dull
moment,” he added.”157 This outward enthusiasm for his job and time in Washington
stuck with Haldeman even as the political environment around him intensified over the
coming years and even after he resigned from his position as chief of staff.
The Vietnam War loomed large over the Nixon administration. As Haldeman
emphasized to an audience many years later, “don’t ever, no matter what facet of the
Nixon Presidency you consider, don’t ever lose sight of Vietnam as the overriding factor
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in the first Nixon term.”158 The Vietnam War, according to Haldeman, “overshadowed
everything else all the time, in every discussion, in every decision, in every opportunity
and every problem.”159 Haldeman believed that the “the Vietnam War destroyed Nixon as
completely as it shattered President Johnson.”160 In his memoir he wrote: “I firmly
believe that without the Vietnam War there would have been no Watergate.”161
Over the family dinner table, the antiwar protests became a topic of discussion
between Haldeman and Jo. During the first Moratorium in 1969, Jo worried about the
impact of the protests on the Haldeman children, both those attending schools in D.C. and
her daughter at Stanford University.162 Haldeman reassured her that they had “prepared
them to make good decisions. They might make a few mistakes, but in the end, they’ll be
fine.”163 Haldeman frequently discussed current events with his son, Hank.164 He worried
about the possibility of Hank being drafted.165
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Haldeman viewed those demonstrating against Nixon’s war policies as unwise
and he abhorred what he considered profane and violent dissent.166 In his thinking,
protestors aided the North Vietnamese government and stood in the way of ending the
war, because as he later stated he believed that the protests “gave the North Vietnamese
and the Chinese the feeling that they had a chance to overthrow the American war effort
by internal dissent in America.”167 During the Moratorium protest, Haldeman watched
them from the White House and recorded the facile argument that: “Crowds were pretty
big, but not anywhere near what they might have been. News media were obsessed with
the whole thing, but have been reasonably fair in pointing out that hundreds of thousands
were participating but millions were not.”168 In 1972, Haldeman expressed his views in
an interview with Barbara Walters. He criticized Senate opponents of Nixon’s peace
proposals for “‘consciously aiding and abetting the enemy of the United States.’”169
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Haldeman had heard a similar line uttered by his boss in a
meeting just prior to the interview.170 Given Haldeman’s long-standing negative views on
the anti-war movement, manifested in his judgement of protestors and even his support
for Reagan’s gubernatorial campaign, he did not need any additional motivation to
compare sitting congressional representatives to traitors.
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The turmoil on the home front escalated following Nixon’s decision to send
troops into Cambodia in 1970, igniting further protests on college campuses culminating
in the shootings at Kent State University where Ohio National guardsmen killed four
bystanders and wounded several others. Haldeman informed Nixon of the shooting.
After the president expressed his condolences he “kept after” Haldeman “the rest of the
day” to obtain “more facts” and hopefully demonstrate that the “rioters had provoked the
shooting.”171 Five days later, Haldeman learned from John Ehrlichman that Nixon had
visited antiwar protestors at the Lincoln Memorial in the early hours of the morning.172
“The weirdest day so far,” Haldeman recorded in his diary.173 Privately, in his diary and
to his family, Haldeman pondered Nixon’s physical and mental well-being in the days
after the decision to send troops into Cambodia.174
Haldeman later asserted that “Kent State, in May 1970, marked a turning point for
Nixon; a beginning of his downhill slide towards Watergate.”175 Haldeman argued that
Kent State led to Nixon’s dissatisfaction with the FBI.176 Because of its inability to track
down “leakers of military secrets” and “Communist backing for the anti-war
organizations.”177 Ultimately, after the Nixon administration was unable to greenlight the
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Huston Plan, which would have “explicitly authorized” unlawful surveillance methods,
Nixon turned to his own aides to conduct counter-intelligence.178 Haldeman later believed
that the Huston Plan proposal troubled the CIA who, afraid that the White House would
undermine the agency, placed plants inside the White House. “I believe that from that
point on the CIA., for example, began monitoring the White House very, very closely
through ‘plants,’ and perhaps other intelligence agencies, too,” Haldeman claimed in his
memoir.179 The Huston proposal, according to Haldeman, provided White House counsel
John Dean with “a bomb” that he would “detonate years later” when he turned over a
copy of the report to “impress the prosecutors.”180
In the weeks that followed the Cambodian invasion, Nixon’s agitation seems to
have rubbed off on Haldeman. “The establishment press has really leaped on us and the
domestic tension,” Haldeman wrote ten days after the shootings at Kent State.181 Shortly
after, when Haldeman returned to L.A. to receive the UCLA Edward A. Dickson
Alumnus of the Year Award, he chided the media and accused them of groupthink.182
The usually meticulous Haldeman had only decided on the topic of his speech at the last
moment after Jo had noted several stories in the press commenting on his supposed role
in isolating Nixon.183 Haldeman told his listeners, “‘Who could have known two months
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ago when this evening was planned, that this week—the week I make the only public
speech I’ll probably make all year—would be ‘isolation of the president week’ and that
the major media would be blaming me for that isolation?’”184 Haldeman explained the
president’s “decision-making process,” mentioned polls that favored his Cambodia
incursion, and closed by stressing that “‘fortunately, both for him and for the world, the
president is in far closer touch than that little group who selected ‘isolation of the
president’ as this week’s password.’”185 Jo observed that after the speech, which was
greeted with “enthusiastic” applause, H. R. Haldeman looked “pleased with himself” and
that she was “amazed” as she could “hardly believe that this is the same person who told
me that he wanted to remain anonymous.”186 She even worried that “he might have gone
too far” with his attack on the press.187 In his diary, Haldeman recorded: “I gave speech at
UCLA banquet Saturday night and stirred up a bit of a flap with reference to Eastern
establishment media and isolation of the President.”188
The moments after Nixon’s Cambodian decision mark a significant turning point
in Haldeman’s life. Haldeman resurfaced in a very public light. Jo observed he “no
longer bothers to duck out of sight at news conferences, stand hidden in the wings at
rallies, or sit in the back row at White House functions.”189 Haldeman strongly defended
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his most prized possession, his White House managerial system. Haldeman’s public
attack on the media cited their criticism of his White House role. Haldeman’s outburst at
the media also coincided with Nixon asking him to take over reading the daily news
summary delivered to him for the next two months as he would “be deeply immersed in
the Cambodian situation and problems of the economy.”190 In other words, Nixon
decided that Haldeman should determine which news items merited the president’s
attention.191 Nixon wanted Haldeman to do to this “on a basis that those who prepare the
Summary are not aware of what you are doing.”192 Perhaps unsurprisingly, the moments
after Kent State also demonstrate that Haldeman could not shield himself from the mood
of his boss. Heading into the 1970 mid-term election, Nixon and Vice-President Spiro
Agnew tried to pin the domestic upheaval on Democrats.193 Nixon embraced construction
workers who had violently countered anti-war demonstrators and he antagonized
protestors during campaign stops during the midterm campaign season that fall.194
Haldeman, with his speech in L.A., had assumed an equally partisan outlook. The media,
in Haldeman’s mind, did not understand either his role or Nixon’s thinking, did not
understand how Americans really felt about the decisions of the president, and perhaps
did not even understand him or his system. While this had not been Haldeman’s first
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squabble with the national media, it marked a turning point and a return to him having to
defend his own role in addition to his boss in a public forum.
While the events that surrounded him certainly captured Haldeman’s interest, it
was his past character traits that contributed to his and the president’s eventual downfall.
Haldeman’s efforts in installing the White House secret taping system, his disinterest in
preventing the establishment of White House counter-intelligence unit, and his
reassignment of Jeb Magruder to the Committee to Re-Elect the President reflected longheld attitudes that the chief of staff carried into the White House. Again, understanding
Haldeman’s past helps to explain why he made these decisions.
Haldeman’s fateful role in the installation of the White House taping system
should be understood in light of his mindset of aiding others and achieving efficiency.
Haldeman began preparations for the White House taping system in February 1971.
Nixon instructed Haldeman to keep the system secret from other top administration
officials and ordered that no one, besides the two of them, should listen to the tapes.195
For Haldeman, the White House taping system merely represented a technical solution to
a problem. Nixon initially wanted to have a manual system.196 But Haldeman advised
against it because he worried that Nixon would forget to activate it and believed that a
voice-activated system would ensure a complete record of all discussions.197 Haldeman
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and Nixon never envisioned that anyone but themselves would ever access the tapes.198
They had tried various means of achieving the president’s goal of recording what was
being said in meetings, such as having notetakers and post-meeting debriefing sessions,
before hitting upon the automatic taping system.199 Nixon had worried that some of these
previous methods could stifle conversation, produce one-sided reports, or fail to capture
the mood of the participants accurately.200 The two, eventually, agreed that a taping
system would be the best solution.201 From Haldeman’s standpoint, the taping system
offered a solution to a decision making and record keeping problem. He described it as “a
final attempt by a frustrated Nixon to pin down the opinion of Henry Kissinger and other
advisers who often seemed to come up with their own versions of both their own and the
President’s positions on controversial military and foreign policy decisions.”202 The
possibility of visitors leaving the Oval Office and potentially misunderstanding or
purposefully misconstruing what Nixon told them could be reduced by recording every
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meeting.203 It fed into Nixon’s predilection for confidentiality by allowing him to meet
with foreign dignitaries alone, without the president’s translator being present and
without fearing that his statements would be misinterpreted.204 Above all, however, it
satisfied Haldeman’s long-running concern about preserving an accurate record of
important conversations.205
In June 1971, the New York Times published parts of the Pentagon Papers, a
colloquial name given to a classified study of Nixon’s predecessors’ actions in Vietnam.
Haldeman and Nixon both believed that the Pentagon Papers represented a threat to the
government’s ability to keep vital secrets from the public and to conduct diplomacy
effectively.206 Haldeman claimed that the publication of classified information posed a
threat to national security.207 The Nixon administration tried and failed to stop the
continued publication of excerpts through legal channels.208 Eventually, after the
Supreme Court ruled in favor of the New York Times, Nixon decided to go after the
leaker of the study, Daniel Ellsberg, and other leakers in his own administration. This
determination resulted in his creation of an intelligence unit inside the White House,
commonly referred to as the Plumbers.209
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Some authors have interpreted Haldeman’s inability to prevent Nixon establishing
an in-house intelligence unit in the aftermath of the publication of the Pentagon Papers
as evidence of the ineffectiveness of his system. According to John Farrell, “Haldeman
had constructed, and lovingly maintained, an administrative engine to produce
accountability,” and was briefed on many details on a variety of topics.210 Farrell writes
that by the time of the formation of the Plumbers, Haldeman “was weary; he wanted to
spend more time on the big picture, on foreign affairs” and “was tired of rushing across
West Executive Drive to keep tabs when he heard that Nixon was hunkered in the EOB
hideaway, scheming with Colson.”211 Farrell determines that “Haldeman’s machinery
sputtered and failed” because Colson and Ehrlichman, on behalf of their boss, “put the
spurs” to their underlings to go after Ellsberg, which resulted in a badly executed breakin at Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s office.212 Chris Whipple draws a similar conclusion, writing
that “managing this crisis” brought on by the establishment of the in-house intelligence
operation “would be the ultimate test” for Haldeman and that he “would fail it
spectacularly.”213 According to Whipple, through Nixon’s desire for dirt, “a chain of
events was set in motion that would spiral out of Haldeman’s control.”214 Both authors,
however, misinterpret how Haldeman’s system worked.
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In fact, the establishment of the Plumbers and the break-in at Ellsberg’s
psychiatrist’s office were not a result of Haldeman’s ineffectiveness as chief of staff or
his managerial system in the White House. Regarding the break-in, Haldeman stated “…I
was not involved at all in that, and they haven’t even accused me of being involved in
that one.”215 It was John Ehrlichman who approved that operation.216 Nixon knew how he
could best use his top aides during the crisis brought on by the Pentagon Papers, and
Haldeman wrote that “for a more devious approach than mine, Nixon selected John
Ehrlichman.”217 Nixon preferred to use Haldeman “for the out-in-front-smash-them-overthe-head approach” and recalled that the president ordered him to reprimand “and
threaten … with extinction” administration officials “if they didn’t stop all the leaks.”218
The day before the Supreme Court ruled that the publication of the papers could go
forward, Nixon announced to his assembled cabinet that “from now on, Haldeman is the
Lord High Executioner. Don’t come whining to me when he tells you to do something.
He will do it because I asked him to, and you’re to carry it out.”219 Nixon emphasized
“regarding Presidential decisions, appointments and otherwise, I want discipline. It’s up
to Haldeman to police it.”220 In effect, Nixon merely verbalized the role that Haldeman
had adopted at the outset. Nor should the creation of the Plumbers be seen as a failure of
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Haldeman’s system. After all it merely demonstrates how the system operated by 1971.
Nixon wanted to have people to conduct extracurricular activities for him.221 Haldeman’s
way of operating in Nixon’s White House allowed for Colson and Ehrlichman, the two
principals who oversaw illegal activities in 1971, to be near Nixon and be consulted
regarding counterintelligence matters. Haldeman did not stop Ehrlichman because, as
Dwight Chapin explained, “if Ehrlichman took something and went with it, that's
Ehrlichman’s.”222 Haldeman already “had enough on his plate” and was unlikely to have
also taken on Ehrlichman’s problems.223 Haldeman’s need to perfect processes and desire
for action, forced him to adjust his system and made the activities of Chapin and
Ehrlichman possible.
Haldeman’s career-long search for efficiency and managerial perfection did,
however, ultimately contribute to his own demise. His decision to move Jeb Magruder
from the White House to the Committee to Re-Elect the President (CRP) proved to be
fateful. Magruder had arrived at the White House in late 1969 to help with handling
public relations.224 During many of Haldeman’s sessions with Nixon, the president
lamented the poor quality of the White House public relations campaign.225 Haldeman
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wrote that “Nixon clearly recognized his need for effective public relations, and
constantly pushed me to get something going. I had brought Magruder into the White
House specifically to help fill this need.”226 Magruder did not live up to Haldeman’s
expectations.227 Haldeman described him as “eager, but unreliable.”228 Haldeman
therefore shifted Magruder to CRP where he would serve under former attorney-general
John Mitchell and “simply would be following the orders of a strong leader.”229 Mitchell,
however, became embroiled in other matters, which “left the campaign committee under
the actual direction of a young man whom I would never have considered qualified for
that level of responsibility.”230 Haldeman later lamented: “because I just didn’t want to be
burdened with the additional responsibility for the campaign myself, I guess I
conveniently overlooked the problem and hoped Mitchell would soon take actual
charge.”231 Haldeman speculated that a different campaign manager might not have
approved the break-in at the Watergate complex.232 Magruder recalled that the
committee approved G. Gordon Liddy’s plan “because we knew that the President
wanted as much information as we could get, and the more information we got, the
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happier he was. We wanted to make the President happy.”233 The results would be
momentous.
Haldeman further contributed to his own downfall by initiating the hiring of
Donald Segretti in 1971. In the lead up to the 1972 election, Haldeman and Nixon
decided that they wanted an operative who could undertake political chicanery and
sabotage against potential political opponents.234 Based on the recommendations of other
Nixon aides, he approved the hiring of Segretti and the financing of his activities through
Nixon’s personal attorney, Herbert Kalmbach.235 Haldeman did not directly oversee
Segretti’s actions.236 Haldeman later wrote that this “was certainly one of my major
mistakes.”237 At the time, however, the decision was consistent with Haldeman’s modus
operandi as another way to improve a process.
Haldeman, in his past on political campaigns, enjoyed taking on limited control
over aspects of a campaign and did so again in 1972 when Nixon ran for reelection.
Haldeman assumed another new position on the campaign trail. Although he held no
official position in the campaign team, he served as a bridge between the candidate and
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the campaign committee. He criticized the Campaign to Re-Elect the President (CRP) for
omitting Nixon’s name its title.238 He told Magruder that he thought that it gave their
political opponents “a point of attack” because they could suggest “that we’re apparently
ashamed of the name Nixon and that we are trying to hide it and just people to re-elect
the President whoever he is.”239 He also recommended that all campaign material should
say “Re-Elect President Nixon.” He opined “as with all of my other suggestions, I’m sure
this one will be ignored, but there’s no charge for it.”240 He was right. On Magruder’s
reply explaining the rationale for not making a name change, Haldeman scribbled, “None
of these reasons is, in the least, valid in any way—all are poorly contrived excuses which
ignore the point. Bad way to approach things.”241 Haldeman relied on his aide, Gordon
Strachan, as the main intermediary between the committee and the White House.242 His
role was to keep Haldeman apprised and answer Nixon’s questions.243 Despite his
criticisms, Haldeman believed that it was important for the White House to cooperate
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with the committee. He reminded Ehrlichman, who had also disagreed with some of the
committee’s decisions, that “it’s imperative that we all consider ourselves part of the
Committee for the Re-Election of the President and not consider it as a separate entity
which is in some way, an enemy of the White House.”244
Despite not holding an official position on the campaign committee, Haldeman
nonetheless participated actively in Nixon’s reelection efforts. He retained the final
decision over campaign advertising and offered suggestions on how to improve ads that
he disliked.245 For example, he advised one advertising group that they “should not worry
much about selling the President as warm, lovable human being as this had been tried
before, generally unsuccessfully.”246 Instead he argued that they should “use China trip
pictures and don’t become obsessed with personal profiles.”247 He also suggested the
“use of video tape rather than film to give an appearance of immediacy.”248 When
discussing possible campaign slogans, Haldeman honed in on “President Nixon-Now
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More than Ever, which can be abbreviated to Nixon Now” as “good and should be
considered the top candidate.”249
Overall, Haldeman’s work for Nixon’s reelection echoed his desire to improve
rather than to create new processes and he continued his limited involvement in campaign
management that he had embraced since 1962. In June, for example, Nixon took issue
with a Pat Buchanan memo detailing ways to attack Democrat presidential candidate
George McGovern for neglecting foreign policy.250 Haldeman honed Nixon’s complaints
and relayed them back to Buchanan.251 Nixon also consulted Haldeman about his
family’s campaign travels.252 Haldeman took Nixon’s thoughts and ordered Dwight
Chapin to begin work on the family’s trip schedule.253For Haldeman, however, the
campaign featured the moment that would define the rest of his life.
On Saturday, June 17, 1972, Washington D.C. Police arrested five men who had
attempted to break-in at the Democratic National Committee’s headquarters located at the
Watergate Hotel and Office Complex. That weekend, Nixon, along with Haldeman, his
wife, his daughter Ann, and one of his daughter’s friends, were at Key Biscayne,
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Florida.254 Haldeman had anticipated some relaxation that weekend.255 Having spoken
with Nixon over the phone, he recorded that the president “had nothing to say and
seemed to be in pretty good shape even though the weather is lousy.”256 Nixon did not
follow the traveling group to Key Biscayne, but instead on Friday “got off the plane at
Grand Bahama” and spent time at Walker’s Cay.257 On Saturday night, Haldeman
received the news of the break-in.258 “The big flap over the weekend has been news
reported to me last night, then followed up with further information today, that a group of
five people had been caught breaking into the Democratic headquarters,” he noted the
following day.259 “Wiretap the Democratic National Committee? For What? The idea was
ludicrous,” Haldeman wrote in his memoir. Jo recalled that he also downplayed the
significance of the break-in to her.260 He could not have known at that moment that the
incident would define the rest of his life.
Haldeman’s rationale for involving himself in the cover-up echoes his “chosen
role in life” in managing processes. Haldeman’s efforts to contain the investigation into
the Watergate break-in suggests that he viewed it as another process that he could
control. Haldeman believed that the Watergate burglary was a crime meriting
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investigation.261 He had no desire, however, to see prosecutors get into other areas. He
was particularly concerned about the arrest of E. Howard Hunt, who had worked with the
Plumbers and for Colson on other projects. Hunt could be tied to other activities besides
Watergate and through his connection with Colson could lead investigators directly to his
boss.262 After a meeting with other Nixon officials three days after the break-in, he noted
that “the conclusion was that we've got to hope the FBI doesn't go beyond the necessary
in developing evidence and that we can keep a lid on that, as well as keeping all the
characters involved from getting carried away with any unnecessary testimony.”263 He
later explained: “It was the motive of ‘containment’ that led me into the actions I took,
which are now regarded as the ‘cover-up’”264 A decade later, Haldeman still believed that
his containment approach had not been illegal.265
Haldeman’s actions during the cover-up are possibly the most well-documented
actions of his entire life. They do not need an extensive analysis here. Among other
things, Haldeman partook in the efforts to steer the FBI away from investigating the
burglars’ funds, by speaking to CIA Deputy Director Vernon Walters, served as a conduit
in keeping Nixon up to date on the efforts taken to limit the investigation and also
authorized funds that would end up paying for the silence of those complicit in the break-
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in.266 Although he later claimed that “until March of 1973, when we really did focus in on
Watergate and started spending an enormous amount of time and worry on that one
subject for about six weeks, it was never at any time a principal subject of thought,
discussion, or action,” this was untrue.267 On several occasions, Haldeman talked with
Nixon about the break-in, the cover-up, media coverage, and political fallout from the
event.268
Haldeman employed a containment strategy with his family. He downplayed the
break-in with them. Jo recalled that Haldeman thought that the break-in was “an illadvised political prank” and wrote that “as with all flaps…his overriding objective is to
‘contain and minimize any potential political damage.’”269 When the press uncovered the
involvement of Donald Segretti on behalf of CRP, Haldeman dismissed Segretti’s actions
as “dirty tricks” which he explained were common of political campaigns, and misled Jo
that he “wouldn’t know the guy from Adam” when she pressed him on it.270 After Jo read
a story about Dwight Chapin’s connections to one of the burglars, Haldeman accused the
media of attacking the president, having “double-standards” and taking a “cheap shot”
by hounding his former JWT aide and White House colleague.271 Haldeman’s
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explanation to Jo came straight from his boss, who had made a similar remark that day.272
When the Washington Post ran a story accusing Haldeman of controlling a secret slush
fund for illegitimate purposes, he exclaimed that “At long last, they’ve looped me into the
Watergate flap,” telling Jo that the story was wrong and that “The Post couldn’t care less
about keeping the facts straight.”273 In front of his family, Haldeman never wavered from
maintaining his innocence. He would continue to rationalize every decision he made and
frame it in such a way that made him not guilty of any crimes.
On November 7, 1972, Nixon defeated Democratic presidential candidate George
McGovern in the presidential election. That same day, aboard of Air Force One,
Haldeman suggested to Nixon that he should let him and John Ehrlichman resign. “I
made the point that both of us are tarnished, not just the campaign scandal question, but
more importantly the problems of isolation of the President, riding roughshod on
Congress and on the press and so on,” Haldeman recorded in his diary.274 The president
disagreed, insisting that both of them were “essential” to him.275 Haldeman mused that he
had not expected Nixon to agree “but it was a good idea to have raised it” with him.276
Haldeman’s quest for effective governance included a willingness to step aside to serve
the larger cause.
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Roughly three months after Nixon’s second inauguration, as the Watergate
scandal unfolded, Haldeman resigned. Shortly after Nixon was sworn in, a jury found
Gordon Liddy and James McCord guilty on charges of conspiracy and burglary relating
to the Watergate break-in. On February 7, the Senate passed a resolution, which created
the Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities, chaired by Senator Sam Ervin
(D-NC). The following day, Haldeman reassured his wife regarding the possibility of him
having to testify in front of the committee. He told her not to worry and that “What’s
going to happen, will happen.”277
In April 1973, things began to unravel for Haldeman. John Dean and Jeb
Magruder began working with the prosecutors, and Attorney General Richard Kleindienst
informed Nixon that investigators had learned of Haldeman’s and Ehrlichman’s
involvement in the cover-up efforts.278 Haldeman’s problems were compounded by the
fact that Dwight Chapin and Gordon Strachan told the grand jury that he had approved
Segretti’s operation.279 Haldeman hid his complicity from Jo and made excuses for his
actions as he told her that he did not remember “Segretti’s name being mentioned;
consequently, he has no recollection of authorizing him for the job” and reasoned that
due to the high volume of actions he approved “on the recommendations of others,” he
could not “possibly keep track of all the memos I sign.”280 On April 17, Henry Petersen
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recommended to Nixon that Haldeman and Ehrlichman should leave the White House.281
After Nixon told Haldeman and Ehrlichman that he would not act on Petersen’s
recommendation at the moment, Haldeman immediately told Nixon that he would offer
his resignation upon request.282 That same day, Haldeman and Ehrlichman acquired the
legal services of John Wilson.283 Upon learning that her husband might have to resign or
take a leave of absence, Jo Haldeman wrote: “My mind goes blank. It’s like a black pit;
there’s nothing there. I struggle for the appropriate words.”284 Over the next twelve days,
Nixon, Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and others in the president’s circle debated whether the
chief of staff and the domestic councilor should stay, resign, or take leaves of absence.285
On Sunday, April 29, Haldeman learned his fate. That morning, as he and Jo had
breakfast and read the latest Watergate headlines. He told Jo that the adverse news
coverage would send Nixon over the edge and demand his resignation.286 After church,
Haldeman informed his family that he might have to take a leave of absence preparatory
to a possible resignation.287 By the afternoon, Haldeman and Ehrlichman were on their
way to Camp David to meet with Nixon.288 Nixon first told Haldeman to hand in his
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resignation.289 Ehrlichman followed. Nixon then called Haldeman back and the two
“reviewed the Ehrlichman meeting.”290 Haldeman and Ehrlichman each composed their
letters of resignation with the aid of their lawyer.291 Nixon then summoned both of them
back early in the evening to go over their resignation letters and the timing of their
release.292 That night, Haldeman returned home. Jo wrote that from her husband’s
“composed tone” in retelling the events at Camp David she could “tell that he’s not
bitter” and did not “feel sorry for himself.”293 Haldeman, according to Jo, saw “his
resignation as a fact of life.”294
Thus, Haldeman’s career in the White House ended. For him, the years working
in the White House represented, for the most part, a continuation of his characteristics
and desires that he had displayed throughout his previous public and private life. These
same characteristics, at times, contributed to his decision-making as chief of staff.
Without an extensive analysis of Haldeman’s past, his decision-making and life during
his time as chief of staff cannot be fully understood. He held on to his consistent desire to
transform and optimize the situations for others and he continued to move and seek action
over inactivity. At the same time, once viewed with his past in mind, his White House
days provide a stark contrast to his life prior to assuming a position in Nixon’s
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administration and the difficulties he faced. The change from part-time to full-time
political involvement influenced the direction of his life and altered his demeanor. His
departure, however, eventually resulted in a return to a life that more closely resembled
his days prior to taking on a position in Nixon’s White House, a return to a life that
featured Haldeman’s continued quest to reform processes for others and seek
opportunities. Following his resignation, however, he first had to focus more time on
managing his own life than managing others.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
POSTSCRIPT: H. R. HALDEMAN’S LIFE AFTER THE WHITE HOUSE, 1973-1993

On December 27, 1974, H. R. Haldeman, Jo, and three of their children left the
United States District Courthouse in Washington D.C. after the fifty-second, and final,
day of testimony in the trial of Haldeman and four other Nixon officials concluded.1 In
the parking lot, Haldeman tried unsuccessfully to start the borrowed “older model
Checker cab” which he had used for some of his daily commutes to the courthouse.2 Two
police officers eventually jump started the vehicle only for it to stop running soon
thereafter, leaving his family stranded in “heavy, rush hour traffic … halfway across the
Fourteenth Street Bridge.”3 Haldeman stood on the side of the road as his youngest
daughter wrote “’SOS’ in large letters across the fogged-up back window” while snow
fell from the skies.4 Three days later, John Sirica, the presiding judge in United States v.
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John Mitchell, et al., sent the jury off to deliberate their verdict.5 On January 1, 1975,
Haldeman’s life changed forever when the jury found him guilty of conspiracy,
obstruction of justice, and perjury.6 Haldeman’s troubles leaving the courthouse on
December 27 symbolize the progression of Haldeman’s life in the years following his
resignation. Haldeman operated in a world of uncertainty and his path was marred by
false starts and setbacks. Eventually, however, just as he had on December 27, Haldeman
returned home. He returned home after his time incarceration in more than just a physical
sense. He came back to his former stomping grounds around Los Angeles and reinserted
himself in private business while still pursuing his desire to manage. Haldeman’s life
after the White House has not received adequate discussion in the existing literature, but
it merits attention because it epitomizes the major characteristics of his life and
demonstrates that Haldeman’s life has to be understood in light of his consistent pursuit
for opportunities to manage and to seek opportunities in which he could aid others.7
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Between the resignations of Haldeman in April 1973 and Nixon in August 1974,
the former chief of staff occasionally assisted his former boss. The day after Nixon
announced Haldeman’s departure, Haldeman returned to the White House and found his
office secured by an FBI agent and was not able to take anything from it other than his
personal files, which would prove consequential for him as he prepped for his Senate
testimony.8 While Haldeman declined to take up Nixon’s offer to gather reactions for him
on his speech announcing Haldeman’s resignation, two days later he helped Nixon fill a
crucial position within the West Wing.9 Haldeman recommended that Nixon hire
Alexander Haig to replace him.10 Both Nixon and Haldeman thought that Haig would be
a good choice.11 Haldeman then informed Haig that the president wanted him as his next
chief of staff.12 A few weeks later, Nixon consulted Haldeman about his upcoming
statement on the Watergate break-in. On May 20, 1973, almost a month after his
resignation, Haldeman served as a sounding board while Nixon planned how to approach
the matter. The president also asked Haldeman to be his intermediary with John
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Ehrlichman.13 The following month, as John Dean prepared to testify before the Senate
Select Committee, Haldeman listened to Nixon and reassured him regarding his
understanding of the facts relating to their involvement in the Watergate cover-up and
meetings with the former presidential counsel.14
On July 30, Haldeman began his testimony to the Senate Select Committee in
which he committed perjury. Haldeman had already moved his family back to California
from Washington.15 In order to prepare for his testimony, Haldeman frequently returned
to Washington and there he reviewed notes and documents.16 Haldeman testified in front
of the committee that he reviewed White House tapes in the period after his resignation.17
Alexander Butterfield had told the committee, a few weeks prior to Haldeman’s
appearance, of the existence of the taping system. Haldeman wrote in his memoir:
Questions boomed; outrage sputtered. ‘The United States Senate can’t have those
tapes but you, a private citizen, can?’ Finally I was allowed to give my version of
the tapes. It earned me a perjury charge and conviction. My position was based on
the rationalization that my notes were impounded, and I had not been able to
reconstruct a completely precise recap of them while sitting in an attic room of the
13
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EOB with a Secret Service guard impatiently tapping his foot while I read through
them. I was not permitted to make any copies or notes; I had to work with my
recollection, as I stated. But there is no doubt that I was trying my best to protect
the President with my testimony. As I read those notes, I looked for the best
possible construction for the President’s interest—just as he had expected me to
do.18
After testifying before the committee, Haldeman continued to offer assistance to
Nixon until he resigned the presidency. Haldeman recalled writing Nixon letters “to urge
him to change his basic approach from one of reaction and apparent desperation to one of
strength and initiative.”19 Haldeman delivered a message to Nixon through Rose Woods
in which he tried to outline the process for Nixon going forward.20 He suggested a “White
Paper” that “should answer every charge against the President and every insinuation—
every assumption that Dean made.”21 Haldeman told Woods that “in the process they
have to destroy Dean in every aspect. It is easy to now because so many people have
accused him not telling the truth as they see it.”22 Haldeman believed that Nixon should
not release any tapes when he wrote that the president should “make a strong case that
there is no way he can release the tapes. If one tape goes out then any Senator who comes
along will ask for tapes or memoranda on any meeting the President has with anyone.
They will ask for transcripts of private meetings on everything.”23 Haldeman argued that
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while releasing the tapes of the president’s meetings with Dean “would be helpful to him;
but in the long run the damage to the Presidency would be tragic.”24 He closed by stating
that Nixon “should wrap this up on the assumption that he has great support—because he
does” and wrote to Woods that “Above all—DON”T APOLOGIZE FOR
ANYTHING!”25
Haldeman stood in the president’s corner throughout his fight against the
Watergate investigation. When in October 1973, Nixon decided to fire Archibald Cox,
culminating in the “Saturday Night Massacre” in the Department of Justice, Haldeman
informed Jo that he had spoken to Haig that afternoon and agreed with Nixon’s decision.
He argued that “drastic action was the only way to…save himself.”26 Jo wrote in her
memoir: “I am concerned that Bob supports taking ‘drastic action,’ and I am surprised to
hear that the White House is still seeking his counsel.”27 Nixon called Haldeman the day
before he announced his own resignation.28 Haldeman urged Nixon to pardon “all those
who have been or may be charged with any crimes in connection with Watergate.”29
After their phone call, Haldeman scrambled to get a proposal to Nixon. In it, Haldeman
argued that Nixon should not only pardon those connected to the Watergate scandal, but
also “all Vietnam draft evaders on the grounds that these two acts would eliminate the
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remnants of the two major traumas of the Nixon Presidency, and enable President [Gerald
R.] Ford to start with a clean slate.”30 When Nixon resigned on August 8, 1974, he did
not issue any pardons. The next day, Haldeman and his wife watched Nixon’s farewell
address on television and he told her after it ended: “In spite of everything, I’ll always be
proud to have served under him.”31
While President Gerald R. Ford granted a pardon to his predecessor in September
1974, Haldeman’s legal troubles in association with the Watergate scandal did not come
to an end until he exited Lompoc Federal Prison Camp nearly five years later.32
Haldeman’s legal battle started prior to Nixon’s resignation. In March 1974, the grand
jury in the Watergate case indicted Haldeman and some of his former White House
colleagues and two attorneys for the Committee to Re-Elect the President (CRP).33 The
grand jury found evidence that Haldeman had conspired to obstruct justice, obstructed
justice, and lied to the Senate Select Committee.34 Prior to the indictment, Haldeman had
already speculated that he might face time in prison and spoke to a former inmate at
Lompoc to prepare for that eventuality.35 Later, after hearing from his attorney about the
indictments, Haldeman explained to Jo and their children, Peter and Ann, that he was not
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guilty of the charges leveled against him.36 He claimed that he did not obstruct, but
contained, that he did not lie under oath but misspoke, and that he did not know about
payments made to the Watergate burglars nor did he order the destruction of evidence.37
Jo wrote in her memoir that on that night she found her husband in bed “next to me
seemingly calm and confident as ever” as he “works on a crossword puzzle before
turning off the light.”38 Haldeman pleaded not guilty to all charges during his arraignment
on March 9, 1973.39
In October 1974, the case of United States vs. John Mitchell, et al began. Before
leaving Los Angeles for the trial, Haldeman’s mood darkened, as he expressed doubt
about his ability to receive a fair trial in Judge John J. Sirica’s courtroom and questioned
the judge’s intelligence.40 Haldeman rented a house in the D.C. suburb of Arlington, VA,
for the duration of the trial.41 His wife and his daughter, Susan, who took a semester off
from college, joined him there.42
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Haldeman’s testimony did not begin until the end of November. In his opening
statement Haldeman’s attorney, John Wilson, laid out the defense for his client.43 Wilson
stated that Gordon Strachan did not pass on all material he received from CRP to
Haldeman, that Haldeman met with the CIA after the break-in in order to ensure that the
FBI did not uncover campaign donations, not to interfere with the bureau’s investigation
of the actual break-in, and that Haldeman had believed that the money paid to the
burglars was only for their legal expenses and to aid their families.44 Regarding the
perjury charges, Wilson explained to the jury how Haldeman had been forced to prepare
himself before his testimony to the Senate Select Committee.45 Jo thought that Wilson’s
prolonged opening remarks, which lasted over an hour, lost the jury.46 Three days later,
Haldeman took to the witness stand and Wilson began his questioning. Haldeman
remained consistent in his explanations and did not deviate from the line laid out by his
attorney in his opening statement.47
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Haldeman’s time on the witness stand continued into December. The prosecution
cross-examined Haldeman from December 2 through December 5.48 After the second day
of cross-examination by Richard Ben-Veniste, Jo wrote that Haldeman confided to her
that: “It takes everything I’ve got to address him as ‘sir.’”49 On December 20, 1974,
Wilson delivered his closing remarks. Right before he began, Jo pleaded with Wilson to
keep his comments short and focused, but her husband disagreed and “gently” moved her
away from his attorney.50 “His confidence in his lawyer never seems to waver, and I
immediately regret interfering,” Jo wrote about her husband’s reaction to her attempt to
influence Wilson.51 As with his opening statement, Jo observed that Wilson lost at least
one juror’s attention in his closing remarks that lasted more than two hours.52 Three days
later, Frank Strickler, Haldeman’s co-counsel, continued the closing remarks. Strickler
reminded the jury of Haldeman’s past, his career at J. Walter Thompson, his work in the
community, his involvement in Nixon’s political campaigns, and his time on the
California board of regents.53 He argued that Watergate-related issues did not take up a
majority of Haldeman’s time at the White House. He told the jury: “now from what we
have heard here for the last several months, you may fall into the belief that Watergate,
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Watergate-related matters, was the only concern of everybody at this time. This is simply
not true.”54 Strickler told the jury that Haldeman “simply had no motive to do any of the
activities charged here” because he already had “political power,” “was not interested” in
“seeking power in the political area,” and was not “seeking office in the Government”
because “he had one of the highest offices.”55 In his conclusion, Strickler stated: “I think
he was acting in all respects as the chief of staff to the President of the United States and
I submit he had no involvement in the Watergate cover-up and he is on trial because John
Dean has chosen to put him there…”56 A week later, after the prosecution delivered their
closing arguments, Sirica instructed the jury to deliberate.57
The jury delivered their verdict on January 1, 1975. They found Haldeman guilty
of conspiracy, obstruction of justice, and committing multiple acts of perjury.58 He now
faced the possibility of serving twenty-five years in jail.59 H. R. and Jo Haldeman
returned to California and a few days later the former chief of staff met his probation
officer.60
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In February 1975, Haldeman returned to Washington for his sentencing hearing.
Sirica told Haldeman exactly what he had just finished announcing to John Mitchell, that
“It is the intention of the Court that the defendant will serve not less than 30 months and
not more than eight years.”61 In the weeks prior to his sentencing, Haldeman had asked
his former mentor, Norman Strouse, to write a letter on his behalf to Sirica. Strouse
wrote: “in my years of relationship with Mr. Haldeman I found him a man of integrity,
thoroughly capable in the handling of his responsibilities, effective in his relationships
with our clients and members of our own staff.” He added that due to their “business
relationship” he had had “no reason” to stay in touch with his former employee when he
had gone to Washington.62 Nevertheless, Strouse wrote that “I have nothing but the most
favorable recollections of him as a man of character, capability, and agreeable
personality, during the years I knew him.”63 Before Sirica handed down the sentences,
Haldeman’s attorney Wilson also cited his client’s trouble-free past in hopes of
persuading the judge to be more lenient.64 He told Sirica, “I hope that Your Honor
considers whatever Bob Haldeman did, he did not for himself but for the President of the
United States; that the virtue of loyalty is not to be forgotten when evaluating all the
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attending circumstances; that he was caught up in a maelstrom that engulfed a lot of other
good people.”65
When it came time for the actual sentences, Sirica first read John Mitchell’s. He
sentenced him “to from 20 months to five years on the conspiracy and obstruction counts,
to run concurrently; to be followed by three concurrent terms of 10 months to three years
for the three counts of lying under oath for a total of 30 months as minimum, after which
Mr. Mitchell would be eligible for parole, and eight years as a maximum. Good behavior
in prison could reduce the maximum.”66 Sirica then repeated the sentencing almost
verbatim for Haldeman.67 Haldeman “turned from the judge’s bench and strode back to
his seat with no expression.”68 Later that evening, he called his wife in California and
told her that “it could have been worse.”69 A U.S. District Court, in October that
following year, denied Haldeman’s appeal.70 Haldeman and his lawyers then decided to
take the case to the United States Supreme Court, but in May 1977 the high court
declined to hear it.71
Between his resignation and the publication of his memoir, Haldeman faced
financial hardship. He had been employed since graduating from UCLA in 1948. Now,
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he needed to rely on his retirement income from JWT and money from investments to
sustain the household budget.72 A job with the Nixon Foundation did not materialize
because of the possibility of a criminal indictment.73 In his memoir, Haldeman claimed
that Nixon had offered him ownership of the White House tapes before they became
public in order to garner interest from a publisher for a book on Nixon’s first term.74
Haldeman wrote that “I didn’t follow up on that. Probably because this was the kind of
suggestion Nixon often would throw out and then later forget or retract. Perhaps the
thought of going through two years of White House tapes was too daunting.”75 He
incurred legal fees brought on by his criminal case and other civil suits against him by
parties such as actress and activist Jane Fonda and others over the illegal
counterintelligence efforts by the Nixon administration.76 In 1974, Haldeman asked for
the help of a family friend, Z. Wayne Griffin, to raise money.77 Haldeman’s father and
mother were godparents to Griffin’s children and his mother had worked with him while
at the Hollywood Bowl.78 Griffin’s efforts started at the beginning of August 1974, but
fundraising slowed after Ford’s pardon of Nixon.79 In March 1975, Haldeman sat down
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for a paid interview with Mike Wallace for 60 Minutes.80 In May of 1975, one of
Haldeman’s attorneys, Frank Strickler, wrote Edward S. Christenbury of the Special
Litigation Section of the Department of Justice to request that the government aid his
client in paying for his legal representation in a number of civil cases and “in those cases
where the Department declined to represent Mr. Haldeman in both capacities, the
Department should pay the attorneys’ fees he has or will incur.”81 Strickler wrote that: “it
is unfortunate that I have to write a letter of this nature, but the fact is that Mr. Haldeman
has been severely penalized economically and he is unable to pay counsel fees.”82
Haldeman faced immense financial uncertainty.
Before heading to prison, Haldeman started working on a book about the Nixon
administration. Haldeman demanded one million dollars for his book.83 Given these
problems, Haldeman’s agent dropped him as a client.84 He initially struggled to find a
publisher or a collaborator. He disjointedly approached author James Michener and
historian John Toland, who both initially showed interest but eventually declined to work
with him, each having separate reasons for their refusal.85 In June 1976, Haldeman and
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reporter Joseph Scott collaborated on a number of exposés in which Haldeman wrote on
his work, his White House colleagues, the president, and select events during the Nixon
administration.86 The newspaper series, which the Universal Press Syndicate distributed,
promised that “this is a series of immense news value.”87
In 1977, Haldeman finally found a suitor for his memoirs after the New York
Times dismissed his offer “to write a newspaper column on foreign policy.”88 The paper
forwarded Haldeman’s idea to Thomas H. Lipscomb, president of the New York Times
Book Company, who contacted Haldeman about the possibility of writing a book.89
Haldeman wanted to document what he perceived as the accomplishments of the Nixon
administration, but Lipscomb disagreed and thought that further information on the
Watergate scandal would be better.90 Lipscomb enlisted Joe DiMona, who had authored a
number of books, and the two interviewed Haldeman early in 1977.91 DiMona recalled
that Haldeman “stonewalled” them and “the two men returned to New York with reels of
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tape from their conversations and the conviction that the book would never be born.”92 In
June, however, Haldeman agreed to work with DiMona.93 After hearing Nixon’s
accusations against himself and Ehrlichman in interviews with David Frost, Haldeman
told Jo that he had decided to focus on Watergate in his book.94 She recalled that he told
her: “After three years of avoiding the subject of Watergate, I’m going to take it on. It’s
not the book that I want to write, but it will sell.”95 According to DiMona, Haldeman had
already composed a lengthy letter to his former boss voicing his frustration about the
interviews, but DiMona persuaded Haldeman not to contact Nixon.96 As the Nixon
interviews aired, the Supreme Court thwarted Haldeman’s last chance to have his
conviction overturned by declining to hear his case.97
Work on what would become Haldeman’s memoir, The Ends of Power, began in
the weeks before Haldeman entered the Lompoc Federal Prison Camp. DiMona
interviewed Haldeman on multiple occasions and consulted available primary documents
in Haldeman’s possession.98 “The transcripts ran to five reams of paper,” the New York
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Times noted.99 Haldeman continued the project while incarcerated. In November 1977,
on reading DiMona’s first draft he was “horrified.”100 Haldeman threatened the publisher
that he would not stand behind the book if published, but the two parties eventually
agreed to work together on revising the manuscript.101 In December 1977, Haldeman
asked Jo to help him edit the work to meet the target publication date of March 1978.102
Interestingly, Haldeman completed his edits while working in the Sewer Plant at
Lompoc. He recalled not being able to make all of the changes that he sought.103
In February 1978, the New York Times Book Company released The Ends of
Power. Because the Washington Post published excerpts of the book prior to publication,
the book publisher pushed up the release date.104 On March 12, 1978, the book made its
first appearance on the New York Times’ Best Sellers list.105 That same week the Times’s
book review section included a scathing review by journalist Elizabeth Drew who took
issue with many of Haldeman’s claims and the tenor of the book. Drew observed that:
amidst all of the finger-pointing, score-settling, self-justification, and the
uncomprehending and misleading accounts, there does appear an occasional
concession by Haldeman that he may have participated in serious wrongdoing.
But these admissions are fleeting, and seem to come at us in the same spirit as the
99
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presumably tantalizing ‘revelations’ as obligatory offerings to satisfy the
reader.106
The following week, Haldeman’s memoir went to the number one spot on the Best
Sellers’ list, surpassing James Fixx’s The Complete Book of Running.107
The income generated by his memoir provided Haldeman some reprieve from his
financial hardships. The earnings helped him repay his legal fees.108 Elizabeth Drew,
however, was not alone in her criticism of the book. Haldeman himself disliked it for
completely different reasons. According to historian Stephen Ambrose, “Haldeman began
putting out the word that it was Joseph Di Mona who was responsible for the negative
things The Ends of Power said about Nixon. By 1990, Haldeman was repudiating the
book and saying that it was his hope to someday write another.”109 However, even at the
time of publication, Haldeman worried how the book portrayed certain events and some
of his White House colleagues, the ex-president, and even some of his own actions.110
Haldeman’s negative feelings toward his memoir persisted. He told an oral history
interviewer, two years before his death, that if he wrote another book it would not deal
with Watergate.111 He clung steadfastly to the idea that Watergate had not consumed
much of his time in the White House, an idea he had already advanced in Ends of Power
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where he wrote: “Until March of 1973, when we really did focus in on Watergate and
started spending an enormous amount of time and worry on that one subject for about six
weeks, it was never at any time a principal subject of thought, discussion, or action.”112 In
1987, speaking about a possible follow-up to Ends of Power, he said that Watergate was
“entitled to 6% of the book’s pages. If I’ve got two hundred pages, its gets twelve; that’s
it.”113 His son, Peter, wrote: “He always regarded the book as distorted in its exclusive
focus on Watergate—and he ultimately disclaimed its least faithful portions, attributing
them to his collaborator.”114 DiMona, according to historian David Greenberg, however
“insisted that the book accurately reflected Haldeman’s views at the time.”115 Haldeman’s
reaction to his memoir is perhaps best understood in light of his desire to serve as a
manager. Haldeman, someone who always strove to master procedures, never exercised
full control over the writing of his own memoir. Moreover, given the comments he made
to Jo when he changed his mind to focus on his book on Watergate and the situation he
found himself in during that time, money was a prime motivator for writing the book. Up
to this point, he never had seemed to have made decisions based on personal financial
return.
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Haldeman had to observe his book’s reception from prison. At Lompoc,
Haldeman received requests for autographs and learned about reaction to his book.116 A
seemingly irritated Chuck Colson, now working with the Prison Fellowship, wrote to
Haldeman that:
despite the great compassion that I feel for you in your present circumstances—
and even more for Jo—I still have to be honest in my appraisal of the book. Wish
I could say I liked it but I did not; and as you will see from the enclosed, I felt the
underlying premise to be faulty.117
Colson wrote that “I am sure that Joe DiMona wrote much of the manuscript. But there
seems such a propensity to adopt what I know to be unfounded charges against me as fact
that I almost felt a thread throughout the book of setting up Colson as the bad guy.”
Colson “felt” that in The Ends of Power he “was not once given the benefit of the doubt;
more than that, the author seemed to be reaching in characterizations.”118 The previous
month, Colson appeared on television and voiced his discontent over Haldeman’s
“assertions” regarding his impact on Nixon.119 Colson ended his letter by offering:
“Please tell Jo that if there is anything we can do to call us.”120
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In prison, Haldeman worked in various capacities and received regular visits from
family and associates.121 He first worked in the facility’s power plant and later in the
sewer plant.122 At the sewer plant, located outside the main compound he monitored the
chemical levels of the water and occasionally assisted in drug searches when inmates at
the Federal Penitentiary, located nearby.123 The light workload at the sewer plant allowed
Haldeman time off to work on edits on his memoir.124 Haldeman received regular visits
from his family and former White House colleagues, such as Dwight Chapin.125 His son,
Hank, recalled that he had wide-ranging conversations with his father during his visits.126
In October 1977, Judge Sirica reduced Haldeman’s prison sentence to “not less
than one year, nor more than four years” and declared him eligible for parole starting in
June 1978.127 Haldeman told Sirica that, upon his release, he wanted to “spend at least as
much time in the non-business area making a contribution in some way to the public side
of life as I spent prior to the time that I went into Government.”128 Although still
incarcerated and clearly seeking to impress the judge, Haldeman was not merely being
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disingenuous. In light of his career path prior to serving in government, it was
unsurprising that Haldeman sought to return to his previous pursuits. Moreover, he stated:
“I do totally accept responsibility for my actions and I recognize my responsibility to
atone for those actions. I have in a religious sense as well as in a legal sense a very strong
feeling of repentance and strong feelings that whatever wrongs were done will never be
repeated by me and that I have an obligation in the future to correct those wrongs.”129 In
June 1977, the United States Parole Commission set his release date for December,
1978.130
On the morning of December 20, 1978, Haldeman was released from the
Lompoc.131 Near the end of Haldeman’s sentence, he confided to his wife that he looked
forward to being able to be “sleeping in a real bed, having unlimited use of the phone,
driving a car, playing guitar, and taking walks with” his dog.132 Upon his release, a
fellow inmate mocked him stating: “There he goes, Mr. America.”133 Haldeman, flanked
by Jo, addressed the assembled media that had gathered outside the gates and thanked
those who had supported him and wished the crowd “a very Merry Christmas.”134 Former
president Nixon also called his former chief of staff.135 According to Ambrose, Nixon
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wished Haldeman a “Merry Christmas” and told him “welcome back.”136 Ambrose noted
that:
They talked, easily and smoothly. Nixon discussed his travels and the new book
he was writing. Haldeman said he was thinking of going into business on his own;
Nixon offered to put him in touch with friends who could help. He invited
Haldeman to drop by whenever he could; he wanted to hear Haldeman’s views on
the current political scene.137
On the day of his release, another of his former bosses contacted him. Norman Strouse
wrote him: “I respect you for the manner in which you have found your way through such
troubled times to a dignified reconciliation with the past.”138 In closing, he expressed that
“it is our hope that we may meet again” and extended Haldeman an invitation to his home
in Northern California.139 While the two men who had shaped much of his career
welcomed him back after eighteen months behind bars, Haldeman returned home and
faced the new challenge of how to reintegrate into society. He did so without their help.
Many observers of Haldeman noted changes in his behavior after his release from
prison. In her memoir, Jo wrote:
Watergate was Bob’s nadir. His resignation, the hearings, the trial, the appeal, and
his incarceration tested him in ways that he had never been tried before.
Strengthened by his faith and the support of his family and friends, he met each
challenge head-on. I don’t know if he has any regrets. I don’t know if he ever
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questions the ‘what if’s.’ I do know that his rough edges were softened, and he
emerged as a changed person.140
Indeed, reporters who caught up with Haldeman after his prison time found a different
person than they had expected to encounter. In 1983, Mike Granberry wrote, “this
Haldeman seems far removed--at least outwardly--from the man once called ‘the Nazi,’
‘the consummate male secretary,’ a ‘paper-and-people pusher extraordinaire.’…gruff,
humorless, aloof.”141 Haldeman acknowledged to Granberry that he had changed, that he
had “gained a broad perspective—and a lot of humility.”142 In 1986, Nicholas Kristof
wrote, “at 59, Haldeman seems restrained, even diffident. Gone is the crew-cutted [sic.]
drill sergeant who guarded access to President Nixon. Mr. Haldeman’s hair is longer
these days, his manner cordial.”143
However, while Haldeman’s demeanor changed so did his circumstances. He no
longer worked in Nixon’s White House or faced criminal prosecution for his involvement
in the Watergate cover-up. He made an almost immediate return to the private sector and
managed to reestablish a financial foothold. Above all, he reengaged in similar activities
to those in which he had participated before going to Washington. During the final years
of his life, Haldeman taught Sunday School and advised a chapter of his fraternity at the
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University of California Santa Barbara.144 Haldeman returned to a life quite similar to
that prior to his service in the Nixon administration.
After prison, Haldeman vowed to take some time in order to find the right job.145
He supplemented his income by becoming a franchisee. Although he did not specify a
date, Haldeman before he entered prison, was able to obtain a franchise of Sizzler
Steakhouse in Miami through connections he made at his fraternity at UCLA.146 By 1986,
Haldeman was involved in “a chain of nine Sizzler Steak House restaurants in
Florida.”147
In 1979, after reading in Fortune Magazine about California businessman David
Murdock, Haldeman went to work for him in Los Angeles.148 The article, entitled “The
Man Who Collects Companies,” discussed Murdock’s career and how he had
accumulated his wealth.149 Murdock made his money by developing real estate,
investments in companies, and the acquisition of businesses.150 The piece piqued
Haldeman’s interest, prompting him to write the multi-millionaire requesting a
meeting.151 The connection led to a job. Murdock later recalled: “I didn’t think he was all
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as bad as everybody else thought. He paid his penalty… You know he didn’t commit a
crime that destroyed anybody or anything.”152 Murdock supported Republican candidates
on both a national level and in California. He, however, did not want political advice
from Haldeman.153 Rather, he recruited Haldeman to join him in the real estate and
property development business.154 Haldeman remembered that he had received advice
from others that he should go into this business partly because of the potential to turn a
profit quickly.155 Murdock and Haldeman did not have many things in common besides
their party affiliation. Murdock shunned attention by journalists, he did not want his
employees to “speak to journalists,” valued his privacy, and “seldom” drank alcohol.156
Fortune Magazine described him as a “messy-desk man who is not always punctual
about keeping appointments.”157 Murdock, in 1979, described two of his top aides as
“super-organized” but added that he was “not.”158
Haldeman started working for the David H. Murdock Development Company,
“the real estate arm of the vast Murdock operations” which was “a major developer of
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high-rise office buildings.”159 Haldeman worked on developing real estate and hotels in
several cities.160 He eventually rose to become president of Murdock’s “hotel company,”
and “executive vice president of the real estate development company.”161 Haldeman
recalled that he had hoped to become more of a manager for Murdock. He told oral
history interviewers that “I thought I might be able to fill that role, and I spent seven
years with him trying to develop that, based on my experience with Nixon and with
Disney, and never could do it, because he wasn’t—he never came to the point of
recognizing he had to have it.”162
In 1985, Haldeman left his position with Murdock, he wanted to run his own
business rather than work for someone else.163 He wanted to find an occupation that he
enjoyed and brought financial reward.164 His earnings from his investment with Sizzler
ensured that he did not need to hold a job.165 Just a year after Haldeman left his position
with Murdock, The New York Times reported that “many smaller chains have fallen by
the wayside because of their overzealous expansion and the marketing muscle of national
chains…some regional chains, including Ryan’s Family Steak Houses, Sizzler, Shoney’s
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and Luby’s not only have survived but also have continued to grow.”166 Haldeman
became an investor and business consultant for his former assistant at the Murdock
Company.167 Haldeman recalled that throughout various stages in his career, he took joy
in recruiting young individuals who through guidance by more senior staff could
accelerate in their careers.168 For example, at JWT he instituted a training program where
recruits worked under the mentorship of people in high-ranking positions at the
advertising giant.169 By the mid-1980s, Haldeman again embraced this familiar role and
“mentored small start-up businesses.”170 His son, Peter, wrote that while his father
combatted his eventually fatal illness later on in life that “the only mail” he “would bring
himself to read” came in the form of “notes” from his mentees.171 He wrote that “these
were his current proteges, the bright, invariably attractive young men whose enterprises
he capitalized, and they exemplified the loyalty he prized.”172 Peter noted that in an
“interview” his father “described his relationship to these men as that of a ‘father
figure.’”173 While Haldeman’s interest in mentoring derived from earlier experiences in
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his career, his return to this activity symbolizes his larger desire to manage processes for
others and to seek opportunities.
During one of his last business ventures, Haldeman helped to establish American
enterprises in the Soviet Union. At some point in the late 1980s, Haldeman teamed up
with a “young guy” who wanted “to establish a business center in Moscow for American
businesspeople.”174 Paul Tatum, who had dropped out of college at Oklahoma State
University, and became a fundraiser for the GOP in Oklahoma, traveled to the Soviet
Union as part of an “Oklahoma trade mission” in 1985 and realized that American
businessmen did not have what he considered adequate facilities to conduct their business
there.175 Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev had introduced his economic reforms in the
mid-1980s and by decade’s end, American businesses started to gravitate towards new
market opportunities in the Soviet Union.176 Tatum started Americom Business Centers,
to provide facilities for businessmen, and H. R. Haldeman who “had cash to invest, and
was looking for a good idea,” facilitated a merger between Americom and Apollo
Acquisitions “a tiny holding company in Florida.”177 Haldeman and Tatum traveled to the
Soviet Union in order to negotiate an agreement with the Soviet agency that controlled
the property.178 In 1990, Haldeman reportedly “helped the Minneapolis-based Radisson
Hotels International chain get approval to start a hotel in Moscow. It will be the first U.S.
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managed hotel in the Soviet Union.”179 Haldeman found himself an invited guest of the
Soviet Union when Gorbachev visited Minnesota that year.180 Fortune Magazine
described the partnership between the “Soviet tourism monolith” Intourist, Radisson, and
Americom, writing that “Tatum's Americom held a 40% stake, Radisson 10%, and
Intourist 50%. Radisson would manage the hotel's rooms and restaurants, and Americom
would manage its retail shops, office space, and other services. The venture was called
Intourist-RadAmer Hotel and Business Center.”181 In 1994, Radisson and Americom
severed their partnership and in 1996 Haldeman’s former business associate, Paul Tatum,
was murdered in Moscow.182 Haldeman, however, did not live to see the end of
Americom’s venture in Russia. He died in November 1993.183 Haldeman’s involvement
in this particular venture encapsulates more than his desire to earn money. It again
illustrates how Haldeman functioned best as an aide to others and helped to facilitate
transactions for others. The undertaking, moreover, speaks to his consistent search for
action over inactivity and opportunities, demonstrating that even in semi-retirement he
would engage in an international business project.
While Haldeman never again entered the political arena in his final years, he
frequently reflected on his past. He served as a talking head about “Richard Nixon’s last
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days at the White House” on the A&E Network show The Class of the 20th Century.184
He gave lectures about his career at the Richard Nixon Library, variously cautioning high
school students to be wary of the presentation of the Nixon administration that they
received in school and reflecting with former California Governor Pat Brown on Nixon’s
1962 gubernatorial campaign.185 Even before his release from Lompoc, he had written to
UCLA historian and former chancellor of the University of California San Diego, John S.
Galbraith, whom he knew from his association with the UCLA Alumni Association.186
Haldeman referred to a “recent conversation” with him about the possibility of teaching a
class at one of the campuses near Los Angeles.187 Haldeman stated, “As I think we
discussed, I see this as a short-term proposition—for one or perhaps two quarters. But I
also don’t eliminate the possibility of a longer-term effort if the first shot is productive
from both sides.”188 In the letter, Haldeman provided a “course outline” on “the Modern
Presidency.” He also included “other subject areas that could productively be covered in
various forms,” mentioning specifically “administration” and “political science,”
“history- Watergate-the Nixon presidency pre-Watergate- the Nixon career in retrospectNixon the man- the current White House on a day-to-day basis- preparation for the 1980
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elections.”189 In 1987, Haldeman spoke to Stephen Ambrose’s “mini-semester” class at
Whittier College and provided feedback on the historian’s work on Richard Nixon.190
Judging by his actions, Haldeman displayed a genuine interest in the study of the history
of the Nixon administration. In 1987, he appeared as a discussant at a Hofstra University
conference on Nixon and the following year he wrote an article for Prologue Magazine
on the White House taping system.191 In the article he, perhaps rightly, foreshadowed that
“the historians’ digestion of the White House tapes will be long, slow, and tedious, but
the tapes are an incomparable source, and the historiography of the Nixon administration
will eventually be much the richer as a result of Richard Nixon’s decision to tape-record
his meetings and telephone conversations.”192 He “read everything published on
Watergate” and told Stephen Ambrose that “if he ever published another book, he wanted
to make certain he had every fact exactly right.”193 It was in this context of Haldeman
seriously confronting his past, that he made the statement that has driven much of this
dissertation when he described his “chosen role in life” as “that of a manager of progress
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and process rather than a developer of policy and a creator of initiatives.”194 Making
Haldeman’s statement more credible, insightful, and elevating it above being merely a
platitude offered by the former chief of staff, he had identified a trend that ran throughout
his life.
Throughout his later years, Haldeman remained in contact with Nixon.195
Haldeman and other top aides “initially…refused to help rehabilitate the man who had
brought them into ignominy.”196 Over time, however, “Haldeman and others
backpedaled” and Nixon and Haldeman “reconciled.”197 Jo Haldeman wrote that her
husband “stayed in touch with President Nixon through infrequent phone calls and
occasional visits.”198 A 1983 profile of Haldeman noted that “when he and Nixon talk,
the subject ‘always’ is the present, the future—never the past.”199 The two men,
proverbially, no longer shared the same backyard as Nixon had moved from California to
the East Coast in 1980 while Haldeman stayed in Southern California.200 While
knowledge on the depth and details of their relationship during this time is scant, their
rapprochement occurred over the same time Nixon regained popularity in Republican
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circles and served as an elder statesman.201 Haldeman attended the dedication of the expresident’s library.202 Just a few months before his own death, Haldeman attended the
memorial services for Pat Nixon.203
In 1993, while working on publishing his diaries, Haldeman fell ill.204 He was
bed-ridden and could only consume certain foods.205 He embraced his long-held faith in
Christian Science to deal with his illness and relied on the help of a “Christian Science
healer” during his fight against it.206 According to his son, Peter, the family did not want
to go public with his illness before his passing and “his ailment was never officially
diagnosed. The wording of the cause listed on his death certificate— ‘intra-abdominal
neoplasm’ —derives from several negotiations with the Santa Barbara coroner in
anticipation of questions from reporters. In the end, the questions never came.”207 On
Saturday, November 13, 1993, H. R. Haldeman died. Even in death Haldeman wanted to
manage the process. “Among his other stipulations,” Peter Haldeman wrote, “my father
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dictated that there be no observance of his passing. It was the one condition my mother
was willing to disregard.”208 Haldeman’s immediate family and their significant others
“gathered in Santa Barbara for a meal and a walk and, in his memory, some readings
from ‘Science and Health.’”209
While some noticed a change in Haldeman’s manner in his days after
incarceration at the Lompoc Federal Prison Camp, they most frequently compared his
demeanor to his image as chief of staff in the Nixon administration. In light of examining
his entire career, however, it becomes clear that Haldeman, after his incarceration, merely
reverted back to becoming the person that he had been before he went to Washington.
Throughout this latter period, between his resignation and his death, Haldeman displayed
some of the same characteristics that he had exhibited throughout his entire life.
Haldeman’s desire to manage and to help is evident in his continued support of his
former boss during the final year of his presidency, his struggles to publish the kind of
book he wanted to write, and his reengagement with the community and young
businessmen in the years that followed his release from prison. His search for action and
opportunity which drove him throughout much of his life, is evident in his immediate
return to the private sector and then, even after no longer needing to work, his continued
business ventures in new areas. Thus, it again shows the importance of studying
Haldeman’s life in full rather than providing an episodic approach that centers its analysis
on his work for Richard M. Nixon, which, as this dissertation demonstrates, cannot be
understood in a vacuum.
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H. R. Haldeman lived an eventful life and his career in business and politics until
the very end was shaped and propelled by forces outside his control. Key moments in the
history of the United States after 1945 such as the end of World War II, the emergence of
the Cold War and domestic anti-communist sentiment, the post-war economic boom, the
social upheavals of the 1960s, the Vietnam War, Watergate, and the thaw of the Cold
War, all directly factored into the making of H. R. Haldeman’s life and career. During all
these events, Haldeman sought opportunities to make himself useful to reform, improve,
and adjust processes which he thought could be made more efficient with his help. Thus,
his life’s story encompassed so much more than just Watergate. Indeed, until the very
end, he pursued his “chosen role in life.”210
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